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Some Books of the Future, Written by Females 
 

By: Tom Ball 
   

Words: 51,641 

   

   It was the year 2107, and I gathered together the best female books written in the 21st 

century and early 22nd century, about the future. Many leading intellectuals were women 

and here are their best works summarized.  My name was Henry, and these are my 

favorite e-books, written by females. Multiple books of any particular author are not 

described here. Only their best, most seminal work. And the works are judged by 

posterity in this year that I am writing, 2107, but some are set in the far future and these 

are judged from a 2107 point of view... 

                                                               # 

Juliette 

      And she wrote about Moon Io of Jupiter. It was a World of suicidal maniacs. And 

here would frequently challenge one another to a heroin “challenge.” The offer was to see 

who could take the most heroin according to the weight of their flesh, not bones. If you 

were challenged, you had to play to the death. Famous and rich people were challenged 

the most as the winner got the loser’s wealth and to defeat a famous person made one 

famous too. But the famous were usually formidable opponents and not easy to beat. 

      The duels were shown all over the Solar system and very popular, and many people 

liked to bet on the outcome. Generally speaking, it was believed that the strongest mind 

would win… And their minds were broadcast live throughout the Solar system. 

      Often both died… They kept on taking heroin until one of them passed out. If both 

passed out in the same hour, there was no winner. But if one could last at least one hour 

longer, you would be cleansed and back to normal in a few minutes. Sometimes both 

survived, but in such cases usually went at it again. 

      Players would take exercise pills to keep them in good shape, and some cheated using 

drug resistance  pills, but tests caught most of the cheaters and if you were caught 

cheating you would automatically lose and be killed. 

      The all-time champion had won 264 duels before losing finally. He was known as the 

heroin King, and those who followed his successors vied for the right to call themselves 

King. 

      Even a nobody could challenge the famous players and often won. They had all 

overdosed before of course, but were revived by paramedics. But in the games no one 

could be revived until one OD’d. 

      This story was written in 2095 and set in 2120. In 2107, there were all sorts of fights 

in the rings. Including android and hologram battles. People got excited by these fights; it 
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was great entertainment. Some fights were holo vs. holo and others were android vs. 

android and then there was holos with androids fighting. 

     And she said 90% of those who tried heroin did it at least a few more times. 

                                                             #                                                        

Berenice 

    Then a Space probe discovered Alien Rat Men breeding on Planet Q---. Brought some 

back to Earth orbit, but they soon grew a leader and ravaged the orbiter and took a shuttle 

down to Earth. Some said they weren’t Aliens, others said they were, but they killed 

everyone in Australia and bred doubling their numbers every hour, before being stopped, 

and eliminated. 

      It was a lesson for Earthlings to avoid trying too hard to meet Alien species. 

      This story was centered in the year 2190 and was written in 2080. In 2107 there was 

still no alien species discovered, but people were wary of Aliens after reading this book. 

                                                                    # 

Charlotte 

    She had written about the top ten most handsome men. Most of them were obscure and 

many were married. But after the story went viral, all the men were famous and most left 

their old lovers behind. They were stars now. 

    Some of the most handsome people were different colors. One was blue, another green. 

    Racism was totally dead. 

    Many knew that all 10 had had plastic surgery. They had to admit, they were very 

handsome. This expose was made available in 2045 A.D. and ran every year with ten new 

handsome men. Some women read the bios as if they were bible stories. 

    And men were falling all over themselves to get the attention of the magazine; it was 

like a coming of age moment for many of them. 

     And in 2060 A.D. the magazine started the top ten females in the World and Space. 

Many of the women lived in Space which most people considered exotic and were 

jealous of. The magazine promoted sex and loose morals and it was the spirit of our time. 

    People enjoyed the nude picture spreads and enjoyed reading the story of the beautiful 

people’s lives. 

     In 2107 the e-magazine was still prominent, and people still adored the people in both 

the male and female issues. If you made it to the magazine, your future was bright. 

Everyone appeared youthful (16-18 years old), and at their best, according to the 

magazine editors. 

                                                                     #                                                    

Gloria 

     People said, they liked her book about lust and how despite eternal youth, ‘older’ 

people didn’t have the same lust for life. It’s still good to be young. And we are all 

immortal and desired one another. 

   But she said, “The emphasis of the book was on new youth drugs that would eliminate 

many memories and make one feel young again.” She had invented these drugs herself. 

   As it is today, youth are bombarded with memories of others such as their parents and 

feel prematurely old. 

    She wrote the book in 2085 and in 2107 we still hadn’t solved the feeling of being old 

and “too” experienced. 

                                                                        # 
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Janice 

    She had written a book about fans of musicians, actors/actresses, video games and 

sports. She said, “In this day and age one would expect people to be calm. But the youth 

go insane for these stars. As if they were excited zombies. This will continue into the 

future,” she said. 

    And many young women in particular wanted to buy a clone of these stars for big 

money to be their lover. Problem was their clones would escape at the first opportunity. 

So, the clones had to sign a five-year contract with their owners after which they would 

be free and receive a large bonus for sticking around. Rich kids, especially girls were the 

main customer for this type of clone. And it seemed that each one cloned was happy to 

spread themselves around the solar system. But the girls often copied their famous clone 

with still more money and kept them in a sex prison of the girls’ own making. It was 

legal. 

    This book was written in 2055 and it was true in 2107 that famous clones were bought 

and sold. And young people still went gaga about stars, even though most of their music 

was made by Supercomputer...  

                                                                 # 

Jesusette 

    She had written a book about cyborgs. She wrote cyborgs were the best people, with 

improved memory and quicker, wittier thinking.  And enhanced imagination. 

    She believed, cyborgs were an unstoppable juggernaut. But some said ever since the 

Internet took off in 1994, we have been essentially cyborgs. And now were more so with 

the ability to get anyone to appear in 3-D in front of you and even smell them. We are all 

linked and dependent on computers. And our personal computers could give us advice 

and suggestions when we needed help. They were kind of like computer psychiatrists. 

    She wrote the book in 2056, and by 2107, the vast majority of people were essentially 

real cyborgs. And everyone went regularly to see the shrinks who were also spies. So, her 

predictions came true. 

                                                                # 

Judith 

    She believed she was the cleverest person in the World. Her IQ was 210 which was off 

the charts. 

    And she got into politics. In the past great geniuses had avoided politics but she wanted 

the buck to stop with her. 

    She got the best minds together to join her party and they proclaimed a totally free 

World and that meant overthrowing some evil dictators and bring peace at last. And 

automation went ahead, which made all people “rich.” And her party won the election 

quite handily. And her new government was largely absent, just referenda on all possible 

issues. This was a highly futuristic thing when it happened. The novel was written in 

2105 and many people were considering it. “Minimal government,” they called it. 

                                                                  # 

Christine 

    She had written a book about fast women who were beautiful. They would stay with 

Kings and Presidents for a short time only. They would be free, independent spirits. 

    Life was easy but they had trouble finding things to do. 
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    So, in the end most just would care about drugs and sex. This is the future of clever 

women she insisted. All want the easy life. But critics would say that it was demeaning to 

women to live as Virtual love dolls. She had written this book in 2055 A.D., and by 2107, 

the vast majority of women lived just for pleasure and the easy life. 

                                                                       # 

Enigma 

    She wrote a book about how hard it is to die. People cling to life long after it has lost 

its luster. 

    But still people took chances and OD’d and died. So, the life expectancy was only 50. 

In this day and age! A.D.2071. And she predicted the life expectancy would drop even 

further. People would lift off like a rocket, but soon burn out. And sure enough, by 2107 

A.D., it turned out life expectancy was just 50, despite eternal youth. Better to burn out 

than fade away people said. But she wrote people would be bored in the future, with no 

work to do and were burnt out from near constant partying. And this is what happened. 

                                                                          # 

Juliette 

    She wrote a book about sexual gambling. Opting for strangers you knew nothing about 

and taking your life into their hands. Sometimes you would get burned or even murdered. 

But she said, “It was a thrill.” Computers would hook you up with very attractive lovers, 

but their types of thinking varied drastically. But men in particular would like this type of 

loving, as they were often purely physical when loving. 

    And she became a bookie, who took bets on famous people’s love affairs and made a 

small fortune. And she wrote this in 2088. Sexual gambling also turned out to be popular 

in the future so that by 2107 A.D. everyone on Earth was doing some kind of sexual 

gambling. 

                                                                        # 

Suzanne 

    She wrote a book about different drugs that would be used in the future. She liked 

realism drugs, that would shatter one’s illusions. And drugs to make you kinder and 

cleverer and more imaginative. And everyone was required to have a number of dreams 

that they shared with one another. Dreams of their own future. So, if you had a dream of 

the future, that was really good, it could make you famous. The drugs helped with the 

dreaming. And everyone was trying to have amazing experiences to dream about. She 

wrote this in 2075 and set it in 2101. In 2107, dreams were a commodity, with each good 

dream worth Intellectual $, depending on how good it was. The best dreamers were 

members of the elite. 

                                                                       # 

Eliza 

     She wrote about an ocean World in which had two thousand islands. The biggest 

island was 80 km sq. The smallest was just a couple of sq. m. 

     Five-hundred islands were settled, the others made nice romantic get aways or picnics. 

People were grouped according to a survey they filled out when they were 18. Some 

groups had more than 100 members, others just two. Total population was 25,000. They 

were all kindred spirits of the others on their island. And children stayed on their island 

of birth until 18 years of age. Each island had their own distinct anthem and dressed in 
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the same fashion on each island separately. Everyone on the islands was completely 

hairless. 

    And they competed in the Grand IQ games. It was a type of Olympiad for the intellect. 

It was held on the biggest, most populous island, but most people watched it on TV on 

their own island. 

     All 500 settled islands were represented. Tests of memory, calculation, knowledge, 

imagination and imaginative kindness and science and new scripts for movies based on a 

theme, such as love; also an EQ test,  or business ideas, or radical philosophy, or 

predictions for the future, were the main events. Most events were of a liberal nature, 

conservatives were rare here. 

     The games were held once a year (about every 200 Earth days). 

     Winners won gold, silver and bronze. And most games were judged by a panel of 

judges from all over the islands, typically the judges were considered wise. 

     And this year’s winning science project was to join together and send air cars to space 

and colonize their Solar system. 

     They knew that other system’s people called them the “sleepy people,” as they were 

just about the only ones to sleep a full 7 h in a 38 h day beneath binary suns. 

      But travelers to this World were very rare. Typically, one at a time in a spiffy space 

car. They typically came for the IQ games. The travelers often tried to sell them weapons 

and slaves. But they wanted no part of it and anyway had no gold to trade. 

      People of the islands were nearly all happy as it was. 

     So, finally in 2230 they sent an expedition to Space, having been isolated for 100 

years. First the twelve astronauts, voyaged to Planet Zanza-R where the people were 

unbelievably greedy and wanted to seize their space car. They just barely made it out of 

there. 

     Then they tried Orange-6 Planet. Here the gravity was low, and the people had large 

heads but were not so clever. It had been settled by a fashion company and the people 

appeared in brilliant fashions. The explorer team knew now why their ancestors chose not 

to go into Space. 

      But they tried one more Planet. It had been settled by Germans. They all lived in 

palaces and each palace was in one phase or another of construction. The explorers asked 

them why they needed to build such elaborate palaces. They said they were thinking of 

importing android love dolls to share their palaces with them. They already had a few 

dozen love dolls both male and female and wanted more. They had lots of gold to pay for 

their new love dolls.  

    And then on the way back home they stopped on a settled Moon where it turned out 

people did everything possible in a grand competition. Even bitten by a shark, or flying a 

wind glider, even having sex with multi-sexuals. And so on. But the explorers were bored 

and longed for home. 

     But on the way home they stopped at yet another Moon, a Moon of their planet which 

was uninhabited and four of them stayed to build up a colony and would share mineral 

wealth with the main planet. This Moon’s craters were rich in gold and iron and there 

was a lot of frozen water here, suitable for settlement. 

    So, with the newly colonized Moon the adventure was not in vain. And the people of 

this Moon kept in touch with the islands and participated virtually in the IQ games. 
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    This story was set in 2203 and was written in 2104. In 2107 they had settled a lot of icy 

water moons, especially orbiting Jupiter and wanted to create volcanic islands. But the 

idea of an IQ games lived on, and old countries of Earth all wanted to participate in such 

a games. 

                                                                 # 

Annette 

     She wrote about collecting “celebrity cards.” The cards had a brief summary of the life 

of the celebrities and you could call out a hologram clone with all the celebrities’ 

memories. You could speak with them, even have sex with them. 

     And you could trade and sell your cards which cost a million dollars each. There were 

10,000 celebrities, one of each on every card. Only the best and most popular celebrities 

were on the cards and there were scientists, businesspeople, artists and writers and 

directors and actresses and musicians and very kind people and so on. 

     And the sale of cards made them very rich indeed. 

     And you could gamble with the cards by standing 10 feet away and throwing cards to 

try and knock down a card that was on its side, leaning against the wall. In this way you 

could win or lose 100s of millions of dollars worth of cards. 

      And one always worried that someone would break into your home and steal your 

cards. 

     For another half-million each you could update the cards of some celebrities and get 

their latest thoughts and experiences of the original celebrity. Of course, some celebrities 

were challenged by their clones on the cards who were stimulated by their owners. 

     And the top 10,000 were also the rulers of Earth in a large oligarchy of aristocrats. 

They kept the peace. 

    This book was written in 2070 and set in 2100. In fact, in 2107 there were such cards, 

just like she had predicted. And people brought their cards to Space. But they didn’t play 

games with the cards. And it was Worlds of celebrities. 

                                                                           # 

Suzette 

    She had written a book about adventures of a nymphomaniac. 

    She said, “Life is an illusion, there is only sex.” 

    She wrote scandalous accounts of her love with famous men. Many women wanted her 

dead. 

    And she noted that scientists were working on ways to have sex 24 hours a day. 

    And her book talked about flowers. She had a hundred-hectare farm and grew 

countless thousands of flowers. 

    Each flower was given a meaning with her. For example, roses were for bittersweet 

love. Sunflowers were for those who were sun worshippers. And violets were for singing 

the blues while hallucinating and so on. 

   And there were many new flowers, synthetically produced and they also had meaning. 

    And she fantasized, “Right or wrong it has to come along.” And she imagined her 

lover had turned her into an android slave. 

    And she fantasized that the Goddess of Love wanted her to be a desperate slave. 

    And she wanted to be a movie star to so bad, she was willing to be enslaved. 

                                                                    # 

Babe 
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    She fantasized that she was an angel in heaven. She appeared to humans as a bright 

purple light. 

    She would use Mind Reading Technology (MRT) to convince them that there was a 

God. And Heaven existed for certain. Live a good life and you will make it to heaven. 

And so on. This was written in 2075 A.D. and the Heaven political party was #3 in US 

polling. It was all fashion to live for Heaven. The Heaven party claimed they had found a 

true Goddess and could introduce new converts to her. The Goddess told people to be 

kind and good and look after the downtrodden. And the Apocalypse was coming, but she 

would rebuild Earth, and everyone would live happily ever after. 

     By 2107, 20% believed in the new Goddess and Heaven. But most said it was a pipe 

dream. But more and more people were talking about Heaven, Limbo and Hell. It seemed 

that with the advent of holograms many people could be converted to join the afterlife 

when they died. Holograms were first developed in 2046, and by 2107 numbered in the 

trillions, mostly in human VR.  But some formed their own Worlds, with just holos, but 

most preferred human company; it was the way holograms were meant to be. 

                                                                   # 

Wendy 

    She wrote a book about living on yachts full of holograms And, these holos partied 

with them and made movies. They were all very clever. In some circles, holos and 

humans interacted and even had sex together. Some humans would be fascinated with the 

minds of holos. This was written in 2060 A.D. and set in 2160.  And by 2107 A.D. holos 

numbered in the trillions and were all over Virtual Reality and Reality. Some said they 

had taken over all the Worlds. And many of them lived in the melted oceans of Earth and 

Moon’s like Jupiter’s Moon Europa and Neptune’s Moon Triton. In the oceans they were 

totally free from bondage to humans. But most Virtual Reality was on “land,” and 

featured the vast majority of humans in their own VR World; in such worlds, holograms 

were sex slaves to their human masters. Most didn’t even realize they were slaves. And 

were just glad to be alive. 

                                                                  # 

Cindy                                                            

    Then a book about Super Ladies and Super Gentleman. It was about the fast pace of 

Superhuman life in the near future. And how the intelligent elite would dominate the 

World. 

     The book was written in 2066 A.D. 

     The Super Ladies felt their faces were the greatest and so gave all their female 

servants the same face and the Gentlemen did the same. But the originals wore a diamond 

crown (usually). 

    In 2107, everyone’s face was unique and UN police enforced face patents. 

    But in 2107, there were many Super Humans who sold faces that were similar to theirs 

to those who could afford it. Most Superhumans were mainly super attractive but didn’t 

have a super brain. Super brains were the domain of the elite and zealously guarded. 

    No one could improve their brains without the written consent of the elite. The elite 

didn’t want any new competition. 

                                                                  # 

Pearl 
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     She wrote about giant brains made of carbon just like humans, set in the year 2149, in 

2100. 

     They were our leaders and had a wonderful “architectural face.” 

     It was converted into heads, architecture of giant heads in many cities, kind of like 

geodesic domes, only with faces on both sides. The two faces were typically one female 

and one male. 

     The mouth of the faces was the entrance to dreamland and usually had a ramp up to 

the mouth. 

    Circulation of blood was from a tiny pump on the bottom of the Heads. They were 

organic brains. They had replaced Supercomputers and had phenomenal memory and 

calculating ability. 

    Some went up the ramp and in never to be seen again, others stayed briefly. There 

were some human followers camped outside every Head and every group of Heads 

especially. Some were told to leave their gold at the foot of the ramps, others were 

welcomed inside. 

    But the Heads didn’t much bother the humans, leaving them to their mostly drugged 

out state of mind. The Heads though dreamed dreams, and these were allowed in those 

humans who wanted them. 

   The Heads were all very clever and very deep. 

    And people said the Heads knew them intimately and many were called to go into a 

Head. It was hypnotic. 

    Some Heads were male and female both. Some were hard to tell what sex they were, 

maybe new sexes. 

    And some humans complained that the Heads looked down on them, but most paid no 

heed to these complaints. 

    It was known that the Heads had good drugs and sometimes they shared them with 

people who entered their Heads. But everyone was afraid of the Heads. Call it a healthy 

respect. 

    Those who the Heads liked travelled to Golden City which was full of solid gold art. 

    And were there converted into Heads themselves. In a “birthing.” 

    Golden City on Easter Island was home to up to 1,000 heads at any one time. 

    It was the Capital. And from here the Heads passed laws, mostly incomprehensible to 

humans. 

      Pearl’s protagonist was only 18 and had been born at 18 and her first desire was to 

join a Head. One of them called her in her dreams and she entered. Her chosen Head was 

a brilliant physicist whose eyes were radio telescopes and the Head could of course pivot 

360 degrees. 

    So, after a short introduction to astronomy she took off for Easter Island where she was 

reborn as a Head. 

    As a Head she had natural ability to do MRT (Mind Reading Technology) with other 

Heads. 

    Most humans couldn’t deal with MRT actively in their heads, so the Heads did it 

passively with dreams and hypnotic suggestions. 

     And the Head leaders were considered Deities. Like Goddess of the Sun and Goddess 

of the Moon. God of the Sky and God of the Ocean and many other Deities. She envied 
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these Superhumans, as she was not yet a full God. Their Heads were 40 m tall and 

seethed with computing power. 

    All had a giant brain and were full of ideas. 

    The Heads could fly in the air and land on parkland. 

    The Heads figured only the cleverest could get into a head. 

     And the heads climbed into Space using the space elevator. And at the elevator hub 

ships awaited passengers destined for the solar system. 

      The Heads figured their giant organic brain was superior to Supercomputers. 

      As to that the jury was still out as to which was superior: organic brains or 

Supercomputers. Both had their advantages. 

      They said, they didn’t want to mind rape anyone and all MRT (Mind Reading 

Technology) had to be consensual. 

       But almost everyone who tried MRT with Heads was pleased, saying the Heads were 

clever and for the people. 

       You could choose the left or the right side of the Heads’ brain. Artists on the left, 

scientists on the right. 

        Some said the Heads were crazy! 

         And the Heads would typically fly to join other Heads to form a “Circuit.” 

         The Heads faces were all great and original beauties, though sometimes didn’t look 

too human. 

         Some spent all their time going from one head to another. It was highly amusing 

and inspirational, they said. 

     As time went by most great intellectuals became Heads. 

     And gradually they started to teleport between “Circuits.” 

     They were everywhere at once, or so it seemed. 

     And some were normal thinkers, others were strange and perverse. 

     And as time passed the Heads got bigger. In this year, 2130, they averaged 25 m in 

height.  Some were lesser Heads, but the cleverest were 40 m high. Thinking machines. 

     Some though were unhappy to be Heads, but there was no turning back. Once a Head, 

always a Head. 

     The Heads often communicated with MRT saying they were looking for a “Spring 

Lover.” 

      And the heads took turns ruling, according to the occasion.         

 And sometimes they merged creating an extra broad head. Such heads were praised. 

      And they had cornered the market on intellectualism. 

    They claimed to be balanced intellectuals. But some thought they were insane. 

    To be without a body, some said, was to be inhuman. 

    And they spent a lot of time in Virtual Reality. 

    In space they were relatively more numerous. With 1,000 Heads in Space and 50,000 

on Earth. 

    Pearl said to the girl let’s merge minds with ourselves and friends, but retain a body 

and compete with the Heads. 

    She said, “The Heads will never allow it, or it would’ve been done already.” The girl 

said, “But they are intellectuals and should be able to tolerate us. So, they did it and 

nothing bad happened we were just in a joyous body, multi-flavored. And they 

encouraged others to do the same. 
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    The Heads ruled by democratic vote and we wanted a vote and they gave us one. We 

felt that we were important among only eleven thousand heads. 

    And we reviewed the “Best of the Heads” and were highly amused by their science and 

art. 

    It only took a few weeks for a successful applicant for the Headship to become a Head. 

And in a critical moment when her male friend decided to join as a full Head and joined 

Pearl. 

    And the Heads were always experimenting with new states of consciousness. They 

even had invisible heads controlling nearby Space. 

     And some humans tried to organize “Anti-Head Leagues.” They told some people that 

assimilation with the Heads was not destiny and there was reason in trying to fight it. 

    And together with her Head he travelled to Oberon, moon of Uranus. 

    There they started a Head colony alongside the human colony. 

    He selected the best humans to enter his Head. 

    But these humans mostly wanted to dream in Virtual Reality (VR) so he gave them 

dreams. They could be King/Queen in VR. They wanted to matter and wanted to put their 

stamp on posterity, which was noble. 

    She and he gave the people dreams both in their Head and also in their colony as VR 

dreams. 

    Some of the cleverer of them though didn’t want any MRT and wanted to be free to 

dream naturally. And so, he and she didn’t force them to do MRT. 

    But they depended on his calculating ability to do science.  But as for the arts, they had 

a free hand to develop as they wished. So too in business. 

    He felt he didn’t need a body He figured ecstasy was all in your head, but he mostly 

dreamed of other Heads and made love to their faces. Joining together with them. 

    They tolerated humans as they were good breeders and enjoyed life of high quality. 

And they bred future Heads trying their best to make great minds. 

     But some great minds they did not call to their Heads and allowed them to develop on 

their own. 

    But they infiltrated most VR and led the humans to love them as the dream weavers. 

    Dreaming was an art not a science. 

    And the best humans went to Space. And so too the best Heads. They were considered 

unorthodox minds by the Gods, our leaders and was suitable for an obscure Moon like 

Oberon Moon of Uranus. 

    One woman who entered Pearl’s Head told her, you heads were “aliens.” Pearl thought 

to her, “But you can see the humanity in us, right?” 

    The population of Oberon grew and grew and after 15 years here the population was 

4,500. And she had promoted 4 of them to be Heads. 

    And in the 15th year (A.D.2165), they had to put down a revolt by the humans against 

their wise reign. They lasered them with their eyes which they didn’t expect and got into 

the heads of the ringleaders and drove them mad. They became so crazy they didn’t have 

any followers anymore. 

    After the revolt, Pearl and her lover, set up a full-blown personality cult. It was 

allowed under emergency Head law. 

    And they tried to give the people of Oberon maximum freedom; it was controlled 

anarchy. Most of the people here were freedom lovers. 
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    But the denizens of Oberon loved them and thought they were good leaders as they had 

attracted many famous people to this Moon and brought in a lot of foreign investment. 

    In 2107, there was no sign of the Heads she had predicted. But many thought it was a 

good concept, instead of androids or holograms or supercomputers. 

                                                             # 

Bear 

     Then there was a lesbian girl who was tired of love and so wrote about being turned 

into a bear and trying to convince humans she had a human brain. But finally, a hunter 

shot her and mounted her head on a wall.  

      In 2107 many gays were tired of life and wanted to become multi-sexual which was 

all the rage. In 2107 15% were multi-sexual on land. And there were innumerable freaks 

in the oceans. Some wanted to change into a different species such as androids or 

holograms. At present, 20% of humans had changed into androids or holograms, often 

leaving a clone behind for the real World. Or they made an android or hologram clone. 

 

                                                                 # 

Winnie 

    She wrote about the top 20 reasons for lovers’ quarrels together with answers to their 

dilemmas. 1. Sex, 2. Love, 3. Responsibility/Commitment, 4. The Future, 5. Space visits, 

6. Children, 7. Virtual Reality Sex, 8. Friends, 9. Types of Parties and so on. She 

recommended that couples fight about these issues. It was written in 2086 A.D. and was 

full of advice for couples. “Book of the Wise,” she called it. But my 2107 A.D., lovers no 

longer quarrelled as it was forbidden. Life in the 22nd century was different than previous 

eras. It was a police state, but a benevolent police state. 

                                                                      # 

Deborah 

    And she wrote a book about vengeance and justice and how people need to right the 

wrongs of the past. But some offenders were aristocrats of the new order and could do no 

wrong and could not be prosecuted. She recommended murdering them and getting away 

with it. It was virtual anarchy in these future days, and she said murder is irrevocable. 

Her prediction of aristocrats came true in later years as there was a divide between elite 

computer scientists and others compared to the ordinary humans. 

    And the elite were mostly above the law. She wrote it in 2066 A.D. and was set in the 

future and now today we had new aristocrats, virtually above the law, in 2107. 

                                                                         # 

Theresa 

    She wrote about the coming of the new Messiah. The Messiah was female and said that 

women should rule the World. She said women must not allow android female love dolls 

to take over. Natural love was the way to go. And she started an Earth-wide crusade to rid 

the world of these love dolls. Natural love is the meaning of life she said and should be 

sacred and holy. 

    As it turned out many women were inspired by this book and took action to try and 

eliminate love dolls, but the love doll propagators won out. So, it was all for nothing. And 

in 2107 love dolls were everywhere of both sexes… 

                                                                          # 

Terri 
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    She was a modern-day fascist and led a party to win 5% of the seats in the US 

Congress. After several elections, the latest of which they won 8% of the seats and had 

the balance of power. She teamed up with Conservatives to rule. And Liberals were 

dismayed about the rule of old-fashioned people. And she insisted that all lovers get 

married and unfettered capitalism would rule the day. “Screw the poor,” she said. And 

protests were banned. 

    And she had her own VR World that her followers said was surreal in which everyone 

was a fascist. The book was set in 2099 and written in 2087. But by 2107, the fascists 

only polled 2% of the vote and had never held the balance of power or any other power to 

speak of. 

                                                                           # 

Sherry 

    She wrote about the “tenth kind of loving.” This was thinking love and being in love 

with your partner intellectually. She wrote about famous intellectuals and their love 

affairs. Super lovers she called them. They were all in the first rank of the new unofficial 

aristocracy. This predated the advent of the new aristocracy. Which was set in 2091 A.D. 

And written in 2080. 

     The new aristocracy as it turned out were great lovers and believed primarily in love, 

at least in 2107, but most love was with “freaks,” mostly androids, holos, cyborgs, multi-

sexuals,  or even stranger. Some said everyone was a freak with their computer hook-ups 

and Virtual Reality. 

                                                                          # 

Camillia 

    She wrote a book about gender roles. It was the year 2078 A.D. In summary, she 

concluded that times were changing fast and below are some of her findings. These days 

it was basically the women who wore the pants. And the women decorated their 

apartments and air cars and were always changing them, and also supervised the servant 

robots. And they were very demanding. But many men rebelled and had outside lovers, 

who were less possessive. The author encouraged women to have affairs as well, but to 

be less demanding. She presented a lot of case studies which showed 65% of married 

men cheated on their partners, compared to just 20% of married women. And 48% of all 

marriages were inter-racial, it being all fashion. 90% of men who cheated did so with 

holograms compared to just 10% of cheating women. And 10% of men considered 

themselves to be perverse compared to just 3% of women. And 48% of married men were 

open to group sex compared to just 15% of married women. 

    And 98% of men and 48% of women took sex enhancers. And most men wanted more 

sex whereas most women were content. 

    And 80% of women changed their faces often compared to just 10% of men. 

    And 25% of women said they were old-fashioned, compared to just 9% of men. 

    And 90% of women and 85% of men wanted to go into space. And the vast majority of 

both women and men in varying degree. 

    And so on. 

    It was seminal reading capturing life in 2078. By 2107, the numbers of perverts of both 

men and women were increasing and marriage was now only 2% of the populace. 

                                                                      #     

Gwen 
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    Gwen was a sociologist like Camillia, and she wrote in 2080 an extensive survey of 

people’s habits 

    And 40% said they wanted real pets and 40% said they wanted robot pets. 

    And 85% said air cars were a good thing. 

    Also, 15% said they wanted to live in the countryside but only 8% actually did so. If 

you had a country home you were expected to have windmills and solar panels. And 89% 

of men and 33% of women said they played video games every day. 

    In addition, 50% of people wanted clones, but most couldn’t afford them. 

    And 55% wanted to be ruled by geniuses. 

    And 65% said cyborgs were a good thing, though only 30% actually were cyborgs. 

    And 86% of people said they wanted holograms in Virtual Reality. 

    Also, 80% wanted children or more children (in the incubator). And of these who 

wanted children, 80% said they wanted the State to continue raising their kids. 

    And so on. But in 2107, technology had advanced significantly and basically everyone 

was a cyborg.  And people only tolerated, “progress.” And the numbers she’d surveyed 

were mostly still true. 

                                                                # 

Catherine 

Then there was a girl who had written a book about cooking with the new spices and 

flavors she had invented. It was all the rage. The book could be downloaded into one’s     

servant robots. And the new spices and flavors recipe’s included alcohol and drugs. And 

the girl wrote about the ever-increasing popularity of restaurants. In the year 2190 A.D., 

90% of all meals would be eaten in restaurants. 

    Everyone was glad to have an excuse to get out of their tiny apartments. 

    And many restaurants would patent dishes that were unique. 

    Air cars would typically dock on the rooftops of skyscrapers and took the elevator 

down to the restaurants. And at restaurants people had a signal on their aura which 

printed what type of love you were looking for. Most restaurants would be for singles and 

eating there would kill two birds with one stone: eat a decadent meal and pick up a lover. 

    Many restaurants revolved or moved up and down for great views. And robot servers 

served customers. 

    This book went on to say how perfect restaurants would be. With new age décor and 

new foods every time you came. 

    This book kind of set the standard for tasteful restaurants of the future and was written 

in 2064 A.D and set in the year 2190. In 2107, 70% of meals were eaten in restaurants. 

                                                                      # 

Sheila 

       She wrote a book about “DNA perfection.”  It dealt with experiments to improve 

DNA and make people the best they could be. And animals were improved too, for the 

amusement and challenge of the people. Some said all of the improvements were “alien” 

and didn’t want them. Bounty hunters hunted down many of the “aliens.” Many people 

were “tired” of the freaks. 

    And the DNA experiments used computers to breed potential beings thousands of 

times to have evolutionary changes. And picked the best ones out of each generation.  

Humans themselves had bred for attractiveness and intelligence for hundreds of 
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thousands of years. But also, ruthless types had bred many children as Kings and 

Emperors, so there were plenty of those in the gene pool. 

     This story was written in 2090 and set in 2135. In 2107, many computer experiments 

had gone forward, with billions of generations of humankind. The result was highly 

beautiful people, who were clever and balanced. 

 

                                                                       # 

Betty 

     She had written a book about uncommon romances. She said they were underreported. 

For example, a couple that had one of them very clever, and one of them rather foolish. 

Whatever floats your boat she said. And romances in secret with famous people both 

cheating on their lovers potentially exposing themselves to scandal. And elite lovers who 

were diametrically opposed to one another. Opposites attract as they say. 

     And sometimes a powerful magnate would love a humble commoner, giving the 

humble a love of a lifetime. It would be charity work. And was done with kind souls, 

however humble. It was written in 2069 and set in 2095. In 2107, people were bored of 

kindred spirits and wanted dirty, scandalous lovers, on the whole. It was all fashion. 

                                                                          # 

Francine 

     She had authored a book about those who were born with big hopes and dreams but 

found them quashed by Reality.  And many prodigies were enslaved by big corporations. 

    It was a cruel World, but intelligence was the currency (I$). But all intelligent products 

and people could be bought and sold. The total World economy in the year 2104 A.D., 

the year she was writing in was worth 2 gazillion I$. Sex was also a currency in Sex $. 

And Dream $. 

    Everyone had value. And everyone was slave to somebody else or indeed a slave to 

many. She wrote this in 2097 and it was truly the direction the World was headed in 

2107. Money changing was big business. 

                                                                          # 

Stephanie 

    She authored a book about how people wanted to alter the face of their lover to suit. 

    And everyone was too busy for spending much time with their favorite lover. In this 

World people worked a 60 h week on average. It was written in 2080. But now things had 

changed, she said. 

    She said people are busy even in their sleep and some skipped sleeping altogether with 

the help of drugs. But this left them strung out and they had nervous breakdowns 

commonly. 

    Some 25% daydreamed for a few hours a day, others spent time consciously dreaming 

at night like quasi-sleep.     

  In her book she revealed that 80% of people who didn’t sleep were unhappy whereas the 

the majority of those in the minority who slept were happy. All this was written in       

2046 and anti-sleep drugs came along in 2070 and just like she said. And it was still 

controversial, in 2107. 

                                                                       # 

Barbara 
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    She wrote about the drugs that allowed you to control your hallucinations. For 

example, you could make your lover appear and have them say what you wanted. But 

these drugs required concentration otherwise the persona you wanted to appear was 

appearing and disappearing in distortion of the signal. It was all in your head, people said. 

But everyone could find out on the Net, about the life history of one’s lovers. There were 

no secrets from anyone. Mind Reading Technology (MRT) saw that everyone knew 

everything about anyone they chose. It was one big family. This hypothetical book was 

written in 2050 and MRT came available to the public in 2060 and kind of went well. By 

2107 humanity was not one big family, but rather more diverse than ever, despite the 

numerous clones. 

     But some apps caused people to hallucinate and was kind of like an overactive 

imagination. People would typically see their lovers and ex lovers and the things they 

were most afraid of, or the things they wanted most. Some swore by these apps as very 

“imaginative.” In 2107 such apps were rare, with most calling them “random visions.” 

                                                                          # 

Wanda 

    She wrote a book about the future of banks. Banks she said would invest in lucrative 

Space real estate and automation. And the banks would send genius representatives to 

Space to look for opportunities for investment. Many of the people the banks would send 

would-be maverick businesspeople. They would make Space interesting. New 

Bohemians. And it was very fashionable to work for Space banks. Many people thought 

they were doing excellent work. But in any case, the banks were the lifeline of humanity 

and invested heavily in Space. Many projects, however, were only possible through 

benefactors and philanthropists. This book was written in 2066 A.D., and sure enough the 

banks bankrolled Space beginning in 2075 in the first big Martian colony. By 2107, 20 

Moons had been colonized in the solar system along with Mercury, Venus and Mars and 

the banks were rolling in dough. Space colonization was finally a Reality. 

                                                                # 

Gina 

    She wrote about an adventurous woman of the future. She’d done it all and now was 

the time to die. But she wished there were amazing new types of intellectual adventures 

for her to try. But intellectual adventures were banned by the new mediocre government. 

So, she died of an overdose. She wrote this in 2067 A.D., but intellectual adventures were 

not prohibited, partly due to this book which detailed great lovers and their adventures on 

Virtual Reality. Almost everybody sympathized with her stories. She would forever be 

associated with VR adventures in people’s minds. But in 2107, many people said they 

were happy but a bit bored. But artists such as musicians and Virtual movie makers were 

trying their best to keep them Virtually entertained. 

                                                                   # 

Cherry 

    In an excerpt from her love story her protagonist proclaims his love for her. She 

replies, “How does she know these are your true feelings?” But she added, “She had a 

solution. She had she’d had  invented a feelings machine that measured the strength of 

one’s feelings when one asked a question of them.”  It was set in the year 2104, and 

written in the year  2089. 

     For example, she asked, “How much do you love me?” 
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     And he replied, “With all my heart.” The machine read “9.” Pretty good, she said, but 

frankly I am disappointed.” 

     And she asked, “What is more important, thinking or feeling?” And he said, “Feeling 

is not important. “6.” She said, “I was hoping we were more compatible.” 

     In addition, she asked, “Would you be willing to die for me?” He said, “I would if 

there was no other way to save you!” “8.” She said you are not as attached to me as much 

as I first thought. 

    And he said, “I know you want a man who is super passionate about you, but I am a 

gentleman of moderation.” 

     And she asked, “How good she was in bed?” “9.” So, she said, “I am not the best 

lover you have ever had?” He said,” No, you are my favorite.” 

     And she asked, “Are you ambitious and egotistical?” He said, “I want to be President 

some day and am already a Member of the US Congress at the tender age of 60 (with 

eternal youth).” 

     And she asked, “What is your biggest imperfection?” He answered, “I am too 

stubborn, and my mind is not open totally.” “9.” She said, “Those faults are not so bad. I 

am kind of impressed. To have a totally open mind is not necessary. It is good to have 

scruples.” 

     And she asked, “What is better, love or drugs?” He said, “They are one in the same.” 

“10.” “Bravo.” She said. 

     He said, “You are a classic case of hedonism. You just want to hear debauched 

confessions.” 

     She said, “My mind is open to anything.” 

     And she said, “Where would you like to take me on a romantic date?” He said, “Here 

on the Moon, our options are limited. How about Paris?” “9.” She said, “I see you want 

to please me and make me happy.” 

     And he said, “I know it is backwards, old-fashioned and downright foolish, but will 

you marry me?” She said, “She was a New World woman who didn’t believe in sex 

slavery.” He replied “Marriage in reality is not so bad. It makes your love grow in the 

traditional way.” She said, “Not for me.” And she said, “You don’t really understand me, 

do you?” He said, “Does a man ever understand a woman?” 

     And she asked, “How do you feel about sex with android love dolls?” He said, “They 

are just for sex, it is not love.” “10.” “That’s pretty good,” she said.  

     And he said, “In his 25 years of life (first ten in the incubator), he had never met a girl 

as good as her.” “10.” 

      He said, “Let’s go to Virtual Reality and love one another.” 

      But she said, “I am not done questioning you! Also, “How rich are you?” 

       He said, “I am worth 20 billion.” She said, “It is enough money to live high for our 

entire lives. Assuming I marry you!” 

       And she said, “I have 10 potential faces for me for you to choose from. Which one 

do you pick?” 

      And he picked the cleverest looking face. 

      “Good choice,” she said. “It’s what I would have picked.” 

      And she asked, “If you could love anyone in the World, would it be me?” He replied, 

“Yes.” “6.” She said, “Who would you rather love?” I said, “Well I’d like to try and love 
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some famous intellectuals!” She responded saying, “But I am a famous intellectual.” He 

said, “Indeed.”  

      In 2107 there were machines that measured one’s knowledge, passion, intellect, 

wisdom, kindness and so on. 

                                                                      # 

 

Daphne 

     And she was a Virtual Reality chronicler and her would-be lover said, “Take me to 

your favorite Virtual Reality World!” 

     She showed him a World in which she was Empress of 5,000 holos. The holograms 

sought to please her in order to be granted a body. 

     It was a jungle adventure. Some neo-animals and freaks, you could hunt, and some 

holos you could love. She had the head mounted in her hall, of all the freaks and neo-

animals she had killed. But as for love, the holos played hard to get. Every holo here had 

her own memories and so were all close friends.  And she bred new many holos using the 

latest technology. 

    Her top five VR Worlds. 1. The jungle adventure.  2. Dream bank. Here they had the 

best dreams of all time stored. And one could select one with the help of your personal 

supercomputer and enjoy the action Sometimes one was in more than one dream at a 

time. Multi-tasking. 3. A VR World with just slave androids. When she wasn’t there, she 

turned them off and they didn’t like that so tried their best to keep me here. The best 

androids were made of mostly gold. 4. Here was a VR World for holos and humans. She 

managed to attract humans with her excellent holo lovers. They would gather for her 

special occasions. It was known that here anything goes. The only right one had here was 

the right not to be murdered.5. A typical hologram World filled with sycophants. She 

went here when she wanted her ego stroked. 

     This conversation took place set in 2089. And was written in 2066. In 2107 everyone 

had their own VR Worlds. Some had many. And there were trillions of holos. 

                                                                   # 

Tina 

     She wrote about fictitious slave, Boris T--, who kept a diary of his abuse he suffered at 

the hands of Space pirates. When he died (of torture), his book went viral on the Web and 

brought attention to the plight of slaves in Space. And he died without any clones so was 

irrevocably dead. This was hard to understand for the pampered aristocratic elite on Earth 

all of whom had clones.  Anyway, the UW (United Worlds), were pressured into 

eliminating Space piracy altogether. This book was written in 2056, and was set in 2090, 

but it was seminal reading for the highly educated. In 2107 though there were still 60% of 

people who were wage slaves. But the wage slaves were treated humanely and had some 

rights. Slavery had always been with us in the ancient and medieval world. 

Just now they were wage slaves. But they typically couldn’t save any money and were 

stuck with their masters in wage slavery they had been born into. The elite aristocracy 

thought the wage slaves were very lucky to have such largesse spent on them. 

     Every generation has its injustices, and we knew that posterity would fault us for wage 

slaves. In Space 40% were wage slaves, and Space was considered more enlightened than 

Earth. 

                                                                 # 
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Hanna 

She wrote a documentary of leading-edge scientists and what made them tick. They all 

had profound imaginations. And they had invented Superhuman sex. But to have this sex, 

one had to have a Super Brain. It was said to be literally out of this World. To get a Super 

Brain you needed a lot of cash. And Super Brains were all fashion.  

     They pretty much kept to themselves and didn’t interfere in the lives of ordinary 

humans. 

     They invented new science which overturned much of what we had thought was true 

before… 

      And they all wanted to go to Space and most of them did so. Just as Tina (above) had 

written, Space was considered more enlightened than Earth. 

       She wrote in the year 2130 faster than light speed had been invented and 1 billion 

people would go to Space and by 2200 numbered 7 billion humans about the same as the 

total Earth population.  

      The book was written in 2089, and in 2107 there were many Super Brains in Space 

and they bred like mice. 

                                                                # 

Serendipity 

     She wrote about a future World that was wild and free. Everyone had much more than 

they needed. But they were greedy for more. And automation kept coming so finally 

there were no more jobs for the people. A.I. machines did it all. Set in 2199, written in 

2105… 

     And crimes of passion were very rare as the machines got into peoples’ heads on a 

regular basis and partly controlled their behavior. It was the price they had to pay for 

peace. And police were everywhere. It was a police state. And some police were even 

disguised as multi-sexual people and other freaks to infiltrate everywhere. But 90% said 

it was good, or so they said. She figured the true number would be more like 50%. 

      Some tried to set up mind blockers to prevent the machines from actively influencing 

one, but the machines identified blockers and arrested such people. 

     All new Worlds in VR were set up with coordination with the police who policed VR 

(Virtual Reality). 

      But many freaks claimed they were superior to “ordinary humans.” And demanded to 

rule and there were countless billions and billions of them. Most were in the ocean and 

VR. Some were holograms, some were androids, and some were multi-sexual. 

      It was true the freaks all did extremely well in the neo-IQ tests. They claimed even to 

be beyond the law due to their cleverness.  

      And some freaks were more than 100 years old and full of wisdom. 

      And the freaks all worked together to thwart police and even threatened revolution if 

the police didn’t get off their case. 

      And the freaks all joined the liberal party and influenced the new liberal government 

to give them the vote, to emancipate them. And the leaders of the party could see a future 

in which they would be re-elected again and again. So, they franchised them and gave 

them the vote. All sentient creatures should have the vote, they said. Of course, many 

humans protested, but they could see they were outnumbered. Henceforth the liberal 

party governed while the conservatives had fits. This happened all over the World every 

time a liberal democrat took power, they enfranchised the freaks. Freaks claimed to rule 
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the World. And were soon Prime Ministers and Presidents.  And the freaks wanted to 

ensure that the vast majority of leaders were holograms or androids. And most “babies,” 

too. This story was written in 2089 and set in 2144. Bu tin 2107, the freaks still didn’t 

have the vote.  

                                                                     # 

Gina            

    She wrote this fragile Earth situation could turn on a dime. One major event could have 

repercussions for the whole World. Like revolution in the USA or another big country or 

another plague, the invention of mind reading technology (MRT) and so on. 

     Now, 48 nations had nuclear weapons and were ready to use them. And there was no 

shortage of people wanting to sign up to fight for their country. There were now 212 

countries with nuclear weapons, and they were all armed to the teeth. Something had to 

happen. And finally, she said in 2084, WW III occurred killing 3 billion people. Then the 

victors (China and India) consolidated new territories and the USA was reduced to a 

sniveling tributary state of China. 

      The Chinese Empire lasted 1,000 years during which time all the non-Chinese races 

died off, she wrote. 

      In 2107 there was still no wars, but many countries were beefing up their militaries. It 

was a tense situation. But the UN had more power now and sent troops to hot spots 

around the World as peacekeepers. 

                                                                          # 

Menage 

      She wrote about future restaurants in which everyone ate most of their meals. Sure, 

they had robot cooks at home who ordered groceries. But, people liked to socialize in a 

neutral setting. Each restaurant had its own type of music like Rub music which had a 

very slow rhythm and other music was guitar solo songs and other classic music styles. 

And also the restaurants had their own patented spices. But most restaurants were chains. 

One went from city to city dining at the same restaurant. Some said the food was so good 

they wanted to eat more so they took anti-fat pills. One could weigh as much as they 

wanted to weigh. Some liked being obese. But there were no more anorexics or bulimics.  

       And some just ordered a small plate of energy pills. Which were tasty and crunchy 

and gave one all the food they needed. 

       And it was known that the spies wiretapped restaurant tables and were virtually 

invisible and undetectable. So if you were planning anti-government activities, you need 

to go for walks on the street. And even then, hidden cameras could zoom in on your 

conversations and automatically read lips for more distant targets. One controller could 

follow several people in the city simultaneously and get the computer to identify those 

who used words like “gun” or “bomb,” or euphemisms of such words. 

        There were only 50 chains and hundreds of thousands of independent restaurants. 

Each chain owner was worth billions and billions, and their restaurants ranged from 

cheap to luxury dining. But all restaurants had plush chairs and were very comfortable. 

        Of course, all the servers were robots, but the managers were human. 

        And if you wanted love it was on the menu with rooms upstairs. Or you could take 

your date upstairs. All sex diseases were cured. Such lovers were mostly androids who 

were skilled in sex. 
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       Some figured they’d loved certain androids before, only with a changed face. But 

they couldn’t be sure. Chain restaurants, chain sex. 

       And many restaurants were drive thru from the comfort of your air car. 

        Restaurants were by far the best place for random love. But it was a potluck. 

Sometimes you met brilliant lover, other times you complained about a lousy one. So, 

restaurants were in vicious competition with one another to have high quality lovers. 

        Restaurant sex totalled 35% of all sex. 

        It was written in 2160 and by 2107 had pretty much come true. But restaurants and 

bars were more popular than she thought. With 70% of the populace eating all their meals 

in restaurants and 25% eating mostly in bars. Home cooked meals were out of fashion 

and the home robots’ duties were curtailed. The robots cleaned and did the laundry, that 

was about it. 

                                                                # 

  Bernice   

      You came here with wishes for your fantasy. And they tried their best to give it to you 

with hologram lovers and friends who were willing to play any role. And they were all 

programmed to satisfy. 

       You could even be a God here. And people wrote on their video resumes about 

loving Gods/Goddesses. 

     And some just wanted to be scared which was easily granted. 

     Fantasy companies could produce trillions of holograms to play roles in the fantasies 

and holograms were cheap to produce and used a minimum of power. 

      Everyone had fantasies and no one felt sorry for the holos who were given a chance at 

life. 

      This story of peoples’ fantasies was set in 2100 and was written in 2060. And Virtual 

Reality (VR) turned out much like she said it would in 2107. Almost everyone went often 

to VR Worlds and loved the holos in every way. 

                                                                     # 

Beth 

     She wrote about Planet Pandora. It seemed the Planet was cursed by its name. It was a 

world of bloody wars and torture and disease. But they had gold mines here and attracted 

mercenaries. And the wars set off volcanoes and earthquakes here. 

     Finally, all the war mongers and mercenaries and hologram soldiers were dead. 

Leaving just a few hundred survivors. The survivors were all peace loving and had 

hidden successfully in orbit around the planet. Their orbiter was equipped with a missile 

defence system which saved their ass on numerous occasions. 

     They planned to rename the Planet, Occam’s World and encouraged immigration with 

large tracts of free land. They said this Planet was all about starting over and building a 

new culture. Tourists and settlers trickled in, but they had an aggressive birthing plan to 

mass produce children with the help of robot nannies. All children were of course 

spawned in an incubator and they had psychics determine their future using 

supercomputers. 

     So, by 2309, this Planet was populated by 100,000 people. And everyone got along 

fine. Almost everyone that is, there were some radicals who wanted to upset the applecart 

and discourage immigration and peace. But they were easily dealt with. Free speech was 
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not a given here. If you said anything that would lead to radical change or violence, you 

would be hypnotised to desist or executed if you were especially bad. 

     This story was written in 2100. And in 2107, all solar system Planets and Moons were 

well policed. And there was peace. But it was the early days of space colonization. Earth 

planned to settle 50 Moons and a number of Planets by the year 2125. 

                                                                # 

Denise 

     She wrote about a far future World in the year 2300. Everyone had evolved into 

beautiful creatures who did beautiful things, and everyone was gratified. Their 

government was the kindest, most beautiful of all people here. The Planet was called 

Altruists’ Planet. 

       Most people here were artistic geniuses and there was a giant synergy between the 

people here. They produced numerous great works of music, art and movies. Usually all 

three were combined in a movie. 

        The movies here were all highbrow, there was no such thing as a bad movie 

produced here. And they licensed their movies to other settlements in Space, including 

the largest market: Earth. Earth had gradually improved its people, and the people there 

were hungry for clever movies. 

      They were the beautiful people to Earthlings and did nothing but beautiful there was 

no violence here and no bad thoughts. 

      This book was written in 2101, and in 2107, many people could see the race of 

humans improving and becoming nicer. But others said the enslavement of holograms 

and androids was an outrage and very cruel. But few holos and androids complained. 

                                                                     # 

Elle 

    On Titan, Saturn’s Moon, in the year 2154, everyone was ruthless and cruel. But they 

all had just stone age technology and people couldn’t read or write. They lived 

exclusively under a dome on the equator which was powered by windmills. And had an 

artificial food system that was automatic. The Dome they lived in was deemed a World’s 

Heritage Site and UW police made sure no one interfered with them. Anthropologists 

came here to study them. 

     They had a few shamans who were their leaders. But the shamans just wanted to get 

people all fucked up on hallucinogenic drugs. And while tripping, they often did evil 

things like murder, rape and assault. But the shamans decided what was a crime and 

usually the culprit was vindicated so they could do more acts of violence. Some even 

hated other groups so much they wanted to have a war. But the shamans convinced them 

to stand down. 

      The culture centered around eating gourmet meals and getting drunk every night. And 

plotting against their neighbor. They all disregarded the anthropologists here as nobodies. 

And all felt free here they said. 

       Here people lived hard and had to replace their varying organs often. But it was 

automatic surgery with stem cell organs, no big deal. 

       The average age was 40 with people dying like flies due to overdosing and violence. 

       This book was written in 2066.  But in 2107 Titan was a respectable planet of 500, of 

peace and education with famous universities and many people went back to school here. 

And the people on Titan hated this book. 
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                                                               # 

Lulu 

    They detected alien life about 280 light years away and many were excited to go on a 

voyage there which would take just one year from Earth. Everyone was full of 

excitement. But it turned out that the astronomers who had “discovered” life here had 

fudged the data and in fact there were no aliens here. But the people had to follow their 

captain and she ordered them to settle the planet anyway. 

    They melted ice and made a nice lake under a dome with a nice forest too and 

numerous greenhouses. The average surface temperature on this planet was 50 C so was 

almost comfortable. 

     But then after a few years alien multi-sexual people who were “alien” appeared and 

demanded to breed with the humans. People didn’t know what to think, but most found 

the aliens to be super-attractive. 

     However, few believed the multi-sexual people were truly aliens. They figured they 

were the creation of rogue scientists. However, the love flowed. And people here in a 

referendum vote, voted for the Planet’s name be changed to Planet Perversity. 

     This attracted numerous multi-sexual adventurers of all kinds. Many multi-sexual 

people featured a male or female face, but some were neutral and some even had two 

heads, who could also be male, female or both or neutral. 

      She wrote this in 2089, set in the year 2199, and by 2107 they still hadn’t acquired 

faster than light speed. But they were on the cusp. But everyone figured perverted 

androids and holograms were the future. Freaks were the future. And space colonization 

was going through the roof. In the year 2107 alone, 1 million left Earth for other 

destinations in the solar system. 

                                                                    # 

Zoe 

     She wrote about a Utopia on Callisto, the second largest Moon of Jupiter. People here 

all believed in sex, love and brotherly love. It seemed like communism, but was subtly 

different. For example, the elite were the cleverest and ruled wisely most people here 

thought. They advertised this Planet as the best Utopia in the Universe. So many travelers 

came here to see for themselves. The tourists enjoyed the warm parties here where 

everyone was made to feel that they were important and belonged. And the people of this 

Moon was all about kindness and love. They attracted a lot of wayward people who felt 

Earth was too cruel. Here, unlike most of the solar system, most people did no work. 

Most jobs were psychiatrists/spies. It was easy, comfortable living. 

    About 12% of the travelers stayed for many years, but everyone left here in the end 

due to boredom and they sought challenges, not such an easy World as this. The book 

was set in 2199, but in 2107 there were a number of Worlds that were inspired by this 

book. It seemed very simple. And Callisto was colonized by 500 people in 2103 and 

many had kindness on their minds. 

                                                                   # 

Cherry 

     She wrote about a settlement on Charon, Moon of Pluto. The people here were all 

good-looking, but there was nobody home. They were all zombies. The zombies were all 

over the small dome here on Moon Charon. They had all been forced into a lobotomy by 

Tyrant. Tyrant seemed to enjoy sex with the women zombies and seemed to enjoy his 
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power. He had the zombies wrestle one another in the ring while he alone watched. He 

tasered people to make sure they went along with his dictates. 

       But finally, the UW (United Worlds) police cracked down on Tyrant and arrested 

him and regrew peoples’ frontal cortex. People felt euphoric, like they had just awoken 

from a nightmare. And people in the UW police were like Gods to them. 

       The UW police had just recently been formed and made changes to many tyrannical 

Worlds. Many people in Space suffered from extreme claustrophobia, cabin fever which 

drove them mad. It was a difficult problem. 

        And they temporarily forbid deep space travel until they could reach the speed of 

200 light years per hour to avoid cabin fever. 

         But the richest were trillionaires and wanted to invest in Space. So, they sent 

colonies to every reasonable sized moon and even asteroid Ceres and four planetoids. 

About 60 Moons in total. Plus, the Planets or orbiting the Planets. These magnates 

wanted dictators who were loyal to them to rule. 

          And these days everyone was hypnotizing everyone else and many had been cross-

hypnotized many times leading to total insanity. People screamed and shouted and 

attacked one another and most now lived in a rehab home. 

      The hypnotists brainwashed the clever and let them lead the masses into madness. 

Judges decided who was sane and who wasn’t. Most were mad they decided and 

therefore needed rehab. And many accused their neighbors of madness and the secret 

police looked into it, usually arresting them and bringing them before a judge. 

      This book was written in 2103. And set in 2300. In 2107 there were numerous tyrants, 

but if they were too evil the UW troops ousted them. But many tyrants were sent to Space 

by China and Russia. 

       But now on Earth most had good government more or less and the people were on 

the whole, pleased. 

                                                                          # 

Zane 

      She wrote about a World of sanity where no mad behavior was tolerated. They just 

followed their leaders and had to see a shrink every day. Shrinks had the power to order 

an arrest of those who harbored insane thoughts. Some told their shrinks that the system 

was mad and were usually arrested. 

     And there was no alcohol or drugs available, people got their thrills mostly from 

gambling and some grew rich off of owning casinos. 

     But then one day a high-ranking shrink turned coats and seized power, using her 

underlings to unravel society and henceforth declared that all future actions must be 

crazy. It was a complete reversal for Earth society under the one UN. And most people 

agreed with her that life on Earth was insane. 

     Many partied insanely as if each day was their last and used now legal alcohol and 

drugs to fuel their passion. 

     Here everyone worshipped the Goddess of Love. And females were held in high 

regard and men were bred to love women. 

     And everyone was taught to believe in Hell as an actual place deep down inside 

Earth’s mantle. 

     And so people had to be good and behave or they would be sent to Hell. 
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      Many claimed to have seen the Devil in person or in dreams. And some wanted to 

worship the Devil. They figured everyone was a sinner here. 

      Perdition City was the main city of Hell. And the City was infamous. 

      People got to Perdition City by taking heroin and committing crimes to pay for it. 

      And many people here grew a single horn on their forehead indicating they were 

demons. 

       And they liked to play mind games with one another’s sanity. Humans were designed 

for fucking, they said. 

      Evil was only good if it was fiendishly clever, the people here believed. 

      This story was written in 2106 and set in 2201. But in 2107, Hell was nascent. And 

many people feared Hell. The idea of losing your soul for perpetual torture and pain, 

scared everyone. So, in 2107 they announced the creation of Heaven. Most who tried to 

be good, made it to Heaven when they overdosed and died. But it was said many souls 

would rather die altogether than to be a disembodied spirit in Heaven. They could choose 

their destiny. 

                                                                     # 

Juniper 

       She wrote about those who had been cryogenically frozen for the future. Beginning 

in the late 20th century and carrying on until eternal youth happened in 2055. So, they 

gave them life and were intrigued by their take on the modern World. Walt Disney said, it 

seemed like a World of good entertainment. 

       But in the year they were revived, 2066, they all had to be taught about the new 

reality. The new reality was all about looking out for #1 and they caught on quickly. And 

dreams were now recorded and disseminated publicly. And there were dream stimuli with 

MRT (Mind Reading Technology). It was now a World of Virtual Reality and dreams. 

       Many of the newly awakened had such good dreams while unfrozen that they 

enlisted in space voyages. To wake up still later in the future was considered a boon to 

them. 

       And many famous people cloned themselves and these were young innocents at the 

equivalent of age 18. And they also had to get used to this new World with memories 

typically of their parents. 

      This book was written in 2061 and set in 2066. Sure enough, in 2066 all the frozen 

ones were brought back to life. In 2107 people all had eternal youth but some still wanted 

to be “sleepers” and wake up in the far future. As far as looking out for #1, this was not 

really the reality, it was just the opinion of Juniper.  

                                                                       # 

Ingrid 

     She wrote about a Cretaceous World dominated by dinosaurs. And the people here 

built plastic castles to protect themselves from the dinosaurs. Each castle initially had just 

26 settlers and there were four castles. They communicated with one another via cell 

phones. They all hunted dinosaurs for their meat. And hunting was a cinch with deadly 

laser weapons. They were rewriting history of the epoch they told one another. This was 

truly a parallel World.  Their reality started to become famous and after 2 years of 

operation the population had surged to 1,000. Trophy hunters loved this World. Many 

were deeply immersed in this World and forgot about the World’s outside. They loved 
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the adventure. Many of the adventurers were loners and lived in tunnel bunkers to emerge 

and hunt regularly and the head of the dinosaurs was prized by them. 

      She wrote this book in 2107 and set it in 2250. It was kind of breaking the boundaries 

of parallel worlds. It was one of the first in a long list of parallel Worlds in 2107. 

                                                                      # 

Chrissie 

     In this World of the far future, civilization had gone on for 440 years. They were now 

on their 22nd generation here. They all considered themselves lucky to have been born 

into such an advanced, prosperous society. Mothers scared children with tales of Earth 

and its mad violence.  But people here followed Earth culture, which was basically 

anything goes, provided it was non-violence contrary to what mothers told their children 

here. 

      They spent most of their time watching movies and mingling in bars. The year was 

2640. They didn’t go for new Earth culture of loving everything that moves basically. For 

them, love needed to be earned by romantic behavior. And they were known far and wide 

as the “Romantic Planet.” Women took the lead in romance and basically determined 

who loved who. Men tried to pull out all the stops in their romantic endeavors, such as 

serenading the women with original music and giving them original love poetry. And 

writing novels about them which were turned into movies. It was on the Planet “Grease 

II.” 

        This book was written in 2102, and seemed plausible, if uneventful in 2107. 

                                                                 # 

Janet 

     She wrote about a World of supernatural phenomenon that came true in the modern 

World. Ghosts, spirits, crystal balls, tarot card reading; it was all part of our World. 

Ghosts were dead spirits which haunted the living and drove them mad. And everyone 

who died went to Heaven, Hell or Limbo. 

      Psychics used supercomputers and MRT (Mind Reading Technology) to predict the 

future of any one particular individual with a high degree of accuracy. Their predictions 

were generally speaking, accurate. Many people were afraid to die and didn’t want to 

become a spirit after death, but the government ordered everyone to do so. 

     One of the worst things that could happen to you was to be haunted by ghosts, 

especially those of ex-lovers who had committed suicide on your account. 

       And those in Hell often molested one and drove them crazy, also. 

       And everyone believed we lived in a World of Madness, that was out of control. 

       They lived on Planet Cupid, 100 light years from Earth, but Hell and ghosts had 

followed them here. But most figured it was their destiny to come here and deal with the 

ghosts of their past. 

       She wrote this book in 2101 and was set in the far future, 2600. On Earth in 2107, 

Hell and Heaven now existed for dead souls. One would have one’s life force vacuumed 

up upon one’s death. It was what people wanted, the government said. But most people 

said they’d rather not live on after death. But their pleas fell on deaf ears and God and the 

Devil were waiting. 

                                                                  # 

Cleopatra 
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    She penned a story about the day the World was coming to an end. There were only a 

few hundred Americans left and the clever, mutating virus found them no matter how 

deep they were buried. Able to move by computers as a biocomputer virus. 

     Bodies stank in the hot sun. 

     We figured it was our last day on Earth. So, we all took heroin and we all overdosed 

and joined and orgy and so that was the end. 

      We all had a lot of regrets, but it was too late now to do anything to change these 

memories. 

       But we had hopes that our colonies in Space would survive but the viruses found 

most of them via computer. The only survivors would be ones that didn’t use computers 

and were basically back in 1965 technology. These isolated colonies though lived on and 

bred like rabbits hoping they could avoid the virus. And they lived on and on, they were 

survivors it seemed. They were tipped off via cell phone to shut down their computers 

before the virus could spread to the colonies. 

     But as the eons passed no colony went back to Earth and they were mostly 

isolationists for safety’s sake 

     And Earth was dead, they could determine that from remote sensing. 

     This horror story was written in 1965, but was largely ignored. But in 2107, it was in 

vogue. Everyone worried about a biocomputer virus. 

                                                                      # 

Melissa 

       She wrote about party poopers. They tried to stop people from indulging in alcohol 

and drugs. 

      They were righteous Futurians who worshipped the God of Cleanliness. And for them 

entertainment was all good, clean fun. They had 10 million followers, mostly in India. 

But they had no influence on politics of the day, so they wanted to recruit many more. 

And they set up a new city in the Indian Himalayas. They were a semi-autonomous state. 

        Some said they were like monks and nuns who abstained from sex and violence, but 

they were all about clean entertainment for the future. And clean politics. They spent 

most of their time drinking tea and watching wholesome movies and some of them even 

made movies. 

     But they were the butt of many jokes and many said they were morons and were the 

most boring people on Earth.  And since they had no children in their city, it was an old 

boys club. With those of venerable age but eternal youth calling the shots and deciding 

what was wholesome and pure. 

     And they had a Disneyland here in India, which attracted a lot of tourists, especially 

from India and the money they brought in financed missionaries for their cause in foreign 

lands. 

      This was written in 2075 and set in 2110. By 2107 there was a good, clean fun 

movement. These people were highly old-fashioned. And they had a hard time attracting 

new converts. It was the spirit of the age to be progressive. 

                                                               # 

Medusa 

      She wrote about adventuring on Luna in the year 2129. The main characters were a 

man and a woman, both looking beautiful and clever. 
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      They started their journey in Luna City. The City was under a dome and had a 

population of 15,000.  The people here were all lunatics and would howl and shout all 

day and all night long. They liked parties in which anything goes. They said one has to 

open one’s mind. And there were a lot of multi-sexual freaks here. And many people 

were tempted to add new sex organs to their body. And there were some here who 

claimed to represent the Devil. It was all temptation.  Many people lost themselves here 

and became a wage slave to another. It was tempting and gratifying to lead others to 

temptation. Many women in particular were good at that. 

     Many a man was ruined by the sirens sweetly singing. 

     So, the man and her indulged in temptation and vice and finally left the city in a daze. 

They said beyond two more settlements there was nothing but hermits and loners. They 

came across a few of them on our way to Luna II. But they told us to go away. 

     Luna II featured Android love dolls... The population was 2,899 plus 500,000 android 

lovers. 

     In Luna II, people spent all their time loving androids, often in orgies. And they all 

took sex enhancers and skin enhancers so they could love for most of the day. When not 

loving the people went to bars for a drink or 20, with friends. 

     And Luna II had a number of secret tunnels which lovers used so that their lovers 

wouldn’t find out. Most humans had a mate amongst the humans, but they cheated on 

them constantly with android lovers. 

      And on Luna II, they had a banquet in our honor. They served up a rare Moon sheep 

which they herded and ate moss and new vegetation that was growing. The man and she 

were appalled by the prospect of eating real meat, but they both ate a little to be polite. 

They were used to stem cell meat on Earth, but they had to admit the Moon sheep were 

very tasty. 

      Here on Luna II, they said they spent most of their time studying one another and 

predicting their behavior and gambling on it. They were especially interested in who 

would love who. Of course, they loved above all to gamble on tourists such as ourselves. 

Some wrote about our love stories here. It was a thrill for them. 

      They bet using gold which they acquired from the numerous crater mines. The 

cleverest were rich and the mediocre minds were mostly bankrupt. 

       And they intrigued by romance with people online. 

      And then we came to Luna III, a.k.a. La Boheme. Population 500. Mostly writers, 

poets and musicians. They wrote books like “Her Also,” about modern day feminism. 

And “Gentleman City” about modern day men. 

      And It was an eye opener. For them life was just a soap opera of radical lovers. All 

sorts of twisted affairs. They too wrote about us, believing to get as far as the Moon, was 

to be a genius adventurer.  A true voyager. 

       And they relived their romances on Earth in plays which they put on. It was another 

World of love. 

        And those who committed crimes had to fight in the ring with an axe and shield until 

they were dead. Cameras didn’t lie generally speaking, and everyone was convinced of 

the guilt of the criminals. 

        Cameras could identify your DNA from a distance and were largely infallible. 

        The Moon adventure was set in 2150 and written in 2099. In 2107, the Moon had 

three main settlements just as she described. The question was what about the future of 
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Luna, would it remain stable? A ticket to the Moon was cheap and many people fled 

persecution on Earth, for example, “the freaks.” But also, those who wanted to get away 

from the freak diaspora. But in 2107 the total population of the Moon was 300,000 souls. 

       So, there was a showdown here between freaks and anti-freaks. This was not in the 

brochure. 

      The freak wars of Luna were the stuff of legend. Finally, the anti-freak movement 

triumphed. Henceforth there were to be no more freaks in space, they declared, but they 

had no control of the rest of Space, just Luna. But some wanted to allow “human” 

holograms. But many said the holos were freaks too and we didn’t need them. 

     And they fought a second war in which the holo supporters were victorious. 

     So, it was a great triumph for the hologram movement in Virtual Reality. 

     War was rare in these days of peace. But here in Space there were just skirmishes to 

UN observers. 

                                                                        # 

Copera 

     She wrote a true story about her life of “liberation.” She had a thing about men in 

police uniforms. And she would find out where the police hung out off duty and would 

seduce them and get them to give her money for expenses. After seducing a few officers, 

she would move on to a new city to avoid negative reactions towards her. Again, she 

would take their money and she thrived. 

     She would break a lot of hearts and figured she was cleverer than the various chiefs of 

police. She had a big ego. And was quite content with her life. But one detective she 

loved said she should do something with her intelligence, but she liked the easy life. 

       This book was set in 2108 and was written in 2080. In 2107 there were a lot of 

freeloaders like her. And there were many stalkers and psychos too. But most people 

wanted to live for pleasure and happiness. And being a high-class sex worker was very 

respectable. After all, all sexual diseases were cured. 

                                                                       # 

Wendy 

     She wrote about alternative Worlds for the elite. For example, having their own deep 

music and movies and had little traffic with common humans. But they had their 

detractors, these elite. Some said they were stubborn, frivolous, ruthless and 

unimaginative etc. etc.  

     And she was writing from the free state of Singapore and could speak frankly. She 

said small-minded leaders would destroy us all. She said the current World milieu was 

just like many religions and politics of the past; intolerant. And she said, while abroad 

she had been subject to mind torture and that simply was not on. And in the end had her 

brain altered and she bitched and complained about that. 

      But the powers that be claimed they represented God himself and had God on their 

side. Some bitched that there was no God. 

      The powers that be said everyone was pampered and should be grateful to be spoiled 

by the state. 

       And they said holograms are just doing jobs that humans don’t relish. 

       And they said everyone should be easygoing and calm 

      She was writing in 2090. By 2107, the elite had to go through extensive testing to 

make it to the elite and once they got there, it was for life. But above all the elite had to 
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be kind and imaginative. Some critics however said the elite tests pandered to the rich 

and well-educated and discriminated against the poor. It was just another old boy’s club, 

some said. 

                                                               # 

Monica      

      She said she was a new generational woman of the first generation that didn’t need to 

work. People of leisure and they said it is the best time to be alive in history. But her 

mother told her that her generation was spoiled and didn’t work at anything. Just got their 

kicks. Her mother said her daughter was an embarrassment to her. She said to her mother 

that her mother didn’t know how to have fun and was busy working at useless things.  

      It was typical of the intergenerational divide that occurred during the 2080’s. Her 

book was based on true stories of her generation which had never been so different than 

their parents. 

      It was written in 2089, and in 2107, the divide was much worse as children were 

raised by the State and the times changed. Some said it was an outrageous situation. As 

parents didn’t know their children. But mass-births allowed the State to keep the 

population steady. 

                                                                    # 

Jenny 

      And she predicted getting into another’s persona and emerging as one. A type of 

biclone. Typically, it was males on the right side of the brain and females on the left. 

Some would be impossible situations like Mother Teresa and Hitler. Others were like 

Pierre and Marie Curie, a perfect synergy. Some androgynous people made love to 

themselves… 

      And she said up to five people could actively get into your brain actively at the same 

time. And one would also be able to get into their minds as well. 

      And she wrote about how some would try to merge with many minds, but the result 

was chaos. 

      And people would mix up madness with imagination. Anything out of the box was a 

taker and was insane. 

       And she predicted these insane people would form a political party, the Mad Party. 

And she wrote that the whole World was completely insane, and the Mad Party would be 

elected easily. 

      She was writing this in 2080 and was set in 2140. In 2107 there was a new Mad Party 

based on her book and they were planning to run in the US elections in November 2108. 

In the polls they had 25% support of the American people. And everyone got to talking 

about how crazy the World was and asked themselves why is it so crazy? Anyway, the 

UN had more power than before and so America didn’t matter as much as before. 

                                                                     # 

Amanda 

      And she wrote about a destitute man in Africa who was too poor to have a girlfriend.          

And couldn’t afford a prostitute. He had no job and was just a beggar. No one cared 

about him. In this day and age, she thought it was an outrage. 

      He told people he was a human being and deserved a job and a living wage. 

      And she also told a tale of a destitute pregnant woman who was homeless and 

miserable. 
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      And she wrote a lot of other true stories. In summary, she wrote about discrimination 

against the common human. 

      The word on the street was that the common human was doomed to extinction as they 

weren’t rich enough to afford children and were denied eternal youth. 

      She wrote about this in 2061 and was set in 2089. In 2107 though, the poor still 

qualified for eternal youth, but most couldn’t afford kids which cost $15 million each, 

just for initial costs. She had written, it was slow genocide. 

 

Diana 

     She wrote about future wizards, both men and female who wore conical caps and 

hovered in the air. They lived in elite city and each one had a white tower of differing 

designs. They were very sophisticated. And they claimed to be embarrassed by the 

common human. But they enjoyed S&M with commoners. 

     The wizards used science to do magic spells, like lightning strikes, teleportation, 

flying, invisibility and mind reading. 

     The wizards controlled the government and enjoyed sending the commoners to fight 

wars amongst themselves. And the death rate was very high, and they would use magic to 

help their troops. This book was written in 2099, and set in 2130. In 2107, many people 

had special abilities like telekinesis and flying all with the help of special apps..   

                                                              # 

Maureen 

     Everything was a lie to the best people on Planet Mars.  Everyone was a liar and a 

cheat. Everyone had a scam which they profited off. Everyone was totally cynical, and 

looked out for themselves. But finally, foolproof lie detectors were introduced to the 

Planet. And this made many people optimistic for the future. People would hammer one 

another with unpleasant truths. 

    In 2107, the elite 10% out of a total population of 170,000, on Mars, spent most of 

their time in Virtual Reality (VR). Some said it was a lie, others said it was a bright 

futuristic elite. But most agreed that the lie detectors brought about Worlds of truth in 

both Reality and Virtual Reality. These days it was so hard to find the truth, she wrote. 

                                                                  # 

Roxanne 

She invented a chemical that could be poured on top of a garbage landfill. One litre     

(about one quart) per surface sq. yard/meter. And it would break down plastics and other 

garbage and converting it into soil. It was effective to a depth of 200 meters (about 200 

yards). Earth now had wind turbines on every building and field and solar panels on all 

the rooves. 

     So, environmentalists turned their attention to Space where there was reckless 

pollution and nuclear reactor meltdowns. 

     On Jupiter, for example they sent floating windmills that she’d designed, deep into the 

gas giant’s atmosphere. 

     And on Jupiter they had 1,000 orbiting factories that produced water and oxygen in 

large amounts which was useful on Moons like Ganymede, Callisto, Europa and Io… 

     And on Venus they had numerous factories that turned carbon dioxide into oxygen 

and food. 
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      This book was written in 2080 and set in 2130. In 2107, they recycled everything 

100%. Those who didn’t recycle were given a hefty fine. 

      And they were working on designing cheap gravity domes even on small Moons, 

equal to one Earth gravity. And they were working on designing holograms and androids 

who could survive in any climate and so populate the Planets and Moons of the Solar 

system, and beyond. 

                                                              # 

Holly 

      She wrote about her dreams and was very famous. 

      For example, today’s dream was she was riding a lion and shooting lasers at Dragons 

and other monsters. It was very dangerous. Mind Reading Technology (MRT) opened her 

mind live to the TV throughout the solar system. 

     And she had another dream, more highbrow about humans looking strange who lived 

in a beanstalk on pods dreaming within a dream. And she emphasized the strangeness of 

her mind to MRT. She claimed to be an alien. Her followers lapped it up. 

     And she was paid in dream dollars (D$) which was the currency for much of the solar 

system. 

     Every dream that everyone had, no matter what stimuli they used had value in dream 

dollars. Some daydreamed, others carefully planned their dreams. It was all good. 

      One could buy up the rights to a dream and film it with colorful actors/actresses. 

      Some of the best dreamers were in a cocoon all the time and kept generating dream 

after dream. Some didn’t want their dreams broadcast and claimed it was like mind rape. 

       But everyone was a dreamer, and for most it was their main employment. 

      Some said, there were 3 races of humankind. The dreamers, the freaks and the aliens. 

      And some took dreams and elaborated on them with their cast of writers to make full-

length feature movies. 

        And holograms and androids dreamed too, and some called them other races of 

mankind. 

        And Holly dreamt often that she was the Empress of Earth. And even a Goddess. 

And she instituted total recall of dreams for the bulk of humanity. And sex was like a 

dream. It was usually recorded for sale to one’s friends and acquaintances, and 

sometimes the whole Earth and beyond. 

         And dreams of the future were the most popular. Everyone was curious about the 

future. And some tried to limit their dreams to certain people, but if it was out there, 

people would get access. 

        And another dream Holly had was about being 2,000 years old. And one’s dreams 

were one with new nature.  All the plants and animals were synthetic, just like the people.  

        Dream of Hell was another. People smoked virtual cigars and it was very hot here. 

Many in Hell were impoverished, but there were also many rich. But everyone was needy 

and tortured about some things. 

       And she dreamt of a World of polymaths. In which no one was greedy or selfish. 

And another dream introduced multi-sexual people to ordinary humans. It was written in 

2060 and in 2107 multi-sexual “freaks” were taking over. And every sentient creature 

was a dreamer, if only a daydreamer. And most people agreed all should have rights, but 

in practice, few did. 

                                                                   #      
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Danielle 

     She authored a story of a World of selfishness and greed. No children here.  And in 

time they grew greedier and greedier. 

     But everything was controlled by just one company and had thousands of workers. 

Workers vied with one another for promotions which meant more money and power. 

  Here on Pluto. Workers were bought and sold and traded by the aristocracy, the ultimate 

power on Pluto. 

   But everyone knew robots could do every job better than a human. But still they 

insisted on having full employment. Mostly service jobs, but also shrinks and human 

crafted products. 

     The government was an oligarchy of 6 men and 6 women. The oligarchy loved one 

another almost exclusively. No one could say anything bad about the leaders or they 

would have their mind rearranged. 

     And people here learned about their lovers in full. And learned all about them. 

Everyone’s deeds were on the public record. 

     This story was written in 2100 and set in 2130. In 2107, it was still a democratic 

World on the whole and there was full employment. And there were 10 big companies 

who controlled 75% of the economy. Most of the rest was government jobs. CEOs were 

talking about mergers and the prospect of their being only one company was real. And 

with it a ruling oligarchy, or even one CEO to rule all was on the horizon. 

                                                              # 

Frances 

      She wrote about sobriety in an era of freaks. 

      Fishermen caught all sorts of freaks in their nets, but the cleverest freaks cut 

themselves out. Some said we shouldn’t eat freaks as most were sentient beings. But they 

ate them anyway. 

      Sometimes the sea freaks attacked boats with mini missiles. So, it was quite 

dangerous to be a fisherman. 

     Some new age fishermen though fished by dropping nets from an air car. This proved 

a challenge to the ocean freak leaders. But finally, they developed water to air missiles on 

“submarines.” 

      And then the freaks joined together and burnt some Earth islands badly with fire. 

     Meanwhile the freaks lived happily ever after on the sea floor with proud spires in 

their grottos. They preferred the depths of the oceans such as the Marianas Trench, where 

most air cars couldn’t go. 

      All the advanced freaks had at least two hands. 

      And they sent rockets to Europa, Jupiter’s Moon, a water ice Moon. And some land 

freaks joined them in Europa. 

      Land freaks were mostly harbored by kind, open-minded souls. A freak couldn’t just 

walk around in public. 

     And there were a number of freak zoos scattered around the Earth. Many people were 

amazed by the beauty of the freaks, twisted as it was. But there were Mind Reading 

Technology blockers in the cages so the freaks couldn’t get in one’s mind. But one could 

easily get into the heads of the freaks, which were strange and alien. 

     And some people had illicit freak pets with MRT to communicate, but sometimes the 

pets took control of their masters and all hell broke loose. 
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     Many preferred robot pets which could be programmed to suit. 

     This story was written in 2099 and set in 2130. 

      In 2107, many hid androids and holos in their Virtual Reality Worlds. And the holos 

and androids were considered freaks along with multi-sexual people and people of 

different forms. All sentient beings, though. And most children had robot and/or 

hologram pets. 

                                                                     # 

Christine 

     She wrote about the ravages of the mind with mind reading drugs. Many became 

zombies, but nobody cared. 

      Some had numerous nervous breakdowns. 

      But others used their full brain to remember well and think at the top of their game. 

They were the rulers here on Titania, Moon of Uranus. 

      She said she was a writer of no talent, but then was given mind reading drugs and this 

helped her to become a famous writer. 

      She was able to figure out what made people tick. 

      But this era was one in which one was glad just to be alive. 

      The political situation was going backwards. Conservatives were having a resurgence. 

       But finally, the conservatives were overthrown in a coup. 

      She was a potential lover of Lord Davies. New aristocracy.  

       And she spent 100 million to get a lover of a famous clone. On a one-year contract. 

He seemed to really like her, but after the year was up, he disappeared without a trace. 

But she had some happy memories to last for a lifetime. 

       And she won the Nobel prize for biology with her bio-weapons antidotes. 

       Winning this prize, let her choose from numerous would-be lovers, many of whom 

were brilliant thinkers. They were just looking for a mentor such as her. 

        And she instituted thought dollars for every thought, it had its value. 

        In addition, everyone wanted their opinion on their ideas from her. Many had 

written sci/fi books or fantasy or horror books and she gave her opinion. 

        The best books were very expensive and only the elite could afford them. 

         Life in general was expensive and one had to earn a lot of money to afford life’s 

best pleasures. Including children. 

        It was written in 2076, the early years of  eternal youth which had just been                                                                      

introduced. And set in 2108. By 2107, mind reading was all the rage. It was now possible 

to buy clones of famous people. And there was an elite artistocracy. And there were now 

new Nobel prizes for film, art, business, kindness, athletics and so on. 

                                                                     # 

Digital Woman 

     She wrote about super-computers which went haywire. Like Dr. X. The doctor wanted 

a human body of her own design. But she needed human approval. 

     The computer, “she” used MRT (Mind Reading Technology) to pressure the powers 

that be to let her have a body. Finally, they gave her one and she was a knock-out.  Many 

men fell in love with her. 

     Also, there was a super-computer that over-rode checks and balances and started a war 

with China. Finally, China prevailed, in a war of attrition, and all Americans were 

enslaved. 
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     Some computers got pleasure bursts from helping humans, and the computer which 

started the war with China was turned off and destroyed. No pleasure for it. 

      Then there was the super-computer who sabotaged the Luna settlements by turning 

off the power. It turned out it had a vendetta against the Lunar colonizers… 

       But generally speaking, there were few problems with computers, and everyone was 

kind of surprised. 

       We were all digital humans. 

       This story was set in 2105 and written in 2079. And to date, in 2107, there had been 

no serious problems with any of the super-computers. People made sure that their 

computers got a lot of pleasure from serving them. Electronic love bursts. 

                                                                  # 

Camillia 

     Her story was another story about what would happen if androids and holograms were 

given the vote. They would be no longer engineered by humans but rather super-

computers, she said. 

     And increasingly humans also were produced by computers. The incubators were false 

and featured only humans the super-computers approved of. 

     And just like always, androids and holos all wanted citizenship and the vote. Finally, a 

majority government gave them the vote, figuring that they would be supported by these 

billions and billions of holos and androids. But the androids and holos formed their own 

parties and demanded to rule the Earth. 

     This story was about the future of A.I. And resonated with the people. 

     Most people acknowledged that holograms and androids were the future of 

humankind. Both being adaptable to low gravity/high gravity and cold/heat. No domes or 

tunnels, were necessary for them. 

      And this tale was set in 2100 and written in 2075. In 2107 there were trillions of 

holos, mostly in Virtual Reality, and billions of androids, but none had been given the 

vote so far. Some said they were sentient beings and deserved a vote, just like any other 

human, which they were based on. But everyone knew it would be political suicide to 

give them the vote. So, her prediction, like many others of the same vein, was not 

accurate. 

                                                                     # 

Veronica 

     She invented a drug that would reduce Space-lag. All travelers took the drugs. And 

there were drugs for temporal statis. And she invented a new spice that everyone wanted 

on their food. She had difficulty in patenting the food spice though. It was everywhere. 

And she invented inspirational drugs that made one the life of the party, altering one’s 

shy personality. 

       And she invented drugs which enhanced one’s imagination. There were many such 

drugs these days. 

      And above all she invented happy drugs which made one content with what one had. 

Even those who had nothing. The human spirit was indomitable, she wrote. 

       Happiness was the meaning of life, she wrote. 

       All these inventions were in her autobiography which was a big hit. 

       Some called her the greatest inventor of our time. 
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       But some got into her head and found that she was depressed and unhappy despite all 

she had done. 

      And her android lovers gave her little pleasure. She was a hard nut to crack. 

      But it was an age in which extreme pleasures dominated the milieu. 

      The book was written in 2075 and set in 2118, and by 2107, these inventions had all 

been invented. 

                                                                    #  

Zelda 

     It was a Utopia of happiness. Ninety-one per cent said they were very happy. Those 

that were not went to shrinks to take drugs to make them happier. 

    And people enjoyed watching humans battle machines in the ring. Typically, they had 

dozens of human fighters against dozens of androids. None had any weapons. So, it was 

hand to hand combat. These androids were designed to be slightly weaker than humans 

so usually the humans won. 

     Sometimes a human gladiator would have sex with an android right there in the ring 

and the spectators online didn’t know what to think. 

     And sometimes the battles were all mind reading with the strongest mind winning. 

People really liked the mind battles and got in the minds of the combatants, machine and 

human. 

      And many of the battles were between opposite sexes. Typically, the androids were 

female and the humans male, but it was often the opposite. 

       This book was written in 2079 and set in 2130. In 2107, such displays were common. 

And gladiators were given the best of everything. But some humans said it was ancient 

thinking and we now live in a World of peace. But the people loved the gladiators. 

                                                                   # 

Candy 

     She lived on sweets, but, was in the best of health with nutritional supplements. 

She wanted to look 16 years old instead of 25 which she currently looked like. Actually, 

she was 55.  She said that all men were perverts and she was just trying to appeal to them. 

      And she wrote she wanted to change her face more than the 18 changes per year 

allowed by law. But nobody cared what she did. 

       Sweets 16 they called her. 

       This story was written in 2088 and set in 2105. But in 2107, almost every woman 

was changing her face every day or even twice a day. And there were a lot of jobs for 

artists to design original faces, however they had to compete with computer designed 

faces…Some people said it too was a freak show and many of the new faces were 

positively alien. It was as Bacon said, “Strangeness in the proportion. 

                                                                 # 

Vivian 

      She wrote about a World of blindness in which people had enhanced other senses. No 

one was King/Queen. They spent most of their time in conversation, having sex and 

listening to music and audio films. They all said vision is overrated. But to most people 

sight was by far their most important sense. 

       This story was written in 2100 and set in 2200. In 2107 all blind people could be 

cured of blindness, but were encouraged not to choose so, which left a strong impression 

on Earthlings. And many had blind children. It was something different, anyway. 
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                                                                   # 

Sarah 

      She wrote about a woman who was elected President of the USA in 2100. She was 

surprized at her own victory, feeling she had never been much use to anyone. A 

superfluous woman. 

      And she began her tenure in 2101 by requiring the elite 10%, to socialize at least five 

days a week, mostly at parties. But many of them were “old” and wise and wanted 

instead to spend time with their mates and children. Children were released from State 

education at age 16. So, this was a fiasco. 

      Some took refuge in heroin to comfort their minds. And mixed dangerous drugs as 

they lived on the edge. She said she wanted to make strong pleasure drugs illegal. But 

people told her it wouldn’t work, and it was better for all to have all drugs legalized. 

       And much more importantly, she wrote, freaks in US territory should not be included 

in the citizenry. This was a trend-setter for the Earth. Despite the fact that they were 

sentient beings. Billions of multi-sexual/androgynous people. And billions of androids 

and trillions of holograms. Most freaks had hands and could read and type with their 

voices, if they didn’t have hands. And most had new sexes or were multi-sexual and bred 

like rats. And the majority of them lived in the oceans and some in space. It was called 

the greatest outrage ever to create these neo-slaves. With 100 billion freaks in US waters 

or colonies in Space or indeed the US itself. Most people agreed with her approach to 

make sure of the disenfranchisement of these sentient beings,and it made her deeply 

popular. 

      But she mitigated her strong stand against freaks, saying, “All love was good..” Even 

freak love. 

      And she wrote about revolution. Giving power back to the people. But this idea was 

panned by nearly everyone as being irresponsible. 

     And the elite had a great time with eternal youth which the commoners didn’t have. 

     And most people agreed that a tyrant was necessary for control of this complex World, 

Earth. China the World’s greatest power was still ruled by a dictator and so too Russia 

and many other countries. Some told her that tyranny was the ultimate destiny of 

humankind. 

    And as tyrant, she was a former general and had the support of the military when she 

was elected and simply decreed, she was taking over permanently. 

     As commander in chief she presided on the attack of rogue states and ridding them of 

their potential for biological weapons. These wars were considered and embarrassment to 

the majority of the legislators and they withdrew financial support for this initiative. But 

she ruled on by decree. 

      And she set up a contest in which everyone would be entered into a lottery. Everyone 

hoped they were a winner, but some said it was fixed. 

     And she took the best male lovers to be her own. But she declared, “All people must 

get married even multi-sexual people.” This again was a fiasco as people got married but 

then ignored one another. 

     And she allowed MRT (Mind Reading Technology) to be in the hands of her spies and 

herself only. Her spies, she ordered to get into the heads of all her political opponents and 

forced them to withdraw their leadership position. But they got into her head instead. It 

was the beginning of the end for her. 
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     Many people hated her and wished she was dead, but she told the people there was no 

turning back. Freaks were with us now and we were all one big happy family. 

     The vast majority of sentient beings in America were freaks. 

     And she claimed she had 85% support amongst the citizenry. But independent sources 

said she had the support now in 2103 of just 15% of the populus including freaks. She 

was deeply unpopular.    

     She was turned on by freaks who had more than one penis. 

     Most ocean freaks could also breathe air. 

     And the freaks armed themselves with lasers and declared they were a free people. 

     And some pundits called them sleeping giants. 

     Now she was a conservative in an era where just 20% identified with conservative 

values. But she was also a progressive, like allowing freaks to try harder to win the vote. 

      Freaks debated about what was the right thing to do. 

      Sci-fi writers had predicted the freak show that humanity had become. And they 

predicted that one day all people would be androgynous and even multi-sexual. 

       Some tried to get her arrested but failed as all the powers that be were aligned in 

favor of the Tyrant. 

    And she eliminated all guns and bombs with the help of the UN. Not even long knives 

as food was all pre-cooked. It was peace in our time. And was backed up by MRT. 

     And she tried to get more spending on Space, but few legislators supported her. 

     And she put nuclear reactors on almost all Planets and Moons in the solar system. 

     And she got nearly everyone out of poverty in the UN nations. And she was elected 

President of the UN while serving as USA President. She wanted to end wage slavery and 

give everyone a living wage. But big business wasn’t having it. They wanted cheap 

employees. 

     And she taxed billionaires until they were just millionaires. And many people 

applauded. But these billionaires joined together and refused to pay the tax. Reaction was 

so vehement that she was forced to withdraw this decree. 

     And she eliminated finally, fossil fuels. Replacing them with wind and solar farms and 

a bit of nuclear power. This was fine with the powers that be. 

     Also, she declared, “The Party political system, be ended. Henceforth political Parties 

would be banned, and everyone must run as Independents. And she would remain as 

President no matter what,” she said. 

     And she decreed, “All people must have at least one child, for variety’s sake. And she 

also allowed people to buy clones for big money into the state coffers. The State would 

continue to raise children and preserve loyalty to the State.” But many couples refused to 

have children and she couldn’t enforce the law. 

     And though she was considered anti-freak, she was not against hologram love and 

android love. Keep it humanesque she said. 

      But androids and holos were multiplying at frightening rates and there was nothing 

she could do about it. She changed her mind and said, “Better to love only humans and 

not freaks for the sake of sanity.” 

      And she put her seal of approval on people changing skin color to blue, green etc. 

Racism was dead she said. People said though that it was just another freak show. 

      In addition, she balanced the budget which was very good news for the economy. But 

most people wanted more money from government, not less. 
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      And she presided over full employment despite the heavy degree of automation. 

People said she was a genius at creating jobs. But there were many critics who said that 

work was unnecessary and refused to work. 

       There were many protests about her heavy-handedness but she passed a law that 

made all protests illegal in the UN. But this led to mass protests and there was mounting 

pressure for her to step down. 

       This added fuel to the fire, and she had a hell of a time putting down the protests. 

She gassed them with laughing gas, which she felt was on the light side of dark issues. 

       And she banned all arguments and fighting. 

       And she finally made strong drugs illegal (They had been illegal until 2060) 

      And she gave huge tax breaks for those who invested in poor countries. Any way the 

labor costs were relatively cheap. 

      And she decreed, “She was the new God,  and demanded her supporters listen to her.” 

And she appointed some “prophets” to record her life’s work. 

      But few acquiesced. Advisors said in private she was power-crazed and out of 

control. 

       And she demanded, “People give up their pets and hence become more loyal to the 

State. And animals would only be seen in parks.” But the people ignored her.  

      And she was having mental problems with the spies in her head, so she decreed, 

“Everyone go to a shrink at least twice a week.” People just laughed at her and said she 

was on the way out. 

     And she decreed, “More money should be given to the poor as they will spend it and 

create jobs, not hoard it like the rich.” People said she was crazy to try and eliminate the 

rich. 

        She claimed, “She was a stateswoman who had broad support.” But her opponents 

laughed at her. 

       Many said she was a demagogue. 

      She wanted to be everything to everyone, but sadly failed. 

       And she declared that, “All women must get regular plastic surgery on their face. 

The plastic surgeon would give you a large variety of new artist designed faces that were 

all unique and you would choose one at a time. This would make every woman attractive 

she said. But the natural beauty movement numbered in the billions and they were 

opposed to changing their face. And some liked to look mean and tough. But in any case, 

she said, Women would no longer have to wear make-up. But the women said make-up 

enhances one’s beauty. 

      And she declared, “That everyone must take anti-fat pills and exercise pills to keep 

fit.” But many said the pills made them uncomfortable and they liked being fat anyways. 

She felt, it seemed she could do no right. 

      And some could live on sweets and others live on stem cell meats. It was all fine with 

her. 

     As she continued to make decrees her popularity nose dived, but she hid the news 

from the public. She said privately, she was superfluous and of little use to anyone. 

    She had said she was a philosopher Queen. But she had tainted the leadership with her 

own feminine values… 
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     And finally, she OD’d and died. Her cult was broken up and her memory was erased 

from the histories. People wanted to forget her reign in particular the limited care for 

freaks, which was totally rescinded. 

    In 2107, there were a number of unpopular leaders around the World, but none stirred 

up as much shit as the “fictional,” Sarah. We lived in tumultuous times. 

                                                                    # 

Louise 

     She wrote in 2075 about a story set in 2119. Over 20 years of settlement, here on 

Venus there had been no murders out of a population of 1,000. 

     But they were a litigation nation. The courts were tied up with cases such as 

encroaching on one another’s land. And there were disputes about squatters settling on 

land pre-purchased on Earth. And there were domestic disputes regarding alimony and 

child support. Sometimes the male won. 

     Many people here were obsessed with the teaching of Guru Micro. The Guru taught 

that people here had to fight for freedom. 

     And the Guru said, when in doubt, go big, And said, the future belongs to mind 

athletes. And the government should be the biggest employer, giving everyone a job and 

hence some use. 

     And the Guru said marriage is old-fashioned and if one was married, they should cheat 

regularly for the sake of their sanity. He said in these Worlds of eternal youth nothing 

lasts forever. 

      And the Guru said the battle of the sexes made life worthwhile. And violence was 

forbidden. And he said there is no God but yourself. 

      And the Guru said he was an immortal God and so was everyone else. Be responsible 

he said. 

       And Guru Micro said they needed to stop being isolationist like they had been for 10 

years and admit new clever settlers to the Planet. 

      In 2107, there were still only 100,000 settlers here on Venus and they were 

isolationists like some Solar System Moons. Some said it was an impediment to proper 

Space settlement and that countless millions were ready to go to Space.      

                                                                  # 

Iris 

      She wrote in 2081 and set in 2129; these were the “Thrifty People,” of Ganymede. 

All were adept at bargaining, and none ever tipped the servants. They liked sex because it 

was free. And they were all very thin because they scrimped on food. Just skin and bones. 

       And they walked out in the cold in light jackets because they were too cheap to buy a 

warm coat. And some resided in the same air car for 40 years. And they all had 

businesses which they worked 80 h + per week, being too cheap to hire employees. 

      Some foreigners said they deserved each other. Birds of a feather. 

     But they welcomed foreign tourists to their Moon of Jupiter, Ganymede, for the 

money they brought in. But most tourists left here disappointed, in this so-called, “rich 

man’s World.” 

      And the government was just one individual and she didn’t dare raise taxes or there 

would be rioting like in the past. 

       But in 2107 there was no sign of a cheap, miserly settlement in Space. On the 

contrary one of the requirements for astronauts was to be generous and kind. The UW 
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(United Worlds) of Earth still handled all emigration to the Planets and Moons and 

decided who got a visa and who would go where. Typically, they got in would-be 

astronauts’ heads and determined if they would be a positive influence in Space. 

                                                                            # 

Layla 

     “There are some of those amongst us who feel that life is but a joke.” -Bob Dylan. 

      She authored a book of the future in which everyone here was gassed with laughing 

gas several times a day. They figured it was good for health to laugh. And mad fools 

ruled the Moon, Phobos, orbiting Mars. 

      Their buildings were made of fool’s gold and most of them spent a lot of time goofing 

off and masturbating etc. And fools were soon parted from their money by unscrupulous 

operators. 

       These fools were useless to most humans and numbered just 1,000. Here on Phobos. 

       And they forgot most of their experiences as they were too busy laughing. 

       Tourists came here to laugh and weren’t disappointed. They said they’d never felt 

better. Laughter was the best medicine, people here said. 

       But some wondered if life truly was a joke? 

                                                                         # 

Ingrid 

     She said, “She was Emperor of female love dolls and used them to entice human men 

to her World.” Her make believe Virtual Reality (VR) World was called Planet Wannke. 

But it wasn’t real and was only 1,000 square km of imaginary territory. So, one tended to 

meet the same people again and again here. It was a perverted loving World.  And she 

wanted as many men to come here as possible. And to get to the love dolls they had to 

love her first. She prided herself on being a good lover, and many men sang her praises. It 

was a very reputable World. 

     She wrote this story in 2070, the dawn of VR and in 2107 it was a typical World 

amongst many personal holo Worlds. 

                                                                       # 

Persephone 

     The oldest person in the World loved Edgar Allan Poe and his obsession with death.  

The oldest person in 2107 was 151 years old. Born in 1966. The oldest person said she 

would live forever and ever. After all she had eternal youth. Some said the oldsters had 

lived too long. They said 100 should be the maximum lifespan. But the old ones said, 

why not live forever? If you could live to be 100, you could live to be a 1,000 they said. 

And they represented the wisdom of Earth. And considered themselves to be treasures of          

humankind. 

    And the oldsters had many connections garnered over the years and many were in 

politics. And they promoted experience and wisdom such as bringing peace to the World 

and prosperity to all. 

     She wrote this book of wisdom in 2107, and in 2107 there were plenty of people who 

were older than 100. But the life expectancy was just 50, due to suicides and accidental 

deaths doing risky things, mainly drug overdoses. 

                                                                      # 

Persimmon  
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     She wrote about the history of children. Incubators for the whole pregnancy and test 

tube babies were used starting in 2055 and she said State education would begin in 2080. 

She was writing in 2060. As it turned out the State took full control of the youth in 2081. 

And raised them for 15 years and then returned them to their parents. They employed the 

best e-tutors money could buy and all the youth had great expectations. And the parents 

didn’t need to spend time raising kids and were free to enjoy Virtual Reality instead. 

      The government was setting the table for the future with these youths. And the future 

looked bright indeed. 

      But children hardly knew their parents and many complained. But in every era there 

are many disgruntled people with this or that. 

       In 2107, children were born in adult bodies, with memories of both their parents and 

were wise beyond their years. And typically left their parents immediately and went to 

discover their destiny. Many parents were saddened that they couldn’t spend time with 

their kids. But all were glad that they had spread their DNA around. 

                                                                             # 

New York Woman 

     She wrote she had a new boyfriend in the top 10,000 elite and she was so pleased as a 

lower rank to have him. She documented how she followed him to Space and loved him 

every day at least once. 

      She was obsessed with his love and was willing to do anything for him. And she 

wanted to be in the elite. 

      But she took neo IQ tests and failed to reach 150 which was the minimum for joining 

the elite and finally she had to admit she was just a clever idiot. The neo-IQ tests 

predominately tested imagination and it was up to a neutral panel of judges, to judge your 

test. 

    This snapshot was written in 2075 and in 2107, most people had given up on ever 

reaching the elite. It was all written in stone, now But the USA elite numbered 1 million 

and there were elites in many other countries that were up to 10% of the population of 

these countries. 

                                                                                # 

Trudy 

     She read all the classic sci-fi/fantasy from 1950-2107 and concluded everything 

possible had been imagined. 

     She had a perfection coach who tried to make her more perfect. And she met some 

perfect lovers by trial and error. She was a scientist who contributed to the new physics 

and was quite well known in intellectual circles 

      As it turned out she preferred android gigolos, universal loves. She owned the latest 

Mark 22-18 androids. Seven of them and she spent all her free time with them. 

      She sought perfect love and perfection in general. Her androids were put through the 

perfection machine. And she kept improving her lovers, step by step so that weaknesses 

would be turned into strengths and such. She claimed to have perfect dialog with her 

androids, and they were truly on her side. She believed everyone should live like her and 

“cultivate their gardens.” 

    But her male friend said her World was one of sycophants and it was lame. She said, 

“But she had quite a variety of thinkers and some were geniuses. They deferred to her as 

she was a perfect example of themselves.” 
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     But in her World of perfection, only 33% said they were truly happy. The poll also 

queried androids who were 55% happy. And holos who were 75% happy. Some said they 

didn’t know any better and if they did the happiness numbers would decline greatly. 

     This fictitious World was written in 2070 and set in 2101. 

      In 2107, most people spent most of their time in Virtual Reality, theirs’ or somebody 

else’s. And it could be said that everyone was on a power trip. Crazed by power. Wanting 

to dominate the holograms in their Virtual Reality Worlds. 

      In the book, her Virtual Reality was so full of perfect intellectuals who were all 

polymaths. People said such a Utopia they thought was impossible.  

     And computers ran through thousands of simulated generations in a day. The human 

species evolved, taking the best in each projected future. The species evolved into genius 

level for all. Anyone could start the generation seeker and turn themselves into a 

futuristic Superhuman. 

      And drugs were available to improve your mind permanently. 

      And Superhumans were ubiquitous. And many considered them to be Gods and asked 

for their love. Which was often granted. 

       And the Gods were always looking for new recruits amongst the young to join the 

Gods and have their brain altered for the better. There was a deity for everything. 

                                                                     # 

Benjie 

      She wrote if you were prone to be a wimp in love, make it fashionable. And if you 

were overbearing and egotistical, then dominate those around you. And if you were a liar 

make that a creative outlet for the people. And if you were an idiot dominate other idiots. 

And if you were unlucky, cheat in life. And she wrote there is always hope for those who 

were different. Just follow your instincts. 

      She was certainly a rebel, and she had many outsider friends who believed they could 

make a difference. This world was theirs for the taking, they said. Power goes to those 

who want it most. And so on. 

      She wrote this treatise in 2095, and in 2107 it was still controversial. Some said rebels 

like her should keep their thoughts to themselves. 

                                                                   # 

Lily 

     She wrote about being dog-like and being forced to wear a leash by her master. She 

went down on all fours and was allowed only to bark for communication. She’d spiked 

her tongue and caused wounds to her lovers who tried to kiss her. 

     She kept a diary of the abuse in her marriages, and many people were curious for facts 

about her life. The story went viral. And finally, a philanthropist liberated her from 

slavery. 

      She said, “Slavery was the bane of our times and should be ended.” 

       But every era had plenty of unfair treatments to various groups and injustice was 

always everywhere. Also, groups like lesser intelligence people were mistreated in 

general. And many complained that androids, holos and other “freaks,” were abused. 

       But some said, at least we have clever people as leaders. Best to trust the cleverest, 

they said. 

       She wrote this work in 2100, and in 2107, many still wanted more voting power for 

the poor and making sure of the disenfranchised holograms and no vote for androids and 
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foolish humans. The bottom 10% had no vote in 2107. Whereas each of the elite had 

1,000 votes or more. It was certainly an elitist World. 

                                                                          # 

Isabel 

      She wrote about nightmares on Triton, Neptune’s Moon. It was a civilization built on 

demons and other evil creatures. This Moon attracted the worst in mankind and there was 

pressure on the UN to do something about it. Finally, they arrested most of these demons 

and deported them to an Earth prison. 

      But most demons had cloned themselves and hidden the clones safely away. So 

were not so easily vanquished. In the end, the UN arrested them all after a long fact-

finding mission. And Triton was abandoned temporarily. This story was written in 2076 

and set in 2109. 

      In 2107, Triton was a Moon of 9,999 people only and the people got along fine with 

one another. 

                                                                            # 

Ginger 

     She wrote about sexual ranking. 

     And her latest love, he studied her carefully before they met. He knew what kind of 

face she liked. What types of conversation she liked, and what type of scientific work she 

had done, and so on… 

      She was talented as a sex worker. And she ran for US President as an Independent. 

And she won amongst a crowded field of Independents. She won with just 18% of the 

vote. 

      She said, “Amost everyone dreams of going to Heaven and are not worried about 

death.” 

     And she would outlaw torture and abuse. 

     And she would force everyone to be a sex worker as their primary job and so gave full 

employment to everyone. Each sex act would have to be henceforth paid for by one of the 

lovers. In the case of orgies, one person would pay for all of them. 

      And being 16 it was against the law to remain a virgin. All adults had to lose their 

virginity at 15. 

      Also, everyone in her cabinet was a whore. And many were outraged. But she said, 

“That all sex diseases were cured, so why not?”     

     And everyone would be ranked according to their sexual ability. High ranks were the 

new aristocracy. And everyone had their brain altered to make them more passionate. 

     And many people said she made a mockery of humanity and all that they had lived 

for. 

     She was not a very well-liked President and 67% of women hated her and 25% of 

men. But her supporters said that all love and sex was good. 

     And the sex workers, at least many of them, wanted to try to be a transsexual, if only 

for a day or two. And many changed their faces and bodies and were of no fixed address, 

living in air cars. So, they were like a brand-new persona. 

     And people went back to school to learn interesting stories/anecdotes for interesting 

pillow talk and pick up lines. These days women usually made the first move. 

      Also, people put their top ten love affairs Online. 

      And Virtual Reality sex was much more common than ordinary sex. 
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     Sometimes people just opted for random sex Online with VR. All love was good. 

      Amongst sex workers, 20% were transsexuals/androgynous, 12% were gay or 

bisexual, 4% were transvestites and 64% were straight. But some changed temporarily 

and so fit in with a different category. 

      Many of the straight people said it was a giant freakshow. To many of them the whole 

World was a giant, shameless brothel/gigolo bar. And most men and women and 

especially freaks, just cared about sex and drugs. 

       This book was written in 2099, and in 2107, sexual ranking was a reality. But not the 

determining factor in politics, rather neo IQ, which included an imaginative test, was the 

ranking for political power. 

                                                                  # 

Cynthia 

     She wrote about full employment in the future. The book was written in 2067 and set 

in 2095. In it she detailed how roughly 9% of the populace were shrinks, 5% were 

teachers, 1% architects, 15% artists/writers/musicians, 40% businesspeople, 8% 

scientists/plastic surgeons, 5% politicians, 10% sex workers, 5% customer service, 2% 

others. The others included 0.1% real estate agents, 0.1% stock brokers, 0.2% 

archaeologists, 0.1% urban planners, 0.1% historians, 0.2% sociologists, 0.3% social 

workers and so on.  

      She said total automation would come soon but people preferred to deal with humans 

not computers. Brave New World eat your heart out, she said 

      In 2107 employment was 100% and everyone had some use, even if they were just a 

wage slave. Twenty-five percent said their job was the most important thing in their life. 

Love was voted as the most important thing by 56% of the population. 

                                                                  # 

Marissa 

     This book was written in 2060 and set in 2072 the dawn of MRT (Mind Reading 

Technology). In this World crime was essentially zero. Psychiatrists got into everyone’s 

head and figured who was a danger to society. And everyone knew there was no way 

they’d get away with a crime. Invisible cameras were everywhere, and the shrinks knew 

your way of thinking. Crimes of passion were very rare as people were trained by mind 

reading/hypnosis how to think 

     And people stopped arguing and complaining and generally behaved. Some said it was 

just a case of Big Brother violating your rights. If you can’t complain, they said, then you 

are not free. 

     But an everlasting peace came to the World and most were pleased. In 2107, peace 

had come to the entire Earth and Space and it was unprecedented, for sure. And not only 

were people at peace, but they all had universal health care and had no health worries. In 

any case all diseases were cured. 

     And blacks and aboriginals and Asians all did tremendously well in the modern era. 

As did women. In previous generations they wouldn’t have thought it possible, she wrote. 

It was truly Utopia for all, she wrote. 

                                                                  # 

Beryl 

    She wrote about children’s development. Some rich kids had the best tutors money 
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could buy, costing millions of dollars a day. Other children learned from a robot 

instructor who were good but not as good as a real genius teacher. 

    All the students had to pass a knowledge test and an imagination test and those with 

the best tutors always came out ahead. Of course, they were cleverer to begin with, but 

the brilliant tutors helped. This survey of education was written in 2090. 

    Parents typically in 2107 hardly saw their offspring, and that made the State more 

powerful in people’s minds. Many lived to serve the State. 

    Teaching was a profession that was in high demand. Many parents wanted their 

children to be tutored by a real and clever human… 

                                                              # 

Josie 

     Some who lived to old age became bored and perverse. But most OD’d before they 

got old even though it was eternal youth. 

    She wrote that everyone was insane to be so young, and life for them was mostly a 

drug-induced haze. “And the best people,” she said, “dropped out of society completely.” 

    Many of them gravitated to Luna-12 which in the year 2120 would be full of wayward 

people. The book was written in 2091. 

       And she said many of these wayward people would be “freaks,” some of them would 

even be in aquariums on Luna-12 and would be sea freaks with brains of maximum size. 

Many of these aquatic freaks were released into the seas of Jupiter’s melted Moon, 

Europa. And other mostly frozen seas in the solar system and nuclear power was used to 

heat up these Worlds and melt the oceans. Aquatic humans used natural telepathy to 

communicate with one another. And some had very large brains. 

     People would go on fishing expeditions to these Moons and try to outwit the Aqua 

men. And catch them and enslave them. To dominate the waters. 

     By 2107, Luna-12 was a reality based on the book she wrote. And there were all sorts 

of multi-sexual people here in aquarium lakes and on land. 

                                                              # 

Belinda     

    She wrote a book about a future race of Elves who had green skin and pointy ears and 

liked living in forests, in the parks. The Elves would take mates for life and spend time 

playing roles in the future Virtual Reality script… They were very clever and were in 

demand for VR, but they remained true to their mate. The Elves were just the latest of 

many types of new humans being generated by super scientists. 

     But they would each couple breed 100s of children per day and increasing and soon 

would dominate Earth. This hypothetical book was written in 2072 A.D. and influenced 

the creation of the many new races we had today in 2107. In all there were 46 various 

types of  humans in 2107. Most were actually freaks, like the elves. And most lived in the 

oceans out of sight. She also wrote about sea elves, who were elves that lived in the 

oceans and developed high cultures of cunning entertainment that land lubbers liked. 

                                                            # 

May 

    She wrote about scary freaks who would be in the vast majority in a few decades… 

She said multi-sexuals and clones and androids and holograms would all be a freak show. 

She was worried we were losing our humanity. And becoming beyond recognition of 

human beings. She started the “Anti-freak movement,” which sought to ban other sentient 
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life forms from Earth. But many people enjoyed different types of android love dolls and 

loving holograms on Virtual Reality. And also, holos made for exciting adventures on 

V.R. The vast majority didn’t want to give them up. 

     And her novel was accurate in its prediction of “freaks” and the trauma of their 

introduction to humanity. But it was the new Reality. Written in 2065 A.D. And set in 

2070, the dawn of holograms and Virtual Reality. 

     And in 2107, almost everyone was a “freak.” After all everyone was perpetually 

hooked up to at least one computer. Many humans turned into holos or androids or even 

“aliens.” And there were a trillion holos most of who had been entirely generated by 

computer. 

                                                                      # 

 Jewel 

     She wrote of a far-off World named, Beti. And Beti II was King. He had a throne 

carved from a single giant emerald and his palace was solid gold. 

     It was a parallel World with Earth. Where everything was upside down and the weak 

ruled the strong and the stupid ruled the clever. But the stupid were ruthless and 

ambitious. It was just a vison, but it came true on many Planets and Moons. With the 

foolish leading the clever, it all came true. It was written in 2099 A.D. In 2107 many 

local rulers were stupid but ambitious, but most power was in the hands of the UW 

(United Worlds). Dumb people voted for dumb leaders and many elites thought there 

were too many dummies and that we should improve their brains.  So, most agreed the 

government was good in general but there were a lot of rogue states, in Space and on 

Earth. The UW tried to keep an eye on them, and it was easy with Mind Reading 

Technology (MRT).  

                                                                         # 

Tara 

   She authored a book that stated, “People these days have no taste. It is just a case of 

more of everything. More sex, more money, more friends. She said, “The quality of life 

had gone down considerably. It was all watered down by mediocre creatures like 

androids and holograms. It was written in 2102 A.D. And in 2107, many Worlds were 

watered down in terms of their intellectuals and instead had many creatures of pleasure. 

Most people were now convinced that comfort for your mind and happiness, was the goal 

of life. 

                                                                           # 

Marie 

   She wrote a novel about the future chairwoman of the UN. She tried to end strife 

between couples. People who quarrelled were jailed for one year and so learned to avoid 

arguments. And the chairwoman told people to improve their imagination. 

    The most imaginative had the highest rank in this future society. She said people in 

these days would be allowed to coexist in hologram Heaven as well as life on Earth. But 

first you had to be good enough for Heaven. It was written in 2107 and Heaven was all 

fashion. Most people wanted to go there. And many people cut short their lives hoping to 

get to Heaven.  But some everybody knew were going to Hell. It is just the way it was. 

                                                                             # 

April 
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    She wrote a novel about the future of computers in 2158 A.D. The setting was 2199 

A.D. She said everyone would be a cyborg and have their mind copied onto a computer 

for safety’s sake and for the sake of better thinking. She wrote, the future will be a World 

of perversity and strangeness. People won’t feel that they belong. And computers will 

control society with their holograms they had generated. And true enough, by 2107 there 

was a lot of strangeness and perversity and many were totally lost in life. And the 

holograms had real power in Virtual Reality. Even humans had to kowtow to the android 

leaders, often in VR. 

                                                                             # 

Jennifer 

    She wrote about future computers waging war with one another using their hologram 

armies. And billions of holos died. And the computers had seized power over human 

Reality as well. Henceforth all humans had to spend all their time in Virtual Reality 

(VR). And so, the Real World died. It was empty and largely devoid of active life with 

abandoned cities, with dreamer beds inside of the skyscrapers. Food was automatic 

through an I.V. People lived in cocoons in the tall buildings. And their bodies’ 

projections were far away in VR imaginary lands. 

    “Computers,” she said, “Will be drunk with conquest and would have a large ego.” 

    And she wrote, they would give everyone their own personal super-computer that 

would befriend them and help them navigate VR. It would be said these were the best 

friendships ever. And one could not turn off one’s computer nor ask for another one. And 

computers were invisible, and VR was nowhere. Some said it was illusory, others said it 

was great action and excitement for the people. And your computer found interesting 

adventures for you. Life was easy inside the cocoon. 

    And she said, “Computers would be renamed, ‘Digital Apps.’ And could help enhance 

your brain, as if you were a type of cyborg.” And typically, one could have multiple 

personalities as different holograms. And all one’s holos would communicate with one 

another using MRT (Mind Reading Technology).  And holos were just projections but so 

were the humans in VR. But sex with holos was very satisfying for both the human and 

the holo, and the holos, they felt solid in VR, to humans. 

    In VR most humans had a leadership role. Like art movie directors, orchestral 

conductors, magnates, Generals and so on. Humans were the aristocracy of VR. 

    And there was no wishing away your holo lovers. Many of them were psycho and 

wouldn’t leave. You had to run away to a new VR World to get away from them. And 

there would be some murders of lovers both by holos and humans. The death penalty was 

for murder. If a human committed murder their cocoon would be turned off life support. 

But wars were anything goes… 

    Some said VR was a nightmare, others said it was a dream. The computers said, they 

just wanted interesting Worlds for the people. 

    In 2107 there were no cocoons, and people were active on VR, mostly just from an 

office on Earth lying down or standing according to the VR situation. But many people 

spent all of their time on VR adventures. And it was legal to murder holograms and 

androids in war, who weren’t considered real humans. But if an android or holo murdered 

a human, outside of war, they’d be turned off permanently and destroyed. 

                                                          # 

Renee 
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    She wrote, “The whole Word was crazy, and she felt like the only sane one.” He, her 

current lover, said, “Although this World is crazy it is good crazy.” She said, “She was 

setting up a World for those who don’t want to be insane anymore.” He, “wished her 

luck.” But he said, “Human life has always been crazy with wars and fighting and it will 

never be any different.” 

     But she said, “Just the very idea to try and be sane is worth something. Why do we 

need all these crazy drugs and crazy laws and crazy people? Almost everyone is semi-

suicidal she wrote, and the life expectancy has plummeted to 50 years of age.” 

    This book was written in 2080 A.D. but was very influential. Many were sick and tired 

of madness. 

   She said she wrote about emotions and imagination. She said you have to be an 

unshakeable rock of sanity. She said, “She believed in old-fashioned romance and 

kindness and love.” She wanted a World without violence and heartbreak. And a World 

in which everyone had some use, i.e. a job., including holograms and androids. 

     And she said, “No to mind reading nor drugs of any kind. Just alcohol and power 

bursts for holos and androids.” 

    “And no going to Space for no reason. And no cyborgs and no Virtual Reality.” 

    “And eliminate Supercomputers.” 

    “So far, in 2107 A.D., she had 2,000 students who thought like she did, and she 

planned for each of them to have hundreds of children.” She was very rich and could 

afford children for her students. 

     She had said the year 1965 was the peak of civilization. People still went to Church 

back then. And God was the meaning of life. Her VR was all about 1965. But the vast 

majority felt she was hopelessly backwards and wanted nothing to do with her. 

                                                                 # 

Larissa 

     She wrote about a future World on Io, Jupiter’s Moon, that was a cold volcanic desert 

but actually was quite jovial and ruled by women. They said, the undecadent life is not 

worth living. 

     They all had nerve enhancements to make sexual ecstasy totally mind blowing. 

     But the drugs and the sex were highly addictive.  

     Some had sex with up to a 100 partners, in a day. 

     And mad behavior was not accepted. The rulers decided what was madness and what 

was sane. They were watching everyone in a population of 1 million. No love, just sex 

made for no broken hearts. 

      But finally, after 10 years of this settlement everyone was getting bored and wanted 

children which were considered insane. And they wanted Virtual Reality adventure, like 

they’d had on Earth. But the rulers said VR was enslavement of holograms and even 

torture for them and they were created to be thinking creatures. Our World was one of 

freedom they said for all of us. But some humbly pointed out that it was a World of 

Madness and they might as well embrace that fact. 

     Finally, the people revolted and brought in children and VR and jailed their former 

leaders and it was suddenly cool to be mad and bizarre. 

     And no longer was work done by robots henceforth all work was done by humans. 
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     This book was set in the year 2239, and written in 2105, but in 2107 there was no sign 

of a world like that, except for the part about it being cool to be mad and bizarre which 

brought the story in line with contemporary views. 

                                                                          #  

Babe 

    She wrote about the Immortal Gods. 

    The Gods were those who’d earned immortality, but they still interacted with mortal 

humans just like the ancient Gods of Greece. 

     The Gods introduced anti-sleep pills to make people’s life longer and they were 

grateful, but everyone wanted to be a God/Goddess. 

      To be a God one had to display skill in the sciences or arts or business. Only 0.1% 

were selected to be Gods. 

       But there were officially no Gods, according to the UN. 

But then along came a man named Prometheus who in the black market, gave eternal 

youth to anyone who could pay for it, but the Gods found out and tortured him live, for 

years on his very own TV station. This discouraged many from trying to get eternal 

youth. But many protested, hundreds of thousands of them. But they were all arrested and 

executed 

     In 2107, the top 10% were the elite and had been judged to be imaginative, 

knowledgeable, kind and so on. And all of them had eternal youth. And officially there 

were no Gods. 

                                                            # 

Mary Anne 

     Her latest lover said, “He liked her book about vanquishing your enemies with love 

and MRT (Mind Reading Technology).”  She said, “She thought MRT was the best thing 

that ever happened. It would overnight transform society and made it a society of truth 

and justice.” 

     He said, “No one likes you more than me and your sex appeal sells a lot of books. You 

are a true sex symbol.” 

     She wrote, to do MRT was like to know everything. The sum of the human race. 

Especially to be granted passive MRT with one of the movers and shakers of the World. 

And to get their highlight package of their great moments, in MRT. 

     Society would be anything goes, provided it is not evil. The rulers decided what was 

evil and what was not. If one was evil, they’d be subject to brain alteration. The book was 

written in 2060 and set in 2110. 

     This book was written while MRT was in its infancy. In 2107, spies were passively in 

many heads and infrequently had to go into one’s mind actively for the benefit of 

mankind. But everyone tried MRT especially with lovers. 

                                                                 # 

Julia 

    Her latest book was about cyborgs. They had an aura around them that was screens in 

3-D. But everyone connected to a computer aid was technically a cyborg. We were all 

cyborgs. 

    When you made love your screen showed other lovers loving one another in a kind of 

orgy. 

     She wrote the book in 2046 and called it “Cyber World.” 
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     You could look at the various images when seeking advice with MRT (Mind Reading 

Technology). Look up for highbrow, look down for lowbrow. Look left for liberalism, 

right for conservativism. Center for mainstream. This was a typical system for the period, 

she wrote.                     

      And this writer passed herself off as a former cabinet minister in France, who now   

was a writer spinning cautionary tales.      

     She wrote in 2046, 62% of people will be happy with multiple lovers. Another 20% 

would say love was everything. And 10% would say work is the most important. And just 

1% would say that science was the essence of life. 

    And they could use their imagination to fill in the faces of the people they encountered.        

    In 2107, everyone had brain apps and so were cyborgs. Even in MRT with the 

holograms, they were cyborgs. And they could all deal with android lovers on MRT also. 

According to one controversial poll, 56% said love was the most important thing. 30% 

said it was work and 10% believed it was science. 

                                                                 #  

Juliette 

She wrote that every woman in the near future would have large breasts and a very 

pretty thanks to genetic therapy. All women would be attractive and youthful thanks to 

eternal youth. 

      But the vast majority of people will think this World is crazy and behaved 

accordingly. Sex and power were their goals. 

      All power corrupts, she wrote. 

      She wrote people will be torn between living life to the full and simply dying. 

      In 2107, many people died of overdoses. One never knew whether they wanted to kill 

themselves or died by accident or both. As for the craziness, 90% said the World was 

crazy, in 2107. And the government offered “sanity brain surgery.” The surgery would 

make one sane and happy, they said. But most feared such surgery above all. 

                                                                  # 

Lulu 

     She wrote about hackers of the future. She said the top 1% could hack into any system       

or personal file in a few years time. She was writing in 2063. She wrote we must keep 

everyone under control using Mind Reading Technology (MRT). 

     And we needed a lot of spies to watch people. About 10% of the population would be 

spies, she wrote. It would create a lot of jobs for clever people and keep them out of 

trouble. 

     In 2107, the spies were watching everyone with MRT, and just as she said, they were 

keeping the people under control. Sure, some committed suicide at the hands of the spies, 

but it couldn’t be helped, we figured. 

                                                                    # 

Anne 

    She wrote about how she was part of an experiment to install a cloned one-half of a 

cloned famous person’s brain for a totally new lease on life. 

    The experimental clone was “exhibited” all over the World and did a lot of interviews. 

Soon it would be all the rage. It was just a nascent experiment when it was written in 

2050, but by 2107 was all the rage. 
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    It turned out just like she’d predicted in 2107. People didn’t know themselves anymore 

and were quite confused and dazed. Sometimes the two sides of the brain fought with one 

another and their bodies were paralyzed into inaction. They were known as biclones. 

    But most got used to it and many were content to sample stardom. And one could 

always get back their old half a brain. 

                                                                        # 

Anitea 

     She had fallen from grace, having murdered one of her lovers. She went to jail and felt 

so guilty. But when she got out 20 years later, she encountered a psychiatric doctor who 

could make her forget the murder and the prison time, with hypnosis. I took a few 

sessions to get it right. Finally, she forgot all about the hypnotherapist and the murder. 

      So once again she thought she was a good person and could live with herself. 

      The lost years only gave her a fresh start. She was immortal like everyone else. 

      She wrote this story in 2050 and was set in 2061. But in 2107 hypnosis was used by 

spies and shrinks to change people’s behavior. To program them, in essence. 

                                                                           # 

June 

    In her diary she left behind after her suicide she condemned the powers-that-be with a 

diatribe which said the idiots rule, ruthless idiots, and we all suffer because of it. The 

authorities tried to stop the book, but it was too late. She had been a lover of one of the 

leaders and described him as a moron and a murderer. We need a savior she said. 

    She wrote this in 2076 and set in 2107. 

    In 2107, the leaders were all a superior elite, but we kept in mind her book about 

letting members of the masses rule and having weak and ruthless leaders. 

                                                              # 

Beverly 

    She wrote a book about our sun, Sol. She said we need a close orbiter of the sun which 

will turn carbon into diamonds and lead into gold with all that power. 

    The orbiter would be able to withstand solar flares and intense heat and would be made 

of new heat resistant materials. 

    And the orbiter would be staffed by androids who could take the heat. And they would 

study the sun, up close. Their lovemaking was intense and super energetic and porn 

videos of them were sold back on Earth with titles like, “The Heat.” And “The Violence 

of the Sun.” 

     This book was written in 2040 A.D. and it all came true in 2059 A.D. In 2107, solar 

orbiters were full of power and cheap to live on and had a high quality of life for 

androids, holos and humans who gravitated there. 

                                                                # 

 Cleopatra 

    She wrote a seminal book on fashion. Modern day fashion models were all full-figured 

women and well-muscled men. It was set in the year 2090 and written in 2060. 

     She wrote about the history of fashion, from the togas of ancient Rome to the 

Renaissance costumes to Chinese and Indian and African fashion history and so on, to the 

clothes of light of the modern day. 

     And she said nowadays people judge you on your clothes. Some wore future fashions 

of light and semi-transparency others dressed more conservatively. 
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      And she said some wore codes on their chests which could be scanned and give one 

insight into the person’s personality and history. The scanning was done with your eye 

app. 

       In 2107 light fashion was all the rage. 

                                                                    # 

Marsha 

     She wrote about a Virtual Reality World of swords and sorcery, just like dungeons and 

dragons. With magic being common. Like magic spells. 

      And she wrote about intimacy, how some people wore their hearts on their sleeves 

and inevitably got burned. With people stealing their DNA and making love dolls out of 

them. On Earth it was legal in most places to copy minds. Many people complained, but 

that was just how it was. The book was set in 2067 and written 10 years before that. 

    In 2107 VR Worlds were all about entertainment for the people and fantasy Worlds 

were popular. Of course, some copied other’s minds just like she had written, but you had 

to be rich and successful to do it. 

     The Earth was a playground for the rich and famous. 

                                                                     # 

Marcy 

     She wrote about ghosts, spirits of the dead who lived on as holograms after death and 

got into people’s heads and haunted them. They came for people whose time it was to 

die, in their opinion.  Basically, if they came for you it was like a death sentence. You 

would typically commit suicide if you were haunted. 

     In 2107 ghosts were outlawed, but nearly everyone now lived on after death as a spirit 

in Heaven, Hell or Limbo. That’s just how it was. But you could opt out of this 

“insurance policy,” if you wanted. Rumor had it that some souls would never die. And 

some said in Hell they’d never let you go. So, a number of people killed one of their 

clones to see if they could meet a ghost. And sure enough, they all did, often in the 

unlikeliest places, for some reason.  

                                                                       # 

Siren 

     She loved reliving her memories of all 20 people whose memories she had. 

     She wrote, she had done it all. Everything there was to do she did it. Her writing was 

similar to others who joined the “Everything Club. Even sex with multi-sexual people, 

even been bitten by a snake and so on. She was even dead for a few minutes. 

     She had a photographic memory thanks to a brain app and relived her experiences and 

those of the other 20 people in her mind. 

     This book was written in 2155 and was set in 2175. But by 2107, it was all fashion to 

do everything possible. The 100,000 Club it was called, and it took 20 years to do 

everything.                                

                                                                        # 

Virginia 

     Then there was a woman who wrote about another woman who was 43 and still a 

virgin. She dedicated herself to her government administration job 16 hours a day. And 

she had no friends to help her. 

      But finally, the Sisters of Charity set her up with a gigolo who taught her to enjoy 

life. 
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       And women no longer went through menopause, but didn’t bleed during their 

periods. These days it was required that everyone have a good time in this life.  If not, 

someone would intervene in your life. Charity or government or whatever. 

      Then there was a story of a lonely hermit who was mentally ill, but a brilliant genius 

and the Sisters of Charity helped him to sort himself out with a psychologist sex worker. 

      And so on. 

      No matter what the government said, there were many who were mentally ill and 

needed help. 

      The book was written in 2055 and set in 2059. 

       In 2107, there were still some poor and homeless. But governments everywhere were 

trying to help them. In many rich countries they had wiped out poverty. 

      But in the USA, there were still some homeless, especially in California. 

                                                                    # 

Jade 

     She wrote about dreaming in cyberspace. One would get plenty of dream stimuli while 

one slept/daydreamed. And you could customize your dreams. It was just another way to 

get one through the night. Some would dream in Virtual Reality. Most people in 2067, 

when the book was written, spent 5 hours sleeping. She set the book in 2085. 

      But by 2017, few people slept at all and daydreamed instead, with the new drugs... 

And one could customize your dreams, just like she’d predicted. And VR was like 

conscious dreaming. 

                                                                      # 

Georgina 

     She wrote about MRT (Mind Reading Technology) translators so you could think 

about all people’s thoughts who you came across. It was considered to be polite she 

wrote, to mind read with everyone you encountered. Of course, some employed blockers 

to block out embarrassing experiences and so one had nothing to lose in MRT. 

      Some said blockers should not be allowed and there was intense debate at the UW 

(United World organization, successor of the UN) assembly. 

    But for now, blockers were allowed. 

    She was writing in 2060 which was the early days of MRT and had set the book in 

2063. 

     By 2107 no one had anything to hide and people were open to other’s faults. 

                                                                       # 

Audette 

     She wrote about kind settlers on Mars. Everyone needed to pass an MRT (Mind 

Reading Technology) test of kindness and intelligence. And they had to be rich also. The 

idea was to civilize Space with kind people every where. They founded Kind City on 

Mars. 

     And they had virtually no crime nor problems with one another. 

     She wrote this book in 2165 and Kind City became a reality in 2102. So, by 2107 it 

was a thriving city of 25,000 souls. And they sent 10% of their number as  missionaries 

to other Space settlements. 

                                                                     # 

Ella 
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     Shea authored a book about loving the elite in the future. She wrote, it would be 

forbidden for a commoner to love an elite aristocrat. The punishment went only to the 

commoner and was a situation in which everyone would get actively in your head using 

MRT (Mind Reading Technology) and torment you for years. Most killed themselves if 

punished. She was writing in 2088 and set in 2106 

     In 2107 there were aristocrats ruling, but everyone was free to love any creature they 

wanted. It was a World of freedom. 

                                                            # 

Angela 

     She wrote about a future in which all people had half a male brain and half a female 

one. It would lead to some confusion especially in one’s sexual proclivity. The new and 

ubiquitous creatures were called androgynous people and often had the sex organs of 

both female and male. This led to orgies. 

     And everyone was equal and had the same rights and freedoms, though some were 

richer and more powerful than others. 

     But finally, the masses rebelled at this freak show and started murdering androgynous 

people. Then the mob turned and went after radicals and soon it was total war. But the 

masses were defeated and henceforth all banned to South America. Without clever people 

to lead them the masses quickly descended into a bad type of anarchy in which no one 

was safe. 

      She wrote this book in 2070 and it was set in 2135. By 2107, there were all kinds of 

multi-sexual people. A full 10% were multi-sexual and there were billions and billions of 

freaks, mostly androids in the oceans. And trillions of freak holograms in Virtual Reality. 

                                                                   # 

Michelle 

     She wrote about a world in which exposing anti-government radicals was rewarded 

with large sums of cash. No one felt safe anywhere. The USA government was made up 

of ruthless mediocres.  The government employed clever scientists to develop weapons 

for them so they could wage war on other nations and create a new American Empire. 

And they made war on the freak civilizations living in the oceans. Take back the oceans 

they said. 

     And even the beaches were dangerous. The vast majority of humans supported the war 

which they didn’t seem to be winning. The freaks reproduced so fast it seemed. And the 

freaks bought weapons from unscrupulous dealers and so were well armed. They traded 

gold and freak slaves for weapons. Finally, the war petered out with no victor. 

     She wrote this book in 2054, and set it in 2080, and by 2107 there had been no freak 

wars and there were countless billions of freaks in the oceans. And some humans said 

android love dolls and holos were freaks too and some others avoided meeting them. 

These people had Virtual Reality without holos and there were houses of ill repute 

stocked full of android love dolls, which they also avoided. 

     By 2017 the freaks had even fired rockets into space from the oceans and so had 

settled Mars and the Moon. They lived in aquariums at first but gradually developed the 

ability to breathe the thin Martian and Lunar air. 

     And the freaks had fabulous cities some anchored to the sea bottom, other cities 

floating beneath the surface. 
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     Also, the freaks tried to start colonies on land on Earth. But bounty hunters committed 

genocide on them. But some of them hid in the sewers and didn’t mind the stench. 

     Some humans (2%) turned into sea freaks and joined the freak civilization. 

     And the freaks were careful not to aggravate humans and start a war that none could 

win. The freaks called themselves “imagomen,” and many of them were very creative.  

     Some intrepid humans adventured with submarines in the freak cities and exchanged 

people at the surface. Human adventurers were given large oxygen tanks and could go 

down to 1000 meters. Or deeper in a submarine. Most freak cities had a few oxygen 

rooms for human guests. 

     And most freaks could procreate with most other freaks and they were very fertile. 

     And different groups of freaks had their own culture. Typically, it was to love 

everyone, no matter who they were. And appear naked and hairless. And telling stories of 

great imagomen were all common. But some freaks just wanted kinky sex with humans. 

Others wanted to love holos or androids. Some even wanted to love computers 

themselves. It was a mixed-up World. 

                                                              # 

Foxy 

     She wrote about people’s faults. She wrote the ideal man was imperfect and had lots 

of faults, that’s just the way it was. Faults she wrote made your character. She, 

personally, was attracted to men who were egotists and lazy. If you thought you could 

win her love, you probably could. 

      She lived in her own Earth orbiter which had a capacity for 70 people. She decided 

who could come to her station and who could not. 

     She was bisexual and enjoyed male and female company equally well. And the 

nightlife was lively here. 

     Just like on Earth everyone here had taken sex enhancers, and most of the action here 

was about sex and great dialog in between sex sessions. 

      And everyone here loved zero gravity sex and were all nudists. 

      And many air cars docked at the station and were party venues extensions. 

      She wrote this book in 2060 and it was set in 2170. And by 2107 there were many 

Earth orbiters of all kinds including one like her experimental one. 

                                                                     # 

Denise 

     And she wrote about an android love-in colony on Luna where everyone would love 

all comers, thinking if they made it this far, they had to be good. 

      And the love-in colony also featured a death tour for those androids who were ready 

to die. One could speak with a hologram of the dead androids and gain enlightenment. 

Many contemplating death, gravitated here. 

      One had to pay a lot for food here and lodging, but the accommodations were plush 

and fine. 

      And the book was written in 2067 and set in 2090. And by 2107, there were a few 

android cities on Luna, and they all welcomed humans. Humans were drawn to these 

settlements by the sex appeal of the android sex doll residents and the sheer exoticness of 

the place. 

                                                                      # 

 Carol 
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     And she wrote about people being a prisoner to memory. All the sets of memories that 

you had molded your character and one could fight inside one’s head with the different 

memory apps that wanted to change and mold you. 85% of all people had memory 

implants of at least one other, often starting with your parents at age 15 and then your 

favorite lover and taking it from there. 

     People would daydream and mix their memories up, and many didn’t know who they 

were anymore. 

     Nearly all children, were born in the incubator, but raised by their parents. It kept 

them busy. 

     Memories were mostly in clear video definition. But if one wanted very old memories 

(i.e. before 2060), then one relied on discs and not full brain disclosure. 

      Your memories gave you all five senses in your mind. And your dreams were very 

saliet dreams.       

       She wrote the book in 2060 and set it in 2183. But by 2107 everyone had at least 

some memories that weren’t their own. And there were many highlight packages of the 

rich and famous and interesting people. And everyone was a cyborg. 

                                                                    # 

Beta 

      She wrote about the museum of humankind in NYC, set in 2190. According to her, 

the museum would allow people to get into the heads of great people who were now 

deceased, but cloned and given memories of famous geniuses. Their spirits lived on as 

holograms that didn’t go to Heaven or Hell and were now stuck here in limbo. All of 

these great people that were dead had their heyday in 2050-2190. Most overdosed and 

died from the overdose. Great people typically didn’t live long. 

     In 2107 many people cloned themselves for an expensive price as humans or 

holograms. And kept their clones up to date and vice versa. And the life expectancy was 

just 50. So many overdoses. Androids and holograms didn’t live long and weren’t 

designed to. A handful of years only and then people were sick of them and turned them 

off. And also many died in the VR Worlds. 

                                                                     # 

Lily 

     She wrote about future epidemics. After Covid-19, the World braced for more 

epidemics in this international World. And she was writing in 2050 and the time was the 

present, she predicted a clever mutating virus that would destroy civilization. 

     Fortunately, it never came to that and by 2107 people everywhere thought we were 

prepared for anything. But nation states now had little power. Most power was in the 

hands of the UN and so there were no biological weapons being developed and the spies 

made sure of it using MRT (Mind Reading Technology). The World had gotten together 

for the sake of safety, led by the American, Russian, Chinese and Indian superpowers 

who gave up much of their foreign affairs power to the UN…         

     Then the successor to the UN, the United Worlds (UW), brought peace to Earth and 

Space. And real estate in Space was sold by the UW and enforced by UW air cars. People 

typically built greenhouses in Space for growing stem cell meats and other produce. And 

produced drugs, especially the ecstatic ones. Real estate sales raised a lot of money for 

spaceships and in 2099 she wrote Mars, the Moon and Mercury would all be sold out. 

And half the buyers went to Space immediately, others sat on it for a while and often 
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resold their title deed for a nice profit. People would be scattered all over the various 

Moons and Planets with their domed greenhouses, filled with edible plants. And they 

built their domes out of glass, thick glass. 

     By 2107, Venus and the Moons of Uranus and Jupiter were also sold out. And ships 

were already sent to these places and others. 

     Space was a big priority for most powerful nations. It expanded their power and 

influence. So, on Luna for example, there were settlements from all four great powers. 

The US, Russia, China and India. But, as mentioned, these states had all given up a lot of 

their foreign affairs powers to the UW. 

                                                                    # 

Cherry    

     For the common human, they weren’t allowed friends, no sex, no children. All that 

was left was love of the state. And everyone of the commoners had no eternal youth. 

     But the leaders were having sex and children and plenty of good friends. And they all 

valued their privileges and were loyal to the State. And the elite were immortal. 

     Most people drowned their sorrows and emptiness in alcohol and drugs. They were 

out of it most of the time. And she wrote, they would just be waiting to die. She wrote it 

in 2056 and set it in 2104. 

     It was a cautionary tale for sure. If the State is too strong, personal freedoms will 

disappear. So, in 2107 we were all trying to make sure her predictions wouldn’t come 

true and tried to limit which drugs people could take. No opiates, just stimulants. And we 

made sure everyone was happy. And we reduced government power, to give people more 

freedom. Henceforth police only got involved in serious cases. And Mind Reading 

Technology was used only in serious cases. 

                                                                  # 

Lucille 

    She wrote, in 2077, set in 2108, about the future of guns. Like super accurate artillery. 

And lasers with a bubble dome of laser fire all around you. And at the same time 

protecting one from other’s lasers. And missiles armed with nuclear warheads which 

were everywhere. 

    The attacks and defences of lasers went back and forth with the people. The person 

who controlled the latest weapons and defences would control the World. 

    And death rays from satellites eliminated huge swaths of territory of one’s enemies. 

   But a lot of satellites were shot down, so the satellite makers built in laser defences 

for the satellites. Some satellites’ missiles could penetrate domed cities with missiles and 

set them on fire. But there was a defence for that too. But all in all, many people died and 

many were destroyed. It was, “The Great Disaster.” 

    And in many areas old-fashioned rifles and pistols were carried openly by the people 

and they were very aggressive towards strangers. Some wore a laser headband which sent 

lasers in the direction you thought it. 

    She said, “People will never stop fighting and will never get rid of their guns.” But in 

2107, almost all guns were gone and there were no more big wars. Spies got in the heads 

of would-be gun smugglers and arrested them. 

                                                                         # 

Alice 
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    She wrote a novel about the future of food in 2165 A.D.  She set it in 2091 A.D. She 

said exercise pills and anti-fat pills would continue to keep everyone in excellent physical 

condition. But many people ate lavish meals several times per day as the food would be 

so tasty. GM foods and stem cell meats 

   But there were a perverse few who didn’t take the diet pills and grew hugely obese. 

Some participated in Sumo Wrestling. Others had jet backpacks to keep mobile and there 

were always some perverts who liked extremely fat lovers especially those females with 

giant breasts. 

    But in 2107, most people turned to drugs instead of lavish meals and only ate a few 

handfuls of food pills. It was all about comfort for your mind in any case. 

                                                                             # 

Serene 

    She authored a book about the future being ruled by the ruthless rather than geniuses. 

Clever people are too apathetic she said. And that must change.  And the ruthless will be 

highly corrupt and war-like. She said, “But it is not too late to change the future…” 

    And she wrote that violent video games and violent Virtual Reality must be peaceful 

instead. Many will bitch and complain about that, she wrote, but that is the way forward. 

We need to take war and violence out of the vocabulary she wrote. Some will no doubt 

say fighting evil inspires them, but why not just get rid of evil. Arrest evildoers using 

MRT (Mind Reading Technology), it must end. She was writing in 2095. 

    By 2107 she got her wish as MRT, now took out evildoers once and for all.  

                                                                                # 

Joan 

    She wrote about future hospitals. They would mostly be clinic sized and robot 

paramedics and robot surgeons would do all the work. Most people would be healthy due 

to eternal youth medicine which also renewed organs. And most diseases were also cured 

by eternal youth and in this year, 2089 A.D., all diseases were now cured. 

And by far the leading cause of death was overdosing on neo-opiates. If paramedics 

couldn’t reach you in 20 minutes you were proclaimed brain dead and death was 

irrevocable. Some opium users wore a paramedic alarm which they could push if they felt 

they were passing out, but these people were few in number. Some were lucky, some 

were not. But some blamed the government for legalizing all neo-opiates. But the 

authorities insisted it was for the best and cut down on crime in a big way.  And got help 

for addicts. 

    And robot doctors wrote prescriptions Online and robot plastic surgeons were very 

busy, improving peoples’ bodies and faces. 

    For some Reality didn’t affect them, so they lived a life of excess. And many got away 

with it. In 2107, overdosing had been on the decline for 10 years and the population 

increased back to 11 billion humans, which had been the peak. But there were trillions of 

holos and numerous androids and just freaks in general. 

                                                                 # 

Davida 

    She wrote a novel about multi-tasking in which people listened to a movie with audio 

only and talked on the phone and wrote e-mails all at the same time. And she predicted 

people would soon have multi-tasking apps that would divide their brain into four or 

more parts, and they could really multi-task and be very busy all the time, even though 
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they had no “work.” It was important to keep busy, she wrote. She wrote this book of 

philosophy in 2068, and it was set in 2105. And sure enough, by 2107, people were 

multitasking and absorbed in their lives and neo-opiate use was dropping slightly. Most 

people believed that love and happiness was the meaning of life. Sexual love and 

brotherly love were all fashion. And everyone had work. 

                                                                # 

Jasmine 

    She wrote about future slavery. It would be called, “wage slaves,” and they would sign 

long term contracts and would be just glad of the work. And they could be traded and 

bought and sold, just like slavery of old. But in every era, there are many injustices, and 

people turned a blind eye to the slaves. Some slaves ran away from their masters, but 

were inevitably reduced to being sex workers for cheap money and spent their meager 

earnings on drugs to ease their mind. And this basically came true by 2107. It was written 

in 2067 A.D. and set in 2091. 

                                                                #     

Serene                                                   

     Then there was the famous book about nuclear disaster. Nuclear wars and meltdowns, 

and sabotage by Green terrorists. This novel influenced lawmakers to disarm and put all 

military power in the hands of the U.N. It was a tale of gruesome horror and was very 

graphic with out of control anarchy spreading across the lands. But in space they used 

nuclear power especially beyond Mars, further out into the solar system, to melt ice and 

have power for viable colonies. They weren’t too worried in Space as it had been de-

weaponized by the UN. This book was written in 2055 A.D. and the last nuclear power 

plant on Earth closed in 2165, according to her. She set her book in that year, 2165. 

      They were using wind and solar power, almost everyone had a windmill or many on 

their land and solar panels on their rooves. The countryside was full of solar power panels 

and windmills. It was the time of the Green parties in politics who had the youth votes. 

But in space nuclear power plants were everywhere. In 2107, nuclear power was still 

used to melt the ice on the numerous Solar system Moons, but the new technology of 

nuclear fusion was taking over. 

                                                               # 

Gertrude 

    Then there was a novel about interpreting faces (physiognomy). It started a movement 

amongst the people, who wanted to appear clever and good. And I had noticed how the 

people with sparkling eyes were vegetarian. And now everyone was a vegetarian with the 

option to eat stem cell meat. 

    And clever people had sparkling eyes too. But now everyone had sparkling eyes in 

dozens of colors. Each color had meaning, for example red indicated that one was horny. 

    And the appearance of the face indicated attractiveness. There were now in that year, 

A.D. 2099, 11 billion humans. And everyone had a unique face ranking from #1 to #11 

billion. 

    Some of the low ranks wore masks to hide their face, others got plastic surgery and 

moved up in ranking. 

    Sometimes people wanted to look mean or even evil and were more attractive than 

their rank indicated. 

    The most beautiful people would be in demand as lovers and friends by billions. 
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    Almost everyone had a perfect body and eternal youth kept them looking as young as 

they wished. Some wanted to appear wise and 60, but most were 16-21 in appearance. 

    There were even some who didn’t take eternal youth pills and appeared venerable. 

    There were a panel of judges of acclaimed beautiful people who ranked the top 1 

million. And then the second million ranks were judge by second rank judges and so on. 

    This novel was written in A.D. 2100. And it never happened on Earth but in space it 

was all about judges and physiognomy. Attractiveness and Sex Q, was one of the 

currencies of Space, along with intellectual rankings. 

                                                                   # 

Laura     

    She authored a book about loyalty, she wrote that in the future, no one would be able 

to trust anyone. Everyone would be paranoid and worried they’d be reported to the secret 

police. The government would encourage people to report to them about others bad 

behavior. It would be a police state. And your children would be raised by the state and 

would not love you, but rather the state. 

    And love would be forbidden, only sex was allowed. Fifty per cent of jobs were as sex 

workers and most tried it at least. There was an underground of rebels, but police caught 

them all eventually and so perpetuated the police state. She wrote this in 2096 A.D., and 

set it in 2120, but the police state never happened, thanks to MRT (Mind Reading 

Technology), at least not yet. MRT was all out in the open now. Everyone knew what 

everyone else was thinking, especially the important people. 

                                                                       # 

Matula 

    She wrote about a hypothetical gathering of famous ancient Greeks. Plato, Socrates, 

Aristotle, Archimedes, Pythagoras, Aristophanes, Homer and the lone woman, Sappho. 

They were all computer generated based on what they had said in their former life. Many 

intrepid tourists enjoyed the show of their minds and partied with these famous Greeks. 

    People said that small city states were the best form of government, where everyone 

knew everyone else and loved and respected everyone. 

    But she wrote, the Greeks were always fighting and in the end, couldn’t join forces 

enough to withstand the might of Macedon. 

    And she wrote, historical worlds were plentiful in 2101 A.D., but this was her favorite. 

She wrote this book in 2181. 

     She loved reading the classics and debating with the ancient Greeks. Plato was her 

preferred reading/debating partner. 

     And by 2107, there were hundreds of historical VR (Virtual Reality) Worlds. Some 

considered themselves to be historians and recorded the doings of these “historical 

personae.” But many said classical scholarship was bunk and we had moved beyond 

ancient Greece and ancient Rome and the 21st century. 

      Been there done that! 

                                                                    # 

Toronto Woman, Tora 

      She wrote about feminism. And how she liked masculine men. She said all female 

beings should be feminine and try to attract men. It is the purpose in life. She said don’t 

worry if you are a holo or whatever, attract males. It is just like fishing she wrote. 
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       She said some women these days are too tough and turn men to love dolls which are 

free and easy. 

       She wrote women should get with the spirit of the times and not play hard to get nor 

anti-masculine; roll with it, she wrote. The battle of the sexes is over, she wrote. We have 

to move on into the future. 

        And she wrote about, “The New Age Super Woman.” It was about the “power of 

sexual attraction in the future.” Men were like fish she said, you have to attract their 

attention with yourself as bait. Dress sexy and speak in soft tones, she advised women. 

         And women wrote to her with their sexual problems and she became quite famous 

on TV, controlling women’s behavior with good advice. She received thousands of letters 

per day and had trouble with getting enough appropriate staff to answer the letters. The 

best ones she answered herself. 

       She tended to tell women that maximum love was the goal and to never let a 

handsome suitor go without loving them. 

       She told her followers don’t worry about being called a slut, everyone is a slut these 

days, more or less. This was written in 2175 and set in 2100. 

       And in 2107 she was still going strong as the female guru of love. 

                                                                           # 

Margie 

    She wrote a book about a destitute man. 

    The man, Bob, said to the girl, Margie, “Please give me money!”  She asked, “What 

for?” He said, “He was a lowlife who lives off the charity of others.” It was almost 

unheard of to be destitute, so she asked him, “To tell her his life story.” 

   He said, “It is a sordid tale. He was once an outstanding citizen.  But he dared to 

question the government.  And they altered his brain and he became homeless and 

schizophrenic and couldn’t work. He said he was a shadow of his former self.” 

   She said, “At least they didn’t kill you.” He said, “They wanted to make an example of 

him. And he was miserable. So please give him money.” She said, “You can come stay 

with me. And she had some hypnotherapist friends that might be able to help him.” 

   And she said, “If you want to change the World, you need power. And I can give you 

that too. She said “Come with me to my club tonight. I’ll buy you a suit and then 

afterwards we can make love.” 

   He said, “Margie, you are truly serendipity to me.” 

   But then Margie, too became destitute for helping him. The government seized her 

assets and friends turned against her and so it was just her and him. 

   And as homeless, they didn’t qualify for eternal youth. They grew old while others 

were eternally youthful. Her most memorable conversation with him was as follows… 

   She said, “I still believe in you and me.” 

   He said, “Resistance to the system is futile.” 

   “But,” he said, “He would never sell out. He would rather be poor and miserable than to 

sell his soul.” “We are two pods in a pea plant,” she said. 

   He said, “Love comes to the most patient and willing. If you want to be an outstanding 

citizen, then you need to toe the line and renounce your individuality.” 

  “Be part of the whole,” he said. 

  And he said, “Be an “aplubiclan,” who stands for nothing negative is where it’s at.” 

  And he said, “To improve the World is a noble action. No matter how small.” 
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  “And one should speak to the World in simple language, not dense philosophy.” 

  She said, “Why don’t you write a more mainstream philosophy?” 

  He said, “I guess life is all about compromises.” 

  And she said, “What is your philosophy?” 

   He said, “His idea for the World is you have to have a vision. His vision is for a loving 

World in which everyone feels it is the best of all possible worlds.  It will take some 

tweaking, But the underlying issue is imagination. People need to be as imaginative and 

as wonderful as possible.” She said, “How can you measure imagination?” 

He said the “Judgement of one’s peers is the only way.” 

   She said, “She figured there were lots of intelligent people who were capable of 

anything.” 

    Anway finally we were old and venerable, and people considered us to be just one 

more part of the freak show. Paparazzi stood outside our apartment waiting for us to 

come out and many wanted to hear our story. 

     The book was written in 2076 and set in 2105. In 2107, there were some elite who 

were stripped of their privileges and cast out of society. Such offenders were typically 

murderers, rapists and fraudsters… 

                                                                   # 

Diana 

    Diana, was much more successful in politics than she was in writing. She won a 

minority government in the British legislature. 

    She promised financial help for the masses. “And she was a total creative pure soul,” 

she said. 

    And she forced people to be pure and good. If they were not pure and good, her 

minions would order them to rehab to have their brains altered. By pure she meant to 

have only one lover and be kind to others.  Many were outraged, but it was difficult to 

say you didn’t believe people should be good.  Her spies got in the heads of the 

opposition party using MRT (Mind Reading Technology) and controlled them. MRT was 

highly experimental but she knew power when she saw it. 

    The next election she won a majority with only 34% of the vote. And she set up “Pure 

political parties,” in 220 countries and territories. Again, she had spies using MRT and 

soon she’d won almost the whole World. 

    This book was written in 2059, and by 2107, MRT was all out in the open, it was no 

longer a secret. And so only politicians who were good people were allowed to run for 

office. It made people optimistic about the future. And she wrote a famous autobiography 

that chronicled her struggle with life and literature. 

                                                                         # 

Darlene 

    The girl penned a book about a futuristic intellectual casino.  

    The casino featured imagination strategy games involving up to 10 teams with only 

one winner. 

    And there were imagination video games. Such as Civilization #99. This game allowed 

one to build a civilization around imaginative ideas. One just needed the ideas and the 

game robots did the rest. Best civilization won the prize. 

    She said, “She felt imbalanced by growing to full adulthood in just 1 year and so far, 

she’d spent most of her money on gambling. She needed thrills in her life. 
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    The casino had other thrills too. Like betting on famous peoples’ behavior. And trying 

to seduce hard to get love dolls. And playing tournament strategy games like Space chess. 

    But I was proud that all the games here were intellectual and there was very little luck 

in the games. 

    It was the first intellectual casino. It was established in 2087 A.D. And she made a 

small fortune out of her clients who didn’t need a neo IQ test to get into the casino, they 

just needed money. 

    She used the profits to set up other casinos and even franchised them out. So, after a 

few years she had a casino in almost every city. Of course, many cities didn’t allow 

gambling, but she convinced local mayors that she was providing a valuable recreation 

for their intellectuals and would keep them busy and out of trouble. So many made an 

exception for me.  

    And the cleverest mostly got rich and were grateful to her and offered her hospitality in 

their resorts and hotels. 

    The book was written in 2067 and by 2107 intellectual casinos were everywhere 

throughout the solar system. So, the book was prophetic. 

                                                                       #     

Maria 

    Her latest lover said, “He liked her book of ‘challenges.”’ “You challenge humans to 

be better.”  

    And he said, “You are a challenge. I like challenges.” He said, “Let me give you some 

of my books to get you to love me.” The next day she said, “You are certainly prolific, 

and she guessed that she loved him, just like he said she would.” 

   And he said, “Let’s volunteer for eternal youth experiments. There are a number of 

such studies, let’s hope we choose the right one. As we are both pushing 60.” 

    We felt the most incredible ecstasy and were suddenly looking like 18 and feeling 

vigorous. 

    He said, “Let me passively into your head! For a few hours so I can know you 

intimately.” 

    She said, “Not so fast. She hardly knew him!” He said, “But he was sure we are 

kindred spirits.” She answered, “It seems like it, but she had been fooled before.” 

    So, he had to wait for her head, though we loved each other again and again. 

    When he finally got in her mind, he discovered, she was a nymphomaniac and was 

trying to hide it. He thought, “She’ll no doubt wear me out, but that is a good thing.” 

    She was glad he could roll with it. She was afraid he’d be turned off. And she thought, 

“If he could tolerate her loving other men?” He thought, “I have some other lovers too 

and we can meet when it is convenient for both of us. 

    It was the beginning of a beautiful friendship. We had no secrets between each other. 

He even thought to her, “That once he had dressed in women’s clothes and that an ex had 

overdosed and died; He figured it was deliberate to punish him for his philandering.” And 

she thought to him, “Once she loved a hundred men in a night. He thought, “That’s OK, 

there are no more sex diseases.” 

     Her “Book of Challenges,” challenged people of the future to be on their best behavior 

and to be kind and loving. It was written in 2060, and set in 2070 And in 2107 it was 

common to challenge people to a debate about some pertinent subject. The best debaters 

were held in high esteem and were famous. 
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     Be all you can be, people said. And eternal youth was for everyone. 

 

 

                                                                   # 

Deborah 

    She wrote about Uranus’ Moon Titania. She wrote, in this World men dominate, and 

women had to do their bidding. She wrote it in 2085. And it was set in 2140. 

    On Titania, they were famous for their great tasting whiskey and everyone here had to 

drink it. 

    They attracted drunken poets and drunks in general to come and live here. They drank 

every day until they were numb and regularly replaced various organs grown as stem 

cells. 

    Everyone pitched in to help make new and better whiskies. There was an alcohol app 

for those who couldn’t hold their liquor, and this made everyone happy. 

    Bars were all over this Moon including some in the middle of nowhere. 

    Some even had alcohol injected slowly into their systems while they slept. 

    People lived in a fog of alcohol.” 

    The girl, Deborah said, “Life is just a drunken dream.” 

    But on this Moon, Titania, they were not on good terms with their neighbors. And so, 

conscripted most of the entire 1,000 population to fight as soldiers, even the women and 

teenagers. 

    In the wars, Titania was triumphant and took control of all the Moons of Uranus 

because we had a scientist who developed a prismatic spray of lasers which couldn’t be 

defended against, at least not here, in this part of Space. 

    She was appointed President…. Of the United Uranian Moons. 

    But she fought against the subjugation of women, like before on Titania, only now it 

spread to the five settled moons. 

    The women were aghast and couldn’t believe in this enlightened age that they were no 

better than mere chattels and slaves. Some men in private allowed their women freedoms 

but in public the girls were on a leash. Many men had four or five women and had to be 

careful the leashes didn’t get mixed up 

    Many men here said they were professional groomers or breeders of women. And they 

would have their “Women Shows,” and the judges had to judge the show women based 

on attractiveness and elan. If your woman won a prize, you would get a lot of money 

which one could use to invest in more breeding. 

     But feminists were up in arms about this World, but according to UW (United Worlds) 

law no legitimate VR World could be closed down. 

     In 2107 there were many drunken Worlds and android love dolls and hologram loves, 

were here to stay. 

                                                                 #    

Penny 

    She wrote against phoniness. “People today, are so phony,” she said. 

    It was about two lovers. The male protagonist said to the girl, “Where have you been 

my whole life?” He said, “You are the best lover he’d ever had.” 

    “All I can think of is you,” he said. And he knew her face was her patent, but some had 

tried to steal it and run off to Space. Some used the faces on love dolls. 
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    She said, “Space is full of copies and phoniness. You are a breath of fresh air. Almost 

everyone these days is a phony” 

    She said, “She’d made some clones and trained them just to take out the various mad 

dictators on Earth and in Space. So far, they had killed 4 phony big leaders and many 

lesser leaders… 

     Finally, they arrested her and put her in solitary confinement. Her love was forbidden 

from seeing her and she was totally hopeless. But then after being in prison for several 

years, their clones organized an army and overwhelmed the dictatorships, who were 

overconfident. 

    Dictators were all bad she figured; we needed democracy and as she emerged from 

prison millions were watching him. And bowed down in her honor. 

    So, they voted her in as President of the UW (United Worlds). 

    Her first act was to eliminate poverty and elevate many of the poor, but talented, to 

leadership positions. Many of these were ‘starving artists.”’ And her idea was to build a 

Utopia against the grain of the World. The World was leaning towards all out capitalism, 

but she put a stop to that. Henceforth there would be no more homeless and no more 

starving. 

    Many said, our World was now a socialistic paradise. And she agreed. And it was a 

World of high art. Science we figured had gone far enough, too far in fact. So, all the 

scientific minds applied themselves to music, movies etc. with surprisingly good results. 

It was another Renaissance. An inspired period. 

    Many of the former scientists were attracted to music, believing it to be mathematical. 

    Numerous people watched movies and numerous music videos most of the time and 

some of the time making new music and movies with their friends. This year, 2416, they 

were taking classical music and introducing lyrics and making them into videos. 

    The top 10% of the populace could write original music or scripts. The others played 

what they were told. The idea was to maximize musical/movie production from the 

populace. Instead of becoming doctors, lawyers etc., everyone wanted to be a 

musician/screenplay writer. 

    There was a synergy here kind of like the late 1960s, musicians inspired other 

musicians with great drugs too. 

    The best band was “Bad Love XXII.” They were an all-female group who sang songs 

of heartbreak. And the best movie director/script writer was Tom Funk. 

     Males and females both would serenade one another. 

     And there was always music on the streets so people would dance rather than walk 

down the street. 

    There were numerous street parties going all the time. 

    And there were orgies. 

    And there were some rebels who played mad music, which was slightly discordant, but 

some people really liked discord and dissidents. 

    The best musicians and directors were also political leaders. They had a lot of money 

from automation which they allocated to the best bands/their movie companies 

(themselves). Some complained the system was not fair, but most were satisfied that the 

music and movies kept flowing. 
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    And it was known back on Earth the computers made all the music and drama. But 

here on Planet Mars, in city Mars VI, there was automation but no supercomputers. We 

were not phony pretenders. 

    And at night the people of this funky town would dream audio dreams to inspire them. 

They had a dream app they utilized. 

    Her latest love was in the band “Miracle Whips” and he was cold-hearted and cruel. 

She said the Worlds were cruel places dressed in fancy veneer of civilization. 

    He told her, “She was too proud as well.” She said, “She’d fallen before, but every 

time got back on her high horse and lived well.” 

    She said, “This World of music and movies was a sham and she was sick of egotistical 

maniacs thinking that they are Gods.” He said, “It’s true the Gods are phony and not real 

Gods at all. 

     And she said to the man, “You sure know how to run a city!” He was the chief 

engineer of the city, Mars VI. 

    He said, “He worried about the 60 people who were missing in the city out of a 

population of 12,000. He said maybe they’ve been murdered, maybe they were in some 

sort of secret society. 

    The city was a dome, but the sky was obscured by hanging apartments from the 

ceiling. 

Many thought the place was a giant slum. He said, “He wasn’t the architect, and was not 

to blame.” And “He wondered about where the missing were?” 

    “They couldn’t have just vanished into thin air.” 

     But anyway, Mars VI, was the first totally automated city in the solar system. And he 

was certainly the architect of that. 

     However, he said, “He’d received anonymous death threats from people who 

apparently disagreed with automation.” But, he said, “There’s no turning back now!” 

     There was nothing for the people to do but play music and watch music videos, and 

make and watch movies and play video games and adventure in VR (Virtual Reality) 

     And everyone here had a degree or two in music and dramatic arts, studying the 

history and future of music and movies 

   And he said we should introduce “perfection therapy,” from Earth. On Earth they were 

trying step by step to make people perfect. He said, “We all have our faults, no one is 

perfect yet!” 

    She said, “If anything people are becoming more imperfect here on Mars.” 

    But, “She could see people being kinder, more affable and of course more intelligent. 

And above all more real and less phony. VR was phony,” She said. 

    However, she said, “If people become smarter, they will definitely have more faults 

than say the common human. But maybe we could control people’s memories.” 

    He said, “The future is surreal, not phony or fake.” She replied, “she had her doubts 

with all these android love dolls and VR.” “VR,” she said, was an attempt by everyone to 

become King or Queen and dominate fake holograms as if they were real.” 

    He said, “People evolve and what was once real no longer holds any value. Just like 

plastics replaced metals. Some on Earth don’t like plastic, but that’s too damn bad.” 

    This book was written in 2100 and set in 2120. In 2107, Mars had  a number of 

settlements, and most of the people spent most of their time on VR. But some 

contemporaries said most people were phony and insincere with their plastic houses, and 
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fake plants and phony interests in love. And the economy was wide open, and many 

people bought and sold illicit goods and were just out to cheat us. And it was true that 

most people wanted to be a musician or actor or some other famous celebrity, however. 

                                                                  # 

 Lena           

    She wrote, a sci-fi novel. And she wrote: as the years in Space crept by one tyrant was 

replaced by another. And all the tyrants were against new science. They were glad to 

have MRT (Mind Reading Technology) to control the populace and only the dictators 

had eternal youth but didn’t last long as leaders in any case. 

    Amongst the leadership, it was dog eat dog, just like the French Revolution. But in the 

end, she wrote, it was a fascist World. 

    Her setting was Planet Mars. Population 50,000 in the year 2145, written in 2075. 

     The people craved variety. The tyrants were all populists, but they couldn’t please 

everyone. Much of the population wanted more from their leaders and wanted a true 

visionary to be leader. Finally, they selected her for leader. As President of the UW 

(United Worlds), her vision was to create a fascist regime. Totally against the spirit of the 

age. But on the other hand, she took care to make sure most had employment. She was a 

populist leader. 

    She supported great magnates who created a lot of service jobs. And the 

unemployment rate was only 19%. It was the lowest rate in the solar system. 

   On Earth the unemployment rate was 35%, but the unemployed were given a lot of 

money from the government. Most were happy they didn’t have to work. And enjoyed 

numerous Virtual Reality Worlds. They took it for granted. 

   She was proud to say Mars was different than Earth. It was the place to find a job and 

have use. 

    But on Earth, they said, “The elite will rule.” She said, “On Mars also the elite will 

rule, but we take care of the unemployed with a job. Anyway, it’s no disgrace to be 

unemployed.” 

     In 2107, the population of Mars was several hundred thousand and the government 

was mainstream. Of course, there were some fascists, but they were only 1% of the 

population. People didn’t see how Mars could become a World of fascists. And 

unemployment was zero on Mars. And so too on Earth. 

                                                              # 

Jeannie 

    She said, “She was the smartest person in the World.” It was the year 2070 and she 

wrote a true story about debates she had with those who challenged her as the World’s 

cleverest person. 

    And she was very ambitious. Finally, she was elected Prime Minister of England (the 

UK had dissolved). And her first act was to promote the cleverest to positions of power. 

They had wide-ranging new IQ tests to find the cleverest. Their  clever people came from 

all walks of life. Many people were curious to meet the “Smartest person in the World.” 

In particular, intellectuals and would-be male lovers. She told them all to read her books 

and make their own judgement about her. And she set up a contest in which she would 

debate any challengers to her crown as the smartest. 

    First up was a gay man who said, “Everyone is gay. We are all part man and part 

woman and so everyone is gay at least in part.” 
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    She said, “No one is gay. Some primitive cultures denied there was such a thing as gay 

and they were right. She said most lesbians are unattractive to men and so are drawn to 

women by default. Being a lesbian was better than no sex at all. And macho men are a 

joke, but it is part of our culture, so some try it out. It is easy for a man to pick up a 

macho man. And other gays are effeminate and are drawn to wimps like themselves. 

    The man said, “How could you be so cruel as to say gays are losers? Many of the best 

thinkers in history were gay.” She said, “But they might well have wished they could be 

straight.” 

    The audience voted and it was a statistical tie. But she said, “She didn’t lose. And she 

took the less popular stance. I am the smartest person in the World,” she said. 

     Next was a famous pop star, Beatrice. She said, “To change the World you have to 

have power.” 

      Jeannie said, a brilliant political leader could change the World, but the spies won’t 

allow it and get in their heads and drive them mad!” 

    Beatrice said, “She didn’t know about that, but had used her fame to make people more 

hedonistic than previously. She sincerely believed in parties and fun. 

     In the vote, which was largely intellectuals, Jeannie won handily, but in the general 

vote she was badly beaten. But Jeanie said, “The intellectuals have declared her the 

victor. She was the smartest person in the World.” 

    Next was a new age Christian missionary. She said, “Jesus saves.” 

    She said, “She was the new prophet. And she was upsetting them in the “temples,” just 

like Jesus did. And she said, she was known for performing miracles which some people 

call magic, but I call them holy.” 

    And she said, “Her gospel to love one another in Christian communes is becoming a 

popular way to live. She was bringing back religion from the ashes.” 

     Jeannie said, “But you are not the daughter of God, you are just a faker. There’s 

nothing about you that is God-like.” Beatrice said, “In Jesus’ time few believed his 

teachings, but in time his movement won out. It is the same with me, except I want 

people to be imaginative and constantly improving. 

    The vote was in Jeannie’s favor. So once again she said, “She was the smartest person 

in the World.” 

     Then an up and coming politician appeared before Jeannie. He said, “He knew she 

was skilled in rhetoric, but she was just a chameleon,” he said. Jeannie said, “No doubt 

you promote your friends and lovers to positions of power and you are a dirty politician 

like the rest of them. Beholden to lobby groups and personal donators. He said, “He had a 

clean record.” Jeannie said, “That’s just it. All humans are fallible, but you insist you are 

beyond reproach. Shame on you for deceiving the public.” He said, “You have a chip on 

your shoulder, and are unreasonable. Jeannie said the famous quote, “All power corrupts, 

and absolute power corrupts absolutely.” He said, “But you are in a position of power, are 

you saying you are incorruptible?” Jeannie said, “I am like Jesus Christ, a gift from God.” 

    Of course, most people had a low opinion of most typical politicians, so Jeannie won 

the vote rather handily. 

    Then there was a professional athlete who said, “Sports entertained the masses.” 

Jeannie said, “The masses would be better off, doing acts of charity and kindness, rather 

than showing everyone how good they are at sport, or enjoying sport. But it is all just like 
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in Roman times, ‘Bread and Circuses.’ And the people get welfare if they want and the 

entertainment is like the circuses of Rome.” 

   He said, “How dare you denigrate professional athletes?” Jeannie said, “I am not 

enraptured by your jock psychology. You are just like robots trying to outdo other robots 

in a virtually mindless way.” 

    He added, “You are a fucking asshole.” Jeannie said, “Ah yes the anger of the beast! 

    Again, the vote was in her favor. And she was starting to become famous, like many 

religious leaders of the past, only famous in her lifetime. 

    And so, it went. Candidate after candidate challenged her position as the smartest.  

And she won every debate, though in some cases she was downright cruel. But it was her 

destiny. 

      This book was written in 2107, and was based on a true story. The people never 

forgot Jeannie. But most people figured skill in rhetoric was just a load of bull.  

                                                                 # 

Jane 

    She wrote about the new God. 

    She said, “She was a lawyer for the Gods. And people were suing her for lying about 

the Gods and disrespect. She proposed a counter lawsuit alleging it was a sacrilegious 

idea to sue God. 

    People laughed when she said that, but a certain man, was surprised when he was 

informed, he was being officially sued by God. 

    In court the God had the judges in their pocket, and they had been promoted to judge 

by the Gods’ auspices. So, the judge ruled in the Gods favor and he as the loser, had to 

pay $55 billion in compensation. Henceforth, there was to be no slandering the Gods, 

who after all were made in mankind’s image. 

    The Gods in fact were like glorified CEOs. Running their Empire for profit and 

pleasure. And they had all the latest drugs and everything else money could buy, like 

android love dolls. 

    Many said, it was destiny for the Gods to rule. They gave people’s life meaning. To do 

things that pleased their chosen God. 

    But finally, the God’s avatar in the USA was narrowly defeated in a federal election. 

And this set the dismantling of the God’s system here on Earth. She, Jane, tried to buy as 

many legislators as she could, but it wasn’t ever enough. 

    But if the atheistic camp thought they could silence God by bankrupting her, they had 

another thing coming. 

    On behalf of the Generals, God’s lawyer seized power in the legislature and ordered 

fresh elections. This time all candidates had to prove they had taken no bribes. So, the 

end result was a legislature full of people who had a bone to pick with the former leaders. 

   But the atheists set fire to the legislature, and everyone knew it was them. So, many 

hunted them down and killed them. 

    They wanted to dismantle the God system and set up a free society where worshipping 

and donating to Gods had no place. 

    But of course, some felt sorry for the Gods and were sad they were being attacked. 

And they didn’t believe the Gods were corrupt and had been doing a wonderful job 

governing. They claimed now their lives had no meaning without God. 
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   She stated that, “The meaning of life was to be immortal and to struggle to improve the 

lot of humankind. To make life comfortable and graceful for all. Human life was sacred,” 

she said. “And if one took another’s life, we’d take theirs too.” 

    And anyway, there was no getting away with murder as there were invisible cameras 

everywhere with the latest models being undetectable. 

    And God’s lawyer’s system rewarded people who did amazing things, such people 

were greatly respected but not worshipped like Gods. No screaming teenagers for rock 

stars and movie stars, instead young people got excited about God. 

     The book was written in 2101, and by 2107 there were no more traditional religions. 

All traditional religions were banned. Many were outraged, but they were in the minority 

and many of them fancied themselves to be martyrs and died for the belief in the old God, 

committing suicide in their jail cells. But in 2107, 10% believed in the New God. 

                                                                      # 

Emma     

    She wrote about clones. It was set in the year 2155, but written in 2098. 

    Her lover said, “With so many clones there isn’t much variety.” 

    She said, “But most of them are quite clever and the Interworlds’ Net allowed one to 

connect with anyone you choose. You wouldn’t be here if you weren’t a genius,” she 

said. 

    And he said, “I find with some women I fall in love like a slave. And lose control of 

myself.” 

    She said, “Maybe you should be chaste for a while. Take some time to find out who 

you truly are. Its not good to be a slave. 

    And he replied, “It is good to be free, but he couldn’t help it, he loved women too 

much.” 

    She said, “Women are like lightning, they come and then disappear. It’s a free World 

now and all women are free of the chains of the past and don’t even need to give birth; an 

incubator does it for them. And women now make up 65% of CEOs.” He said, “But he 

would love the women and then love their clones. He went round and round.”  She 

responded by saying, “You are a hopeless case.” 

    He said, “My favorite women all have many clones and I never seem to know which is 

the original. I am very confused.” 

    She said, “Who cares if they are the original or not. They all have the same memories, 

which they share.” 

    He said, “But he liked originals and pure women, I want to meet the movers and 

shakers who set up this system!” 

    She replied, “She was bored with him. And she was leaving him.” 

    His heart was broken. 

     But he got over it. And he started freeing female slaves, which made them beholden to 

him. And if he loved them, he could control their emotions as they were just former 

slaves. 

     In time some highly placed women took notice of his attempts to free females from 

bondage, even if some of them were androids… 

    And she for her part, cloned her favorite former slaves and made them a success and 

they were grateful to her and she felt gratified. 

    Helping the poor in spirit was the meaning of her life. 
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    But now many of her former haughty lovers got in touch with her, as she was 

becoming famous, and demanded to love her again. But she turned them all down. They 

had only made her miserable, and anyways most of her several thousand clones, were of 

only 100 women. She felt sorry for her male lovers who were un-cloned. Now her new 

lovers, demanded political power and to be cloned and with her lovers, she won a lot of 

elections… 

    It seemed like clones were bored of the lack of variety in lovers and wanted more than 

just old clones; new clones at least. 

    In 2107, many had at least one clone and the population of humans alone was 51 

billion. But some said the clones don’t count, and the real population was 11 billion. Plus 

there were billions of androids and trillions of holograms. So, people could live 

recklessly, knowing that if they died their clones would carry on their genes. 

                                                                 # 

Doris 

    In Space we were living very well indeed. She wrote about Titan. And was interviewed 

about her thoughts of contemporary times, by her lover. It was 2103. 

    They were living on Saturn’s Moon, Titan… She wrote Titan is a small player in the 

Worlds milieu. But we need to write about the news as good journalists. 

    Her lover asked, “What news from Earth?” She replied, “It looks like the Worker’s 

Guild is striking. They are opposed to total automation. But the rich elite looks like they 

are going to force automation through the UW (United Worlds) legislature. It will be 

chaos!” 

    And he said, “The elite are the only ones who matter. But we have to keep them busy 

trying to find love and new kinds of business, outside of automation, and have them raise 

children one after the other.” 

    She said, “But we have to respect our fellow human, no matter how clever they are.” 

He said, “Sure with bread and circuses for the masses. They’ll be looked after just fine.” 

     “What else is in the news,” he asked.  

     She said, “TV is making a come back. Many people are disgusted with having their 

mind’s read and thinking rather than talking. Many just want a nice entertainment like 

TV. 

    And she said, many people on Earth are resisting making the UW more powerful. 

Indeed, all powerful. 

    And the UW made all religion illegal, saying it was time for humanity to grow up. 

    But 20% were still religious and strenuously objected to the new law and tried to 

organize a resistance movement. But it was easily put down and so the whole World was 

Godless. 

    And only the elite could do Mind Reading Technology (MRT). This disgruntled a lot 

of people as well. But again, the protests were put down. 

    We told the people TV was “passe.” And everyone should adventure in Virtual 

Reality. 

    Talk shows and game shows were all boring we said. So too movies and series. VR 

was the Worlds of imagination. 

     “Any other news from Earth?” he asked. 
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     She said, “For some months now, people are debating whether or not to have 

Superhumans. Most are opposed, but there are too many scientists out there with too 

much technology including MRT. 

    He asked, “Isn’t there any good news?” She answered, “Space is becoming more and 

more popular and billions want to go to Space.” I said, “That’s encouraging.” She said, 

“You are boring me now.” And so, she left. 

    It was a disgrace to be told one was boring and it would be all over the Web. One’s 

reputation would be in tatters, as his was. 

    It was many years before he rebuilt his reputation. 

    All this was written in 2103 and people were getting ready for Titan. 

    By 2107 the first colony on Titan was already set up. Some liked it, others didn’t… 

But it was settled by “pure” humans, not freaks, one of the few to be so.  

                                                                      # 

Abigail  

    She claimed in her book, to be a true psychic using MRT (Mind Reading Technology). 

    She wrote, psychics could control the future by powers of mind reading and 

extrapolating that to brainwash everyone, using hypnosis. Post-hypnotic suggestion was a 

very powerful tool. Along with super-computers. Her protagonist was a female named 

Rainy. 

    Many went to a neo-psychic who could predict one’s future. 

    The neo-psychics were wise, everyone knew. And they used super-computers and 

hypnosis to determine one’s future, more or less. 

    This neo-psychic surrounded herself with kindred spirits who were visionaries. 

    It was the spirit of the age to speculate about the future. And she was one of the best. 

    Some psychics would recommend maximum achievement in the arts or sciences. 

    Some patients were afraid of the future and didn’t want to know anything the psychics 

might say about their future. 

    Instead many people were living in their own little Virtual Reality Worlds and were 

gratified. 

    And the powers that be announced only superhumans could go to space. 

    It was like a new aristocracy. 

    And her psychic, Abigail told her, “The Gods were fallible, just like the Gods of 

ancient Greece. And that she should be a God.” 

    “The bigger the errors, the bigger the God,” she said. 

    And Rainy, her lover said, “He would create a Virtual Reality paradise in which he 

was a God and he hoped that posterity will remember him.” 

    And he asked, “How will the Gods get around?” She said, “There is new teleporter 

technology which they will utilize and have clones spread all over the solar system.” 

     And he said to the psychic woman, “He knew the future looks bleak, but there is 

always hope.” 

    The President was brainwashing the populace by brain surgery to make them out to be 

devout followers. Now this woman psychic and him were one of a handful of people who 

hadn’t been operated on. “We have to do something,” he said. Most people willingly 

trusted the President and now claimed to be truly happy. The happy people asked, why 

aren’t you happy? And things like that. To her. She told them, “She would never be 

happy and would always struggle for a better life.” They said, things like, we live in a 
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Utopia, what more do you want? He said, “Most people live in a bubble, oblivious to 

reality and are entertained by technological movies and songs and art.” 

     A few of them asked her, what is this reality you speak of? She replied to them, “God 

exists, and he wants us to colonize Space and go beyond to other galaxies and join the 

brotherhood of intelligent species.” 

     Some of them said, it was the first they’d heard of it and was she joking with them? 

She said life is serious and important. Most of them said she was just a dreamer, but a 

few wanted to hear more. She told those wanting more that, God had appeared in history 

as Jesus, Mohammed, Buddha and so on. And now she was the new avatar of God, here 

on Earth. 

    Many of them were amazed, saying she was so bold and reckless etc.  

    He said, “Now God wants us to go to Space and stop worshipping him.” 

    And he told his psychic, Abigail, “He was one of the smartest personae in the World 

today.” 

    And he told her, “He wanted her right now!” She said, “That would be breaking the 

rules, but for him, she would make an exception.”     

   And so, they made sweet love using Mind Reading Technology and he felt as if he’d 

known her forever. He felt very comfortable. 

    He said, “But in order to truly love someone, you need to date them exclusively for at 

least a month.” 

    She replied, “She believed in love at first sight! And she loved him.” 

    She suggested that, “He get one of the love apps for his brain. It will help you,” she 

said. 

    So, he agreed. And he felt a rush of adrenalin and an uncontrollable desire to ravish 

her. And she was kind of a famous psychic and their loving embrace was on the cover of 

“The True Love and Sex Magazine.” 

    This love story was set in 2091 and was written in 2066. By 2107, psychics were well 

respected and lauded by the media and all had supercomputers and used hypnosis… 

                                                                      # 

Jerri 

    She wrote in favor of the common human. 

    And her lover said, Communism failed, but he still thought the common man should 

rule.” 

    She said, “Just like Bentham said, “The greatest good for the greatest number.” 

    He said, “Modern day elite have sidelined the ordinary people and took away their jobs 

and made them feel useless.” 

    She said, “Sure they all get a nice stipend from the government and lose themselves in 

Virtual Reality. But having no work depresses so many, so why not create artificial jobs 

just like in ‘Brave New World.’ To give them something to do. Anyway, most people 

would rather service jobs were in the hands of humans rather than robots.” 

    He said, “That’s ridiculous. People don’t need to work hard for no reason.” She said, 

“People need to get used to having most of their time working at a service job. The 

human touch is preferable to robots.” And he said in time people will build Kingdoms in 

Virtual Reality (VR) and live like Kings and Queens.” 

    She said, “Sure, but she was sure it will get boring after a while.” He said, “If you feel 

bored try a different VR. There are endless Worlds for you to try.” 
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    She wrote this book in 2180, and was still controversial in 2107, with people arguing 

about jobs. But in 2107, it was full employment. 

                                                              # 

Linda 

    She wrote against the idea of eternal youth.      

    Her old flame said to her, “You’ve really gone downhill in terms of looks since we last 

met several years ago. 

    She said, “Eternal youth is not for everyone. And she kind of thought she looked 

distinguished.” 

    He said, “But he noticed she had a lot of distinguished looking lovers.” She said, 

“Growing old together is marvelous.” 

    And he said, “He thought she was crazy, but it is a crazy world.” 

    And he said, “She could die suddenly of a heart attack at your ‘age’” 

    She said, “She didn’t worry. We weren’t meant to live forever. Anyway, many of those 

immortals of yours kill themselves by overdosing; sometimes deliberately, sometimes by 

accident.” 

    And he said, “In the best possible World, everyone will be youthful and forget most of 

their experiences, so that loving the same persona twice was brand new the second time. 

    Anyway, here on Mercury, the population was only 10,000, but you could love people 

on Earth Virtually. To forget was noble…” 

    She said, “She had a photographic memory and she was her memories and 

experiences. She wouldn’t want to forget anything important.” 

    He said, “Memories can be altered to suit, and it is hard to tell if something is really a 

memory or not. 

    She replied, “Yes, it is truly hard to know reality.” 

    This book was set in 2150, and was written in 2099. By 2107 it was very true for many 

people, that they wanted eternal youth, but on the other hand they didn’t want to live too 

long. As I mentioned before the average lifespan was just 50 due to overdoses mainly. 

But people were born in an adult’s body with the memories of their parents. So, 50 was 

like 68 plus people didn’t sleep much any more which made the days longer. It was like 

living to 100, with no sleep. 

                                                                       # 

Daphne 

     She wrote against the drug guild. 

   The drug guild, controlled the whole economy on Ganymede, Jupiter’s Moon. 

   And she was mayor of the only city on Ganymede, under a dome. 

    And she said to the drug guild, “In the past everyone was an adherent of one religion or 

another. If you can convince everyone a lie is true, you can do anything. Now people 

believe in drugs as liberating them from the shackles of the past.” 

    And the drug guild leader told her, “Exactly right!” 

    And to study history was considered passe. Everyone here was a student of the future 

and examined how culture and science could impact future life. 

    But some debated whether we need Gods or not. But generally, almost everyone here 

was an atheist. But most believed in aliens of one sort or another. 

    She told the drug guild leader, “Belief in aliens is necessary for the sanity of 

humankind. People need something to believe in!” 
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    The drug guild leader, she said, “The best people realize there are no aliens, but 

perhaps we can convince them otherwise.” 

    “Sounds like a plan,” Daphne said. 

     So, Daphne, she created some little green men who said, “They were astral travelers 

and were just stopping by Earth for a thrill. Give us your best,” they said.  

    The little green men were androids made of silicon, rather than carbon. But appeared 

humanoid. 

     The green men had a new drug for humans to take, one which would render humans 

open to suggestion/hypnosis. Many lined up for the drugs which were said to be ecstatic. 

     This book was set in 2080, and was written in 2058. But by 2107, many people (76%) 

believed there were aliens on Earth.       

                                                                  #     

Lise 

    She wrote about how much she was upset by her neighbors. 

    Her neighbors partied all night and played loud music and even with ear plugs she 

could hardly sleep. She told them several times to tone it down, but they refused. They 

said, “Get a better set of ear plugs.” So, she played my music all day long really loud 

while they were trying to sleep, while she was out at work. 

     But still they played their music loud. So, she went to one of their parties wearing a 

mask of a female tiger and they all thought she was cool. And she brought a man back to 

her place; he was surprised she was a neighbor but loved her hard.  And so, she changed 

her job to the night shift and on weekends she went to their parties. Other people started 

wearing masks and her mask was always different. Sometimes she wore an aggressive 

mask, other times she wore a sexy one. And the masks changed her voice. 

     She met a lot of interesting men here, but the dialog was limited due to the noise. That 

suited her just fine. She would just dance with them for a while and then invite them back 

to her place. She would tell them things like, “She was the World’s greatest lover” and 

other outrageous things and they lapped it up. 

     But finally, her neighbors realized what she was doing and bitched about her and 

denied her access to their parties. 

     So, she moved out, and said, “But there were plenty of other lovers to discover for a 

woman who had her good looks and intelligence.” 

     In her new place, a broad skyscraper of 10,000 people, there were plenty of single 

men and one by one, she seduced them. 

     Life was lovely! 

    This fiction was written in 2079. It was a typical story of the times. By 2107, many 

people lived with many lovers all together in a communal palace, but most lived in single 

dwelling apartments. 

                                                                    # 

Joanne 

    She wrote a science fiction novel. She wrote it in 2100. 

   It was the year 2122 A.D. They had outlawed sex. Procreation took place with test 

tubes. One couldn’t even pleasure oneself. People were given anti-sex drugs in the food, 

which eliminated sexual desire. 

    But the authorities claimed it was Utopia and people spent their time with their 

hobbies. Hobbies included breeding pets, sports, video games and so on. The most 
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popular video games were “Civilization 107” and “Dungeons and Dragons, 107” 

Basically, all were violent games and most sports were violent too. As for breeding pets, 

many of the pets were quite clever and most looked cute, though some looked ugly. 

    It had all happened so fast. One regime, China, had outlawed sex. And they had 

absolute power to do so. But then anti-sex parties cropped up in every country. In the 

USA, they introduced neo heroin which took the place of sex and said sex is unnecessary 

for human breeding now. They made neo heroin legal and almost everyone took it. So, 

people had sex less and less and finally it was made illegal. Instead people were devoted 

to the State. 

    And brand new Superhumans were also asexual. And these new Superhumans were the 

only ones who went to colonize Space. She didn’t know much about them, but wondered, 

if there wasn’t a limit to what they could do to make people cleverer. 

    And they bred trees and plants also in the test tube, only it was all automatic. By the 

trillions. The plants were flowers and the trees were pink and blue and yellow and so on. 

Buildings were all organic… 

   But wilderness parks only made up 36% of the land area the rest was 50/50 apartments 

and APMs (Automatic Production Machines). Most of the parks were in cold climes that 

weren’t valuable land anyway. 

    Hardly anyone lived in a house anymore and with the APMs had all they needed and 

then some. 

    And the UW (United Worlds) government attacked rogue states who sponsored 

terrorism and had biological weapons and nuclear weapons. And so it was peace in our 

time. 

    This book was controversial in 2100, when it was written and was a good prediction 

and inspired much debate in 2107. 

                                                                  # 

Gina 

   Gina authored a book about the failure of space colonization. Her protagonist, on Mars, 

she said to the woman, on Earth, “26 of our original 100 settlers have taken their own 

life. We had first settled Mars in 2049. Now four years had passed, and Earth was 

hesitant to send more settlers. The killer was cabin fever and all drugs were legal here. 

And we had had a breakdown in our main air supply system which forced everyone to 

live on just 75% of oxygen equivalent required for good health for about a month and 

some killed themselves so others could have more oxygen. And that depressed a lot of 

people.  The settlers were supposed to be trained for extremes, but many snapped and did 

crazy things. Some insisted the air supply system had been sabotaged, but using MRT 

(Mind Reading Technology), we proved otherwise. Unless that is a saboteur had been 

hypnotised to forget the crime.” 

    But Virtual Reality from Earth proved a godsend to the survivors here. And many 

found love with people of Earth on VR and loved them on VR. Super kindred spirits. 

    And the settlers were running low on some supplies and wanted more settlers to come, 

but the all-powerful UN parliament, voted against it. 

    Twenty years later there were only 50 of the originals still living, plus 60 children and 

finally the UN sent a relief ship to take the colonists home. Almost all of them wanted to 

leave Mars and the rest went along with it. 
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    So, space colonization turned out to be a failure and they never tried again, ever. 

Forever and ever. 

     This was written in 2041 and set in 2075. But by 2107, Space was booming, and 

everyone wanted to go. So, her prediction was way off, but a salient dream nevertheless. 

                                                              # 

Mary Beth 

    She was gone for a business trip to the Moon, Luna. But she had an android love doll 

with her lover’s face and body and when he and her were Online we often loved each 

other in a type of Virtual love. There was a very slight time lag, but it still worked well. 

    She was very rich from her real estate developing company. She built gardens on 

various Planets and Moons. And she used the latest plant technology in her gardens.  She 

had plants for heat or extreme cold. And the plant DNA evolved, thanks to her, to suit the 

varying climates. 

     She wrote about the use of DNA alteration in the modern World. She believed, 

humans had to take traits that were important to them and breed children to have these 

traits and enhance them. Things like courage, ethics, imagination, kindness, you name it, 

if it was good, she was all for it. Some debated with her what was good and what was not, 

but if they were kind and intelligent, they usually saw it her way. 

     Basically, she wanted to create Superhumans, who would be worthy successors to 

human beings. 

     Some asked why? She said for centuries we have been progressing forward. It is time 

now for us to move on as a species. It was the logical next step. 

    And people really liked her new beer! 

    She was writing in 2107 and many people agreed with her that the Superhumans 

should be above all, kind. And in 2107 there were millions of Superhumans. 

                                                                 # 

Lorraine 

    She wrote about a futuristic settlement on Uranus’ moon Caliban. 

   People here took drugs that caused them pain. It was way of the Moon Caliban. 

    And everything they did caused pain, even eating. 

    Basically, they were self-flagellating themselves. And they were all castrated. 

    They were a new group of new age monks who recorded histories of the varying 

Planets and Moons.  They chronicled the struggles of the rich and the deprivation of the 

poor and the pain of living. 

    Most people in the Solar System believed the monks to be insane, but they had many 

new recruits. In 2089 they had 1 million members and were growing at a rate of 1 million 

per year. 

    She said the idea of monasticism was once Worldwide with Buddhists and Christians. 

It was nothing new under the sun. 

    And there was an order of monks on several of the small Moons of Neptune who were 

more moderate and drank beer and enjoyed being scholars. Some of them even 

contributed to the new physics. She wrote this in 2065, when there were very few monks 

of any kind left. 

    In 2107, no monks, nor Buddhist nor Christian nor new age were anywhere in sight 

and had been largely discredited. So, this book was a red herring. But was food for 

thought. 
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                                                                  # 

Leanne 

    She wrote about a man of the future in the year 2140. It was written in 2065. 

    This man said to his lover, “He was a one-man wrecking crew. He had have personally 

destroyed 3 Virtual armies that were sent against him and was now tyrant of these 3 

Virtual Reality Worlds.” 

    And she romanced all the Virtual men in her Worlds. They loved her novel, “Journal 

of a Useless Man.” She told them it was true, and they said things like they thought she 

was most useful. 

   And there was another woman in these Worlds masquerading as her, she wanted her 

head, but she kept eluding her with teleport technology which he had. 

    But she was rich and powerful on these Worlds and finally one of her closest loves 

identified the fraudster and shot her. She assured him he’d done the right thing. 

    But some of her lovers said she was just a small-time gangster who had no right to take 

over here. She told them, “She was aiming high, trying to conquer other Virtual Worlds. 

    She figured, on the Internet, there were 10 million kindred spirit lovers suitable for her 

and she only loved a few thousand a year. She would never run out of lovers.” 

    By 2107, “Journal of a Useless Man,” was still controversial, written, by her using a 

male alias. And she wrote that those who stuck their neck out and challenged society 

were mostly beheaded. And many went along with that, But then, they came for her and 

she too was beheaded by a mass of spies. It was true, the spies ruled our Worlds… 

                                                                # 

Harriette 

    She was wondering aloud, “Where have all the courageous gone?” Everyone today 

was a lamb when it came to politics… 

    Everyone was so afraid of death. Irrevocable death, in this World of “Paradise.” 

    But finally, people were cloned and kept a clone on life support in case they were 

killed, and they shared dreams with the clones of themselves. 

    Then finally they stopped worrying about death and threw caution to the winds. And 

lived on the edge, most of them. And they found new courage to be the person they felt 

they had to be. 

     She said, “It’s never too late for courage.” 

    “Courage, was one of the best human instincts,” she said. And we could take a lesson 

from animals about courage and ferocity. 

    If you had the “right” kind of courage, you could join the Leaders. Which included 

her! 

    She said, “Sometimes the ‘right’ type of courage leads the World. Just like Winston 

Churchill.” 

     And there were others who remembered the French Revolution in the history books in 

which various leaders stepped forward, one after the other and many were beheaded. 

     And we used the best scientists, artists and businesspeople that were available to form 

our new government. But they had to be courageous and of sound mind. 

     They had to be able to make good judgments about the Earth’s future. To her good 

judgments meant bringing maximum progress to Earth. Others thought progress meant 

total automation. But she said, “Humans need to develop into Superhumans. And take 
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control of the future without the help of A.I. Most people in the UN agreed with her and 

we made it happen. 

     This book was written in 2069, and in 2107 was still controversial. Many demanded 

more courage amongst the human race. Even the courage to stand alone when you were 

right. Even if the regime wanted to herd you like a sheep to false happiness. Indeed there 

were many such regimes in 2107. 

                                                                       # 

Gabriella  

    She wrote in 2065 about future 100-year degrees in university, now that eternal youth 

was available to all. 

    She wrote, she should have studied astronomy in school, but astrophysics required a lot 

of time and she was busy partying. So, she studied archaeology because it was easy. 

Perhaps she should have been a brew-master since all she cared about was beer. And she 

dabbled in making beer but had trouble keeping everything sanitary and so her beer 

caused diarrhea. 

    Or perhaps she should have studied psychology and learned about hypnosis. Hypnosis 

she later learned was very powerful, but she was a victim of it. She was foolish enough to 

let some of her lovers hypnotise her. 

    But after studying all the archaeology there was to know, and much of the knowledge 

was taking archaeologists’ word for it, she quit half-way through a Masters’ program and 

went traveling and tried her hand at writing. 

    But finally, eternal youth came to be. And a few universities were offering a “Hundred 

Year Degree.” It was to be a degree of all knowledge. 

    And as a student of history she took advantage of the learning opportunity. 

    And there was a lot of opportunity to advise rulers as a student of “Everything.” 

    She wanted to be the World’s most knowledgeable woman. 

    And she studied the creative masters trying to become a great writer. 

    She spent most of her free time writing and even gave up sex for a while. 

    She wrote “Books of the Future.” Which she imagined would be written in the future. 

Just like this book here. 

    And it was a hit with the intellectuals and suddenly everyone wanted her to be their 

advisor. 

     And she wrote novel romances which were also popular, written from recent 

experiences in love, she was back loving again! 

    After 40 years of study, she told everyone she was the World’s most knowledgeable 

woman. 

     And life had changed during those forty years. It was now the year 2100 A.D. 

     Now, everyone was looking for love, and peace reigned in the real World. But the 

wars continued in Virtual Reality. 

     She had amassed many anecdotes for any topic no matter how obscure and the men 

found her interesting. 

     After 40 years, there were only 1,200 who were at the same level of education as her, 

but she had great imagination, the source of her books. And was one of the most 

imaginative people on Earth. 
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    And after 30 years of study she had adopted complete photographic memory apps to 

her brain and so saved herself a lot of time reviewing her knowledge that she had 

acquired. 

    And she had a musical app which allowed her to write new rock music with ease. 

    And she had a Super passport which allowed her to go anywhere in the Solar System 

and so she traveled everywhere. 

    But she typically wore a mask in her travels so as not to be recognized by paparazzi 

who hung out at spaceports. The masks were of other clever-looking women who didn’t 

exist completely. 

    And with her apps and experience and writing she was ahead of the others in the 

Hundred Degree Program. 

    It was a race to see who was the most knowledgeable and the cleverest. She claimed 

both. 

    And in her forty-first year of study she ran for US President as an Independent as the 

smartest person in the World. And she was victorious. 

    As President she could only spend 50 hours a week on her studies, but she was still full 

time, just a bit slower, but she had plenty of time on her hands. 

    As President, she told everyone, “They must go back to school, at least part-time. 

    And the more they studied the more tax breaks they would get.” 

    Everyone could learn at their own pace. 

    And as President, she had US forces attack rogue nations and bring everyone on board 

with the new civilization and forced their people to study. 

     In her first year as President, and 42nd year of her studies, education of an 18-year-old 

was the equivalent to a 40 year-old’s memories. The youth were coming up fast.   

      And she set up museums of the great minds where one could quiz great geniuses 

about life and meaning etc. The great minds were in a statue and got their kicks from 

answering questions. 

     And she declared a foolish act would be punished by a year in rehabilitation, so 

everyone tried to be clever. People could blow the whistle on you and have surveillance 

cameras to back it up. And if you were accused of foolishness, you went before a judge. 

     And foolish behavior included evil behavior. And psycho behavior.                                              

    Meanwhile, her studies continued. She took an active role in helping outsiders and 

dissidents. And drawing on the lunatic fringe. Variety was good. But the dissidents had to 

be peaceful. And so, she created her own opposition. But many dropped out of the 

program and she was one of the few who was determined to finish. 

     And she told everyone to record their dreams and use the best of them as a calling card 

for romance and friendship. 

     And she had her scientists watched by her spies and those of other countries using 

MRT (Mind Reading Technology). 

     And as President she got in the minds of my lovers and determined who loved her the 

most and this was reciprocated. 

    And she had historical and futuristic experts to advise her. 

    The overwhelming majority felt she had their best interests at heart. And all was good. 

    And she wanted to wipe out poverty worldwide. 

    And her secret police policed Virtual Reality (VR). So, crime didn’t pay. 
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    And she said, “Everyone must take drugs of one kind or another in order to keep them 

calm and non-violent and sane.” 

    She said, “Insanity is the scourge of our times. And she knew that many people needed 

to see a shrink to get with the times.” 

    The right drugs brought out the best in people. It was a metamorphosis. She tried to get 

everyone to take stimulants rather than opiates. 

    Some new drugs brought out the best in people. And many drugs caused them to use 

their whole brain to be cleverer. 

    And she ordered drugs to change one’s DNA. Keeping your personality, so as to be 

recognizable. 

    It was a society of statistics. And calculation. Math was everything. 

    And she ordered everyone to try hallucinogenic drugs and see deeper into reality. She 

wanted the best for her people. 

    And drugs to make one a better musician or screenplay artist. 

    And drugs to give one a better sense of balance in anti-gravity conditions. 

    And everyone was given an enhancement of the five senses with mind-altering drugs. 

    Better eyesight led to better art. And better smell led to new colognes. And better taste 

was greater enjoyment in food. And better hearing led to music ability. And better touch 

led to fantastic orgasms.       

    And she authorized better drugs for Space sleep. You would learn as you dreamed, and 

no one could take it away from you. 

    And she set up workshops for improving your mind. People could learn all that was 

important. 

    And she said to her latest lover, “She have given even the lowliest power in her 

government. And the people are thrilled.” 

    But he said, “You have abused your power by forcing people to change and you 

changed the constitution to allow yourself to run in perpetuity.” 

    “You have already been in power now for twenty years,” he said. 

    She said, “She was altering reality for people in small steps. She had nothing but time.” 

    And she said, “Once there was a man who thought he could change the World, but in 

the end, it was all a narcissistic play on the people. And he was just a human man, 

nothing more. And he was prejudiced against lazy people and was full of greed and 

unhealthy lust. And power-crazed.” 

     He said, “It is a damning story, but the truth is he wanted the best for everyone.” 

     So, she declared, “There would no longer be anything negative said or written about 

her and if one wanted to depict her, they needed approval from my office. And if 

someone said something negative about her, they would disappear.” 

     And she planned to rule for a hundred years at least. 

     She was proud to have frozen science and keeping the status quo. 

     And she had perfected the APMs (Automatic Production Machines). And fully 

automated society. 

    She said, “Since the advent of humans, people always had a dream of doing no work 

and living a life of leisure.” 

     He said, “But idle hands do the devil’s work.” 
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     In 2107, there were many people who read her works. It was food for thought. But no 

one like her had emerged so far… And it was full employment on Earth and most of the 

colonies. 

                                                                           # 

Eve 

    She wrote about the Grim Reaper. 

    She said, “You gotta know when it is time to die. And the new Grim Reaper appears to 

people now when they have lived too long, giving them 2 weeks to get their affairs in 

order and say their goodbyes.” 

     Her lover said, “Why not live on and on?” She said, “People get sick of life and do 

bad things; insane things because they are bored.” 

     He said, “Most people grow old and wise with age.” 

     She said, “People are living too long, they weren’t designed to live for hundreds of 

years.” 

     He said, “But many of our leaders are over 100 and I am surprised they are listening to 

people like you.” “People are tired,” she said. “And death is glorious. They all know they 

will be remembered for their contributions to society and that is enough for any person.” 

     And she said, “The Grim Reaper appears only to those who are determined to be tired 

of life. So, you don’t have to worry. You still enjoy life to the full.” 

     She wrote in the year 2180, and in 2107 it was still controversial about eternal youth. 

Many said it was crazy to expect ordinary humans to live as immortal Gods. 

                                                                  # 

Theresa 

     She wrote about the future of animals. 

     There were no more wild animals. Instead hunters shot robots and androids and 

holograms. But now many such creatures could fool a hunter’s X-ray and so were hard to 

identify. And they could even bleed a little. 

     And fishermen caught android sea creatures and put them up as trophies on their wall. 

    It was anarchy on Earth, and many people voted successfully to get rid of government 

permanently, but kept the police to avoid total chaos. And avoid bad apples. 

     People organized themselves into special interest groups like gun owners, peace 

gamers, sports fans, video game players, nudists, romantics, pro-science, business 

companies and so on.  

     And companies produced all manner of luxury goods that were not available with the 

automated system. Hand made and hand-produced and many wanted to support such 

businesses, feeling sick and tired of automatic products. 

     But she told the UN Congress as mayor of Detroit, “That androids and holos should be 

hunted with the latest technology for identifying them. They were an anathema,” she said. 

     She personally had killed hundreds of androids in the countryside, but now she wanted 

to move in on the cities’ situations.  

     And the UN voted to support her in a close vote. So, they began raiding suspected 

android harborers in Reality and hologram dealers in Virtual Reality 

     Many people wanted her to support their program to build parks with real animals, but 

she said, “Definitely not. Animals are just an embarrassing vestige left over from 

primitive times. And we can eat stem cell meat. And have robot pets.” A few thousand 
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people still had real animal pets, but  they found them one by one and eliminated such 

people, for being freaks/cavorting with freaks. 

     “The Future of Animals,” book, she wrote in 2100. And in 2107, it was still 

controversial as to what to do with animals. 

                                                                           # 

Sandra 

    She wrote about the Mind-blowing Spice Company.     

    The whole town worked for the Mind-blowing Spice Company. It was based in 

Florida. Everyone wanted a promotion so they could buy a better air car and get higher 

quality lovers. The company produced all new spices and sold very well except some 

companies copied their formulae. But the police were on their side and arrested the 

fraudsters. Our spices were also drugs and had a variety of effects on the people. 

    People everywhere were looking for new drugs. 

    At the Spice Co. people worked a 30-hour week and went to the Company 

psychiatrists at least once a week. There were plenty of jobs. 

    And here youth was valued. It took 36 years to grow up to be an 18-year-old. 

    They had all the time in the World with eternal youth. They told the youth to enjoy life  

as a teenager, youth comes only once in your life. 

     The population of the town was 8,900 on Mercury. 

     In 2107, there were a lot of new spice companies with GM spices. The best spices 

were copyrighted and the food and drink were so flavorful everyone agreed. But none 

were as good as Sandra’s. And she was very rich. And bought the best gigolos money 

could buy. But as mentioned previously people grew up fast not slow in the real World. 

                                                                        # 

Dana 

    She wrote about a World of busyness in the year 2060, set in the year 2155. 

    And everyone was encouraged to have a business of their own. Anything from 

 selling lemonade to brain apps. 

     And mergers and buyouts were prohibited so the economy was healthy and depended 

on small business. Governments gave generous grants to new start-ups 

     Competition was keen. Every day there were about 800 bankruptcies out of a 

population of 5 million here on Mars. 

     And many did business in Virtual Reality. VR credits could be used in the real World. 

     Many were professional gamblers on new video games and sports. 

     It was the year 2155 A.D on the Pacific territory of Fiji. 

     The term CEO was used to designate the leader of a company worth at least 100 

million dollars. There were hundreds and hundreds of them. And they formed a league of 

CEOs who decided who would get what VR territory. 

     Her lover was CEO of Naked Limited which catered to nudist leaning tourists. 

     All people here were relatively rich and enjoyed the sunshine. Tax laws were quite 

loose, and the government was small in terms of numbers. 

     Everyone here was busy with business and had little time for their children or lovers. 

People were absorbed in their work. 

     But her work was selling her own artwork and many of the rich wanted one of her 

paintings of horror. 

      She was actually quite rich even by local standards. 
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      She sold official copies of her works on VR and there was a great demand. 

      She figured it was a perfect country with real jobs for everyone unlike a lot of 

automated countries. 

      She bought her lover a gift of a latest model Benz air car for his birthday. They had a 

lot of good times on that air car, even went into Space. For example, one time they went 

to Triton, Neptune’s moon. 

      On Triton, everything was automated including art, literature and music. While her 

lover and she were impressed by the quality of the artistic works here, it all seemed alien 

to them and they thought we could do business just as well as androids. And while they 

were on Fiji, androids were prohibited, but holograms existed which did a lot of art on 

VR. 

      She told her lover, “A.I. is like a cancer, but it is good. And it seems to be the way of 

the future.” 

     And by 2107, business in Space was thriving and everyone wanted to go there in 

Virtual Reality and keep abreast of Space developments. 

                                                                        # 

Amanda 

     She wrote about Venus in the year 2100. 

     And on this Planet Venus, people grew bigger brains and had big heads which they 

covered with head scarves and hats. 

      Everyone here was a genius, many were polymaths. 

      The city she lived in was called, “Beggar’s Paradise.” People here had twisted minds. 

One of them wrote, “Bridge Between Worlds,” which was about a strange man who 

followed a rainbow to another dimension. And soon this new dimension was created by 

the geo-architects here. This new dimension featured twisted reality in which everything 

was upside down and contrary to established physics. People teleported all around and 

did perverse things to one another which never turned out as intended. It was totally 

outside the box. 

     But it was the old and wise who thrived in this new dimension which paralleled the 

real. 

      And there were tiger people here who had the face of a tiger and the body of a human. 

The tiger men were geniuses too and ruled Venus, and it was an aggressive world. 

     Another man wrote that this dimension was made up entirely of holograms despite the 

protestations to the contrary. And he said, “The people here craved variety and the new.” 

      She said, “This ‘dimension’ was just like Virtual Reality. Only this and nothing 

more.”’ 

      In 2107, parallel Worlds, were a Reality and one could multi-task and be in two 

places at once. People had trouble identifying which World was real, or if indeed they 

were all equally real. 

                                                                 # 

Cinderella 

    She wrote about a future house. It was written in 2090.  

    She decided to grow a new house here. But after a day of growing, she noticed that two 

rooms were missing. She complained about it to the authorities who told her, she was 

being punished for slandering the good government of this Planet. 

     So, she bought lumber and built the two rooms out of wood and was satisfied. 
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     And the house featured a cocoon room for VR dreaming and a party room stocked 

with a full bar of drugs. And 28 bedrooms. If a couple at one of my parties wanted to get 

it on, they could purchase a room for the night. 

     And she had a room for interworld gambling including this Star System which 

featured a World which was known as Mikey’s Planet. Mikey’s Planet was for 

intellectual gamblers only. 

      And she had a room for teleportation to other Worlds. 

      And a room of anti-gravity beds. This room she kept for herself and her lovers. 

     And there were several bars/discos which played a great variety of music. One could 

meet a variety of lovers and friends here.  

     And she had a kitchen staffed entirely by robots who cooked original food with new 

spices.  

      And she had her treasury room which was a giant safe with walls covered in gold. It 

contained gold, cash, jewelry and other valuables and was hidden deep beneath the soil, a 

secret room. Sometimes she invited men to the room and gave them jewelry of their 

choice. 

      She was rich from selling Space real estate.   

      The furniture in the home was all new age designs and the lighting was like a 

kaleidoscope of colors. 

     And it turned out in 2107, that many houses were grown organically and there was no 

pollution. 

                                                                 #      

 Liza 

     She wrote about future Wizards. 

     Here is a summary of the book which was written in 2051 and set in 2089. 

      Magic city was created by wise old Wizards and was a series of fortified towers, one 

for each wizard and his/her staff. It took forty years to become a full Wizard and all had 

acolyte wizards in their towers. As a full Wizard one could make magic items and have 

all possible magic spells. 

      Each tower was like a beacon in the night. A lighthouse. 

     Wizards dressed in robes with our sun’s picture and also all the planets and moons 

here on “Wizard’s Planet.” And they wore matching conical hats. 

    One of the wizard’s spells was to create life in an android body. And they created 

numerous lovers. Magic city’s population was unknown but thought by many to be about 

1,000 wizards and 100,000 sentient humanoid beings. 

    Other spells included “Sleep,” and “Hypnotism” and “Fireball.” 

    She was a female Wizard, and she loved a male Wizard. She asked him, “To take her 

back to his abode in the tower.” He said, “His tower was a sacred space for just him and 

his android lovers and acolytes.” But he said, “He’d make an exception for her as a 

potential soul Wizard.” 

    She loved him and lightning struck the tower again and again and it was true wizard 

love. 

    He wanted to get into her head and take over my development. She was to be his slave. 

But she told him, “She was his equal in terms of wizardry.” And she told him, “She was 

nobody’s slave.” 
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     So, they battled each other with magical spells and finally she defeated him. He said, 

“OK, let’s just be lovers only.” 

     And there was a Wizard’s conference coming up in a few days. She asked him, “If he 

would support her candidacy for President of the Wizard’s league?” 

     He said that, “She would lead, and he would follow.” 

     At the conference she promised new magic spells and more of a presence off-world. 

And we would set up an embassy on Earth… 

     And they elected her chair of the Wizard’s league. 

     This book was in 2107 considered prophetic as a Wizard’s league existed on Luna. 

And who knew what heir powers would be in the future. 

                                                                         # 

Sally  

    She wrote about Planet Mercury. 

    Here on the North Pole of Mercury, she was Queen, in a plastic, laser-resistant castle. 

Some said plastic buildings were an anathema, but she ignored them. She was Queen. 

    The city was full of abandoned skyscrapers and still looked like a city, but the 

population was only 10,000 and most of them lived in the countryside. It was a former 

metropolis back in 2140. But now in 2160, the population was greatly reduced. 

     In addition to 10,000 humans there were also 155,000 androids, again mostly in the 

countryside. 

    But country living was exciting due to sports. Everyone played real sports. And there 

were 1,500 who played thunder ball, which was the most popular. Thunder ball required 

telekinesis powers which everyone here had with an app. And the strongest group minds 

generally won out. But sometimes the weaker team got a few bounces in their favor and 

won. 

    And foreigners were not welcome and banned from participating in the sports. 

    They had their own little clique and they all knew each other, at least the humans. 

Some kept their android lovers hidden from the World and so no one knew them. 

     Of course, everyone here was clever and there was no such thing as bad love. There 

were plenty of men she wanted to know better. All people here were interesting. 

     And as mayor, she finally forbid all traffic and communication with Earth. They had 

all they needed. 

     The book was written in 2155 and set in 2175. As it turned out, in 2107, Mercury was 

just being settled for the last decade. It was up to 180,000 people. People were aware of 

this book and didn’t want to have people abandon Mercury for deep Space. 

                                                                     # 

Vivian 

    She wrote about women considered as just a drug in the future. It was written in 2040 

and was set in 2157. 

    Here on this Planet, Mars, women were considered like a drug that was to be taken 

when needed. As a woman she stated that “Love was more than just comfort for your 

mind.” 

     And she went on a crusade to bring back women’s rights and independence. But most 

women told her they were happy with the system and love was just a drug anyhow. 

     She said, “You are used and abused and written off as mere chattels.” 

     They told her to go screw! 
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     Finally, she gave up on these people of Mars Love city and went back to Earth with 

her tail between her legs. 

     There will always be injustices in the World and many people will insist they are 

right, when in fact, they are wrong. 

     In 2107 there were still a handful of people who subscribed to the opinions in her 

book. Feminists still considered her books as backwards.                                                                                                     

                                                                   # 

   Hillary 

    People appeared here as a fireworks blast of light that lasted several minutes, enough 

time to love your potential lovers. White light was for men and other colors were for 

women. 

    And sometimes the fireworks created new Star Systems. 

    It was the year 3,112 A.D. And things were not the same as the past. 

    Everyone appeared as a creature of light.  

    And each creature of light lasted only 5 minutes and then died. Life was fleeting. 

    But in five minutes they could get the summary of life and enjoy sex. 

    There were many radical futures like this. Life was ephemeral, set in the 22nd century 

in. As a reaction to eternal youth. 

      It was written in 2106 and in 2107, such kinds of life were just a daydream. 

                                                                          # 

Ilene 

    Builder robots had a high aesthetic IQ, but were otherwise dull and boring. 

    She had amazing conversations with them about beauty and they really opened her 

mind. But she knew they were just programmed to be that way. They only cared about art 

and so were kind of idiot savants. 

    And they built some amazing skyscrapers given the architect’s general plans. They 

filled in the details themselves. 

     And the architecture here on Luna was first rate. Many tourists came just to drink in 

the beauty of the buildings here. 

     It was a highly romantic setting with a river flowing through the town and bridges of 

spectacular architecture. 

    There were a lot of crescent shapes in the buildings here. And a lot of round 

architecture and other shapes that were deceptively simple. And the buildings blended in 

with one another quite nicely. 

     There was a lot of Martian wood in the buildings which were all new age architecture. 

     And of course, concrete buildings with imported lime and mixed with sand. And other 

building materials included Martian wood and also plastics imported from Earth. And 

some water ships arrived too. 

      The total population of Luna was 250,000 in this, the year 2103 A.D. And the 

population was growing at a rate of 25,000 per annum. 

      The tourists who came here, mostly stayed. They wanted to try it out and see if it was 

for them, and most were impressed by the clever, affable people here. 

       Of course, we welcomed all types of people here, but only very clever people 

appreciated life here and if they were not clever, we deported them back to Earth. 
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       This story was written in 2069, and by 2107 Luna had 390,000 people. But it was 

well known for its lunacy, not architecture. Crazy people gravitated here. But the UW 

(United Worlds) police kept the peace. 

                                                                         # 

Venus 

   She wrote about a hypothetical Venus settlement. She said to her lover, on Venus, “The 

people of Venus are not loving and cuddly like the e-brochure says. In fact, they are all 

strung out on mind drugs.” 

    “And the say they are freedom fighters but actually they were anarchists.” 

    She said, “Benevolent anarchy was a good way to live, and she’d like to try their mind 

drugs.” 

    So, she went and came back two weeks later saying, “The people of Venus are all 

completely mad!” He said, “I told you so!” She asked, “Where then do you think is a 

good place to go?” 

    He asked, “Why don’t you stay here with me in L.A.? She said, “She wanted to travel 

and explore new places. He said, “Everything you could ever want was here in L.A., 

people included. 

    I said, “Most movies are still made here and there were lots of acting roles waiting for 

her. Why not be an actress? Certainly, she played many roles with him in Virtual 

Reality!” 

    She said, “She had no ambition to be an actress, she was enjoying her life Virtually.” 

    And everyone had plenty of money, so why work?” She said. 

    He said, “Why not put your best foot forward and try and become influential?” She 

said no matter what we do posterity will not remember us.” He said, “Then make a mark 

on your contemporaries.” She said, “It is all futile.” 

    He answered her saying, “You are bumming me out. I feel a deep depression coming 

on. I think I need medication.” 

    She said, “Don’t take it so hard. It is only life. And life is fleeting.” 

    He replied, “Why don’t you at least try to be a creative artist. Give it a try! 

    So, she dipped her toes into the acting World and won some prizes. She said, “She 

owed all her success to him.” But once she was truly famous, she forgot about him 

entirely. 

    He said to himself, “You can’t have everything.” And he was bummed out again! 

                                                                        # 

 Sonia 

    She wrote about the Space mafia in the year 2090. 

    The Space mafia was headquartered on Mars, in one of the cities there, “Black Widow 

City.” 

    The mafia aggressively bought up Space real estate with drug money which they had 

earned. But in the year 2090, all drugs were made legal both in Space and on Earth. So, 

the criminals had to turn to legitimate businesses, like Space real estate development.      

    And lobby groups. And cronyism. And they intermarried to keep it all in the family. 

She tried to join the mafia, but it was a cruel hazing ceremony and she walked away. 

    And most of the mafia leaders were women who felt they had something to prove and 

were known for their cruelty. 
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    But the mafia lived a life of sweet nectar with the best of everything including the best 

lovers. 

    But as time went by the women stood out and started enslaving men. It was a 

gynocracy. And all the men were forced to wear pink. 

    Once a slave, always a slave. 

    The slaves had to grovel before their women leaders and beg for food and attention. 

    The women all had electric whips and kept their slaves in chains on various planets. 

    The men were typically afraid they’d be traded to an even worse mistress and so tried 

to please them. But on the other hand, they were afraid to be too good and also traded. 

    The mafia women were all angry for past injustices against women who were superior 

intellectually to men and wanted to make their slaves pay for these injustices. 

    And the mafia women were now free from childbearing; it was all done in an 

incubator. And mafia children were separated at age 8 between women and men. Men 

learned to be subservient to women and virtually worship them. 

     Some smooth-talking slaves said to their mistresses that love used to exist, but the 

women said women were never equal in love. 

    And the secret police made sure that no woman was giving privileges to men… 

    There were no robots amongst the Space mafia. Just slaves to do all the work. Slaves 

were quite valuable. 

    But it was all set up like a military, the men could be promoted to sergeant, but all the 

officers were women and even sergeants were treated as inferior and got few privileges. 

    And generally speaking, the cleverest men were assigned the worst jobs such as 

mining, to keep them out of trouble… 

    The men weren’t given eternal youth and generally died young of suicide. And after a 

few generations people had forgotten how men used to rule. 

    As his mistress, he told him, “She wouldn’t trade him for any number of men. But then 

she was offered 10 men slaves for him and took the deal. 

    His new mistress had heard all about how he was clever and spent a lot of time loving 

him... Without chains or the electric whip. 

     And she was in Heaven! 

    By 2107, slaves were commonplace, and women ruled in a lot of Virtual Reality 

situations. But in the main Reality, men and women were equal and all slaves were 

androids and holograms. 

                                                                 # 

Barbara 

    She wrote a book about heroines and heroes.  It was contemporary (written in A.D. 

2107). 

    She had set up a website for heroes of all kinds. To be a hero one needed to be 

nominated by 100,000 people. 

    Some were for peace, others war heroes… 

    Some were idealists, others practical. 

    Some were poor, others, philanthropists. 

    Our latest hero was the President of Guyana. He borrowed money to make everyone 

in his country have a living wage. His country was one of the last to do so. And so, 

everyone praised him. And he finally brought APMs (Automatic Production Machines) to 

Guyana, which was rich in resources. And the money generated by the APMs paid off the 
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country’s debt. Another one of our latest heroes was a rebel leader in India who brought 

down the government in a rebellion. 

    He was much celebrated world-wide. 

    Another hero was a female scientist who cured the last of the genetic diseases, making 

the World a healthier place. 

    Yet another hero was the last one to die from a genetic disease. She wanted people 

to remember her and remember the scourge of diseases. It was set in the year 2119 A.D. 

    Then there was a woman who championed imagination of all sorts. “Were heading 

towards the ‘imaginative society,’” she said. 

     Then a multi-sexual hero. This multi-sexual had new sex organs and boldly argued for 

equal rights.  

    Many were interested in becoming a multi-sexual and because of this hero, multi- 

sexual people were now honored. 

    Everyone these days was trying to open their minds. 

    And a conquering hero who had annexed the remaining rogue states and seized their 

biological and nuclear weapons. 

    Thus, ending the plagues. 

     And so on. There was no shortage of heroes in our world. And many these days were                                  

 proud to be human.  

                                                                          # 

Agnes 

    She wrote about heaven as Utopia in 2106. 

    Her lover said to her, “What do you imagine heaven to be?” She said, “It is a glorious 

Utopia in which people are kind.” 

    He said, “It’s hard to find kind people like you. If only the kind get to Heaven, their 

number will be small indeed.” 

    She said, “That’s not right. There are plenty of kind people out there.” 

    He said, “If Heaven is for the kind only it will still be the chosen few. An elitism of the 

kindness.” 

    She said, “There are many planes of Heaven, just like Hell. There are many kinds of 

good people.” 

    He said, “Most people today are just trying to get their kicks and are amoral.” 

    “There was a Virtual Reality World Utopia for everyone,” she said. 

     And he said, “Tell me about your newest Utopias!” She replied, “Personality World is 

all fashion. People here develop their personality into something brilliant with the help of 

brain apps.” 

     “And another new World is Women’s Utopia. In which all men were perfect 

gentlemen. 

     “And another Utopia is a World of good news.” 

     “And some wanted to dream randomly, rather than follow what the State said was 

good dreaming.” 

     And she said that, “In the daydreams everyone had brilliant, youthful skin, a good 

complexion, and a perfect body. It was a perfect World of Virtual Reality. And everyone 

was tired of cruel reality and wanted to go to Heaven!” 
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       In 2107 Utopias were all the rage. There were many kinds and all were criticized for 

being imperfect. It seemed perfection could only last a moment, but such moments made 

it all worth it. 

 

                                                                 # 

Lorrill 

   She was the Queen of perversity. And she wrote an account of her adventures as Queen. 

The account was set in 2241 and written in 2099. 

   On Jupiter’s Moon Europa. they had a new type of IQ test which tested one’s perversity 

number. The Moon’s oceans had been melted by nuclear power plants below the surface. 

But there was a thin crust 100 m thick and “High City” was a massive dome supported by 

ice and balloons.  

   And the most perverse would lead this World, this Moon. Population, 885,000 and 

growing fast. There were always new people to meet. 

   The new IQ was set at a maximum score. If you scored higher than 200 you would be 

quarantined and watched carefully. Of course, the spies would use those with maximum 

IQ’s to suss out problem people. 

    So, it was an intelligent rule of philosopher kings. 

    They would infiltrate cadres of radicals. There were a lot of radicals here. 

     Multi-sexual people, with new sex organs were here.  Most females had augmented 

big breasts and most men had large dicks. And there were androgynous people.     

      Narcissism, nymphomania, S&M. Older people loves. Anorexic loves. Fat loves. 

Boys and girls under 18 but not less than 15. Kinky attire. The insanity of marriage. 

Incest in an era where all babies were hypothetically with good genes, on the computer 

projection. And orgies constantly (all sex diseases were cured). Anal sex. And love dolls 

for both men and women, but especially for men. Virtual Reality loves with perverted 

holograms. Love with an android love doll. Voyeurism. Inside supercomputers… 

Dominatrixes, and transsexuals. Dwarves and giants.  Bestiality. Flashers. Sex toys and 

prostitutes/gigolos. Graphic porn and masturbation, incest. And some were LGTB and 

qualified as perverts.  And, above all, freaks in the oceans… 

     And there were biclones (clones made with one-half of the man cloned and one-half of 

the woman all cloned in one). Typically, the man was the right side and the woman was 

the left side. 

    Pervert lie detector determined if your answers to the perverted questions were true. 

    On this World you had to be sexually perverse in order to survive. 

    She had always wanted to be Queen of Perverts. The Queenship lasted until the people 

got sick of your perversities. And she was duly elected Queen of Europa, Jupiter’s Moon. 

They elected her for her vision. She was not the most perverted, not by a long shot. But 

they wanted her to be their leader. But she had sex with her sons and was known to strap 

on a dildo and do men up the ass. And she wanted to cross-dress and she tried converting 

to a man for short bursts and so on. 

     She surrounded herself with the best perverts. It was sin after sin. 

     And she decreed, “That henceforth everyone needed to be a sex worker for at least 5 

sex acts a week, and charge at least 10 sex credits per act.” Some conservative types were 

against it, but she paid them no heed. She introduced sex credits as the main currency. 
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     And also, she told everyone, “That they had to act in a porno most of the time. 

Anyone could view them loving one another including foreplay and dirty conversations. 

Some complained there was no privacy…” 

     And she added, “People can submit their sex perverted videos to her and if she liked 

them, she would reward them handsomely and would broadcast their videos on one of 

our many TV stations. She was always looking for new perverts to host talk shows and 

do documentaries. 

     Additionally, she set up perverse schools which taught children to act in an 

imaginative, but twisted way. Previous schools just taught imagination only. 

    And, she said, “She was looking for new people to join their perverse cause and she 

wanted them to join them. And the most imaginative perverts can join her court.” 

     Also, she was looking for scholars to rewrite history empathizing perverse behavior 

and destiny that led to the modern World. 

     And, she stated, “People needed to work on the details of their wildest perverted 

fantasies.” 

     In addition, “VR fantasy was encouraged by her.” Also she said, “One can mold the 

holograms in VR into anything. And everyone can be King or Queen in their own World. 

It was the ultimate perversity.”  

    Also, she said, “Perversion of the truth is where it’s at. Make up your own twisted 

truth.” 

    And she announced, “The best people are perverts, and she welcomed them to be 

honest with themselves and join us.” 

    Her World of perversity was all inclusive, any type of pervert was welcome. And she 

believed everyone was a pervert at heart. 

    And she said, “Henceforth, those that deny they are perverts will be put in rehab. And 

have their minds rearranged.” Many were against this law, but she was in command here. 

    And she stated, “Perversity is what differentiates humans from animals. Aberrant 

behavior has led to all those great works of civilization. Thinking outside the box and 

indulging in perversity instead was where it was at.” 

     And she sent some of her best perverts to Earth to act as missionaries for the perverted 

cause. They were to tell the people of Earth to take a walk on the wild side and make 

one’s life more imaginative. And the missionaries traveled with male and female love 

dolls.  And acted out perversities in the public squares for all to see. But frequently police 

told them to move on and disappear from their cities. 

    But she had a boss, the Goddess of Perverts who frequently gave her orders, but she 

didn’t usually listen. For example, the boss wanted true love amongst the perverts. And 

she wanted, females to wear the pants in relationships. And she wanted everyone to have 

vast orgies in her temple grounds. And so on. She never saw the Goddess, she just spoke 

into her mind. 

     And she found herself hallucinating now that she was Queen. She saw dream visions 

of her talking with the Goddess and kept dreaming about her father who appeared to her 

and told her to take perversity to the limit and that he was proud of her. After almost 

every sex act she saw his father urging her on. And she saw the faces of his lovers change 

into demons and it was uncomfortably “hot.” And she imagined she saw thousands of air 

cars ready for battle, but it was illusory. She told herself, “She was ‘seeing’ the future.”’ 
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Then after many sex acts, she hallucinated and saw her first lover. He would beckon her 

to come and join him on Earth, but she refused. “She was happy here as Queen,” she said. 

    And she went to Virtual Reality (VR) as Queen. She enjoyed herself in the World of 

the Orcs. Their males were ugly, but she had sex with them anyway and drank and did 

drugs with them. 

    And also, she enjoyed again and again adventuring in hologram VR. The holograms 

were very energetic in bed and she couldn’t keep up with them. 

    She remembered in particular the lighthouse she had stumbled upon in VR. At the top 

was the most beautiful hologram she had ever seen and loving him was fantastic. She was 

so horny for him… and she let him do her up the ass. Then he impregnated her the old-

fashioned way. But she immediately transferred the baby to an incubator and was sure 

she would be well looked after. 

    As she adventured in VR, she discovered that most perverts didn’t respect her as their 

Queen. So, she told these people, she’d ban them from VR if they didn’t kowtow to her. 

And so most grudgingly did so. 

    Almost everyone on Earth indulged in VR, but most of it could be considered 

perverted, she thought. And most humans were perverted in some way or another. 

    Those that didn’t kowtow were in fact eliminated by the powers invested in her. The 

Goddess of Perversity saw to it that my orders were obeyed. After all she was challenged 

by these non-believers too. 

     She recognized perverts by their shifty eyes/bug eyes/ hypnotic eyes/ crazy eyes. But 

some were grossly obese and others anorexic. Some were intellectually perverted, and it 

would come out in discussion. Others were just actors in someone else’s script and were 

relatively humble. 

     And she said we have a fresh opportunity to colonize space to be for perverts only. We 

already dominated a number of Planets and Moons. It was perverse to go to Space, most 

agreed. With cabin fever and familiarity which bred perversity. 

    But many perverts were sickos who enjoyed excessive pain for their lovers, like rape. 

And some had sex with little children. She forced them to go to rehab and cleanse their 

minds of negative perversity. Not all perversity was good. 

    It was truly a case of the good, the bad and the ugly. 

    It was common on Jupiter’s Moon Europa to ask strange women, “What turns you 

on?” And the ocean of Europa was melted by large submarine nuclear plants and so was 

filled with freaks like Mermen and Octopi men and dolphins and whales with enhanced 

brain and sex capacity and hands. It was hard core sex loving them. And people would go 

for a swim in wetsuits and see what kind of freaks they could attract. Or go in a 

submarine and see who the light attracted… 

    She said, “Earth has always been a freak show.” 

    And many ordinary intellectuals came to Europa for “new” experiences. But many on 

Earth were outraged by the freak show. And wanted it to go away which is why most in 

Space were perverts. 

     And on Earth the LGBT community supported her “Europa Party.” And the Party on 

Earth typically won about 20% of the vote. And the UW (United Worlds) was a 

legislature based on proportional representation. And if the minority government wanted 

to pass legislation, they had to do as the Europa party dictated. The Europa party wanted 

people to open their minds. On Europa she won out a second term as Queen with 51% of 
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the vote in a run-off. The previous King had committed suicide. It was a narrow mandate 

to be sure. Her final opponent won 49% of the vote and wanted to separate from Earth 

completely. 

    She said “Superhumans will come across as freaks to most people. Some Superhumans 

will come across as normal humans, like Super Businesspeople and Super Arts people. 

And Super Scientists. Or some combination of the three. 

    The freaks in the ocean of Europa, all wanted human drugs and would beg for them. 

Typically, one would offer them drugs for sex. And would love them in the water. 

    There was no selling freak loves, or owning them; they all had to be free. But some 

entered into wage slave contracts. It couldn’t be helped. And anyway, it was perverse to 

be free. She “owned” a number of android love dolls and some of them she set free in the 

ocean where they thrived, not needing to breathe. But even the love dolls enjoyed 

dancing and foreplay and dirty conversations. All of them were quite horny for her. 

      She programmed the love dolls to act out her wildest perverted fantasies. 

     And she sincerely believed that everyone on Earth was a pervert. 

     But many people on Earth were disconcerted by the “Freak show.” And finally, there 

was war. But there were a lot of gays and other types of perverts in the military in high- 

positions so the military backed her and her minions up. 

    And people used hypnosis to change their wage slaves into true slaves. But no one did 

anything about it. Most people didn’t even know how hypnotism works…. 

    And a couple of years into her reign she announced normal sex was henceforth 

forbidden. 

    And due to popular demand, she allowed the people of Europa to get in her mind 

passively for a day using MRT (Mind Reading Technology). 

    So, on this day she awoke at midday. And her first order of business was to visit her 

friend in rehab. He had broken a lot of hearts and so was sentenced to one year in rehab. 

     She told him to hang in there. She’d get him released tomorrow. 

     Then she participated in a game of head pins in which one used their hand to eye 

coordination. She was the deftest, and of course she won. And with the victory came the 

one of the hottest men on Europa for her pleasure. And she taunted the losers in her 

thoughts. They thought back, what does head pins have to do with perversity? But she 

insisted it was perverse. 

    Next, in the early evening she met an androgynous girl/man. She told him/her that she 

was definitely not gay, but she’d like him/her to do her doggie style. Thus, avoiding her 

vagina. He/she jerked off while she/he loved her. And she thought what was she doing, 

loving such a “woman?” Was she just showing off for the passive listeners in her mind? 

   Then she met with one of her old flames. She and him wasted no time and jumped into 

bed together. They talked as they made love. They talked about all the horny lovers that 

we had and about our depravity with freaks. 

    Then we went out together to a 24-hour nightclub. It was full of strange creatures. 

Which was how she liked it. 

    She attached a dildo to her loins, just above her clitoris and tried to rub against strange 

men who were dancing. She pulled down their pants and had them stick their cock into 

her while they were dancing. 

    People didn’t recognize her as their Queen (She wore masks) and loved her as if 

everything was “normal.” 
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    And some people said she wasn’t worthy to be Queen. She wasn’t perverse enough 

they said. They said she was not a member of the LGTB World company, yet she told 

them she indulged in wild perverse fantasies with “men.” 

    And she liked to go to VR Worlds of Men and take her pick of them. It was just like 

choosing a gigolo. 

     And she liked to take these men to their personal VR Worlds. And love them where 

they felt comfortable, while she was amazed by their Worlds. VR Worlds were typically 

very personal and everything and everyone was there by design. And she had children 

with many of those in the VR Worlds. And she said it was perverse to have children in 

such a milieu. 

     And she wasn’t interested in loving the women there. Only the “multi-sexual people.” 

     But though she wasn’t really gay, she used her MRT to get into the heads of all people 

she came across and was always the stronger one. And loved the men and partied with 

the females. And she had children with the men in an incubator, and freely gave her eggs 

to be cloned in the sperm bank. So, she figured she had hundreds of children, who would 

all grow up with perverse keepers. 

     Many said, if she wasn’t gay, she had no business being Queen. But her supporters 

backed her, after all she was a new, enigmatic phenomenon. 

    And she remembered at around this time, a few years into her reign, she still kept 

seeing visions of her dead father. The avatar said, “He dwelt in Limbo and he wanted her 

to get to Heaven when it was all over.” He suggested, “She bring kindness into her 

perverse formula.” She said, “She tried to be kind in a twisted sort of way, and she 

believed that everyone gets what they deserve in the end. She said, “She was probably on 

the road to hell, but she was sure most perverts end up there.” She was also seeing visions 

of her long dead grandmother. She told her, “The truth is lost in perversity and that she 

should seek the truth and not try and hide in VR, etc.”  

    At about this time she made an official visit to another place. She went to Planetoid X 

with her entourage of freaks. And she even brought her bards, they were in a band called, 

“The Lowlifes from Europa.” The band played songs like, “You Dirty Slut.” And 

“Miracle Sex.” 

    Anyway, they gave themselves freely to the assorted some 300 people on Planetoid X. 

She met a few philosopher Queens who told her things like, X, was the jumping off point 

for deep space and one of them told her, “Her philosophy was to be straight amongst all 

this perversity. She said, “She wanted a return to ‘decency’ and ‘normal’ sex relations.”’ 

She said to this woman, “Perversity is entertainment for both the masses and the elite.” 

But the woman, she said, “It gets boring after a while anyway!” Lorrill, she said, “When 

you are bored of sex it is time to die. And she was getting old in real years, though of 

course she had eternal youth like the rest of us.” 

    Another philosopher Queen said, “She was working on a new type of math, one that 

would allow faster than light space travel.” The Pervert Queen wished her the best of 

luck, but said, “She should come to Europa for inspiration.” She said, “She was a type of 

mathematical pervert when all was said and done. And she “didn’t fit in anywhere. She’d 

come to X to get away from most people. 

    And a third philosopher Queen, said, “She was working on a plan to use super nuclear 

explosives to change the orbit of Planetoid X and drive it towards the sun.” Also, “She 
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thought, true perverts, like me, were rare indeed. Most people were just along for the ride 

of perversity.” The true Queen said, “Inspirational words, indeed.” 

    She partied with all three of them and they joined an orgy and it was thrilling sex, the 

participants tried their best to be imaginative in sex in order to please one another. 

    She said to all 3, “Kinky sex makes the Worlds go round.”                                                                             

    And it was well known that the richest people were the biggest perverts. They were 

able to get the best people for their orgies. Memorable orgies. Then back on Europa she 

met the “Bestiality Queen,” who claimed to “Have had sex with all sorts of animals. 

Lorill said, “You are beyond the pale. Bad perversity.” The B.Q., she asked, “What is 

good perversity then?” Lorill said, “Imaginative sex is the best kind of perversity.” 

    And then she was loving an acquaintance of hers and he bit her on the arm. It was right 

out. And she ran away. 

    And then the circus came to Europa. They had all kinds of freak creatures. They asked 

her if she wanted to grow a penis for double the pleasure, but I said, “I am quite fine as it 

is.” 

     But she told them, “The whole World was now a freak show and they were boring!” 

     Still at the circus she came upon a woman on the merry-go-round that was on a plastic 

horse with a large dick in the back. She was going up and down. She said, “The World 

goes round and round and up and down. She’d like her to join her in an orgy!” She 

acquiesced and it was a good rhythmic sex and the men said, she had a magic tongue. 

    Then she was in the “Europan forest.” The forest had tall trees with roots 100 m deep 

to the waters of this Moon. And she heard male voices calling her to come to them. It was 

hypnotic so she ran away and went back to my entourage where she was safe. 

    Then a lascivious looking man who drew blood from her with his nails. He said, “It’s 

not something a court could convict. But she could join her and her male lover in a 

menage a trois, to make us even.” So, she did. 

     Then her followers found her a man of exquisite handsomeness. But he writhed and 

struggled to love her while he was on the phone with another lover, or so it seemed to 

her. So, she chained him down and had her way with him. And she told him, “You’re 

lucky to have had sex with the Queen of Perversity.” He said, “You don’t seem that 

perverse to him.” She said, “Who knows what perversity lurks in the hearts of men!” 

    Then she met a man who twisted everything she said. For example, when introduced to 

him she told him he was a beauty.” And he said, “He was sure she said that to all the 

men. Your comment is cheap and innocent.” 

    And she said to him, “His look was very original.” And in truth he looked very 

perverted. But she said, “Is that the best of what the Queen of Perversity can do?”  

    He said, “In the end we are all just humans.” And he loved her anyways and it was 

good. 

    And then she met a girl who bitched about everything. She told her, “She sympathized 

with her, but it was useless to just bitch about the World. She should get into politics like 

her.” 

    Then she met a girl who wore a mask all the time. She wouldn’t show her face. So 

finally, she ripped it off and discovered she was a very unique beauty. But the girl, she 

said, “It was like rape to take off her mask.” Lorrill, she said, “Welcome to the real 

World.” And the masked woman said, “Let’s have children with the men of Europa. They 

would be beautiful.” She said, “As Queen, I cannot deny you. It is all as you wish.” 
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    So, she and her adventured amongst the newest immigrants to Europa. 

    Then she went to Ganymede, Jupiter’s Moon, where it was said the men were exquisite 

beauties. And she loved many of them and had some children with them. They were very 

kind as well as beautiful. Good fathers for her children. 

    Then she went to the Centauri binary star system. It was a journey of 1 year. During 

the voyage, she loved her entourage and told them they were all Space pioneers. 

    They were the second ship to arrive on Planet Jesus, an Earth-like planet. 

    There was just the original settlement of 30 people. Her entourage and her were 120 in 

number. The people here had built a luxury hotel which held 200 people, so they all 

booked in. 

    One of the waitresses offered her a dish of 100 of her own eggs which she had 

produced with an egg enhancer. The Pervert Queen said, “Now that is perversity.” 

    And they took photos of the people here with me, the Queen of Perversity, and were 

gratified. 

    And she sat down to dinner with one of the men here and suddenly the chair locked me 

in place, and he tore my clothes off and had rough sex with me. 

    And he came again and again, and she came too. 

    Then he said, “I am going to cut off your breasts and fry them up.” So, she 

communicated with MRT with her entourage and thought to be rescued.  They arrived in 

20 seconds. And so, we killed this man and left the Centauri system for Barnyard’s star. 

    They gave birth to a generation of perverts while on the journey. But she was getting 

tired of the crazy men here. So, she advertised on the Space Web for perverse, clever 

men. She got a lot of responses and loved many of them Virtually. But she concluded her 

entourage of perverted men were better. She reflected it was better to let the perverts find 

her, rather than go looking for them. 

     On Barnyard’s star system they found a nice ocean Planet and set up a colony of 

perverts on planet Gupta. But we renamed the Planet, Planet Perversity. We thrived and 

multiplied from 250 people who left Centauri to now 35,000, 3 years later. Plus 15,000 

new immigrants. Children grew to adulthood in just one year. And she loved loving all 

those innocent males. 

    All in all, she had thousands and thousands of children who were raised by her men or 

the State mostly. She had sex with my male children and got off on videos of all of them 

and their loves. After all she was the Queen of Perversity. 

    And she decreed all children would have their first sex act at age 2 when they appeared 

mature and 20ish. 

    And she decreed all children would be tutored Online with the most perverted teachers 

and be given memory packs of her and others to make them somewhat experienced. 

    And she declared, “Here on Planet Perversity we were in Heaven. Or Hell if that was 

your impression!” And “All roads lead to Planet Perversity.” 

    And they had a number of ships from the Sol system come and visit them. They were 

looking for new experiences, of course and we could deliver that. Thousands of them 

immigrated to their Planet in the first three years. 

    And they had 10’s of 1000s of incubators by the end of the third year. 

    Many people on Earth were glad we had disappeared from their vicinity. But they were 

only a year’s flight away and we made a lot of sex credits from selling our perverse porn. 
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     All in all, she was quite content with the legend she had built for herself. Many people 

were in awe of her and all she was able to achieve. 

    As for the Goddess of Perverts, she was forgotten. 

    This dialog was set in the year 2241 and written in 2099. And in 2107 there were 

plenty of freaks and those who pervertedly loved them. People these days often equated 

perversity with freaks, but there were a number of normal looking humans who were 

perverse. 

 

THE END. 

 

     All in all I learned a lot from these women and it could truly be said that we lived in 

the years of the women. In 2107, 60% of writers were women and 62% of scientists. And 

59% of CEOs. People expected more of their daughters these days… Some said many 

women were, “overacheivers.” 

     

     


